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authority in changing the dominant research program of ornithology, and the contested nature
of new methods and priorities that "revolutionized" the field. In comparing the contents of
The Ibis to the historical narratives of the centenary contributors, this thesis contributes to the
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priorities and methods.
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The Ibis, Journal of the British Ornithologists' Union:
A Pre-Synthesis Portrait

Introduction

A group of friends, mostly wealthy collectors of bird specimens, founded the British
Ornithologists' Union (B.O.D.) in 1858 with the primary intent of starting an ornithological
journal. Their action was indicative of the trends toward specialization in natural history that
coincided with an influx of thousands of new animal and plant forms into the ports ofBritain,
whether as specimens for collections or as live animals for zoological gardens. The
description and classification of these forms became the province of a coterie of natural
history journals, beginning with the Transactions ofthe Linnean Society ofLondon founded
in 1791.1 B.O.D. founding member Philip Lutley Sclater emphasized that the ornithologists'
action in establishing their own journal was not prompted by any jealousy of existing
periodicals. Rather they believed that the number of persons principally interested in their
branch of zoology justified an experiment that had recently succeeded so well in Germany,

1 On specialization in natural history and associated institutional developments during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, see; David Allen, The Naturalist in Britain: a Social History, (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1994); Adrian Desmond, "The Making of Institutional Zoology in London 1822-1836,"
History ofScience, 23(1985):153-185 and 223-250; Paul Lawrence Farber, "The Development of
Taxidermy and the History of Ornithology," ISIS, 68(1977): 350-566, "The Development of
Ornithological Collections in the Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries and their Relationship to
the Emergence of Ornithology as a Scientific Discipline," Journal ofthe Society for the Bibliography of
Natural History, 9(1980): 391-394, Discovering Birds: The Emergence ofOrnithology as a Scientific
Discipline: 1760-1850, (Baltimore, MD: John Hopkins University Press, 1996), and Finding Order in
Nature: The Naturalist Traditionfrom Linnaeus to E.o. Wilson, (Baltimore, MD: John Hopkins University
Press, 2000). The compilation volume edited by Nicholas Jardine, James A. Secord, and E.C. Spary,
Cultures ofNatural History, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) also contains relevant papers.
For the effect of specialization on natural history periodicals, see David Allen, "The Struggle for Specialist
Journals: Natural History in the British Periodicals Market in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century,"
Archives ofNatural History, 23(1996): 107-123.
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where ornithologists had founded a journal in 1853.1 The first volume of the B.o.u.'s
journal, The Ibis, appeared in 1859. Although papers on birds were of course published in
other zoological journals, particularly the Proceedings ofthe Zoological Society ofLondon,
The Ibis remained the only strictly ornithological journal in Britain until 1907 when a group

of ornithologists founded British Birds. By the 1950s, other British ornithological journals
had appeared, including Bird Study, but The Ibis remained the "universally
acclaimed ... premier pUblication for the science.,,3 Meanwhile, specialist journals published
papers on birds when they served well in studies of physiology or genetics, but these subjects
were largely outside the purview of The Ibis for nearly the first hundred years of its
publication.
When the RO.U. was founded, naturalists defined scientific ornithology as the
specimen-based description and classillcation of birds, in contrast to "popular natural
history" which studied their life histories and habits.4 During the twentieth century, scientific
ornithology increasingly encompassed quite different research, namely the study of ecology,
life history, behaviour, and evolution theory, with an emphasis on explanation rather than
description. 5 This transition became apparent in the pages of Ibis only after 1940. In 1943,
for example, B.O.U. president Percy Roycroft Lowe addressed the Annual General Meeting

Philip Lutley Sclater (1859) quoted in Guy Mountfort, "One Hundred Years ofthe British Ornithologists'
Union," IbiS, 101(1959): 8-18.

2

Philip Manson-Bahr, "Recollections of Some Famous British Ornithologists," Ibis, 101(1959): 53-64, p.
53.

3

4 Charles G. Sibley, "Ornithology," in Edward L. Kessel, ed., A Century ofProgress in the Natural
SCiences, pp. 629-659, (San Francisco: California Academy of Sciences, 1955), p. 630.

5 Mark V. Barrow has examined this transition in American ornithology in A Passion for Birds: American
Ornithology after Audubon, (princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998).

--
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with the remark that the quality of the contents of Ibis had been particularly striking during
the previous year:
In addition to the usual systematic and faunistic papers there were a number of others of a
totally different category, dealing with such problems as Breeding Biology, Instinct,
Ecology, Avian Physiology, Avian Psychology. and so on .... To my mind, they indicate a
new and welcome advance in the study of Ornithology, keeping in step. as they do, with
similar co-lateral studies in other branches of Biology... In point of fact such papers
constitute a defInite and valuable contribution not only to Ornithology but to the science
of Biology in general; and the Committee feel that, by opening the pages of 'The Ibis' to
this newer and younger school of biological research, the prestige and welfare of the
Union will be enhanced and our proceedings brought into closer touch with work in other
branches of Zoology. 6

The generation of ornithologists who helped change the definition of scientific
ornithology from specimen-based systematics to the observation of living birds in the field
lamented the fact these developments occurred so late. While foreignjoumals and many
British ornithologists working outside of The Ibis had increasingly been concentrating on the
study of the living bird in its natural environment, contributions to The Ibis remained, in the
words of one ornithologist, "hide-bound," archaically persisting in a specimen-based,
descriptive research program. Such criticisms peppered the centenary volume of The Ibis, an
issue dedicated to the history ofBritish ornithology. Contributors to this centenary
emphasized the importance of theoretical work in ornithology as well as the study ofthe
living bird, and dismissed virtually the entire first century of the contents of The Ibis and, by
implication, the associated natural history tradition.
This tendency to belittle the work of natural history, particularly work in systematics
and taxonomy, was not the invention of post-l 940s' ornithologists, although it certainly aided
their efforts to emphasize the value of their own research and methods. Until recently,
historians of biology passed over decades ofnatural history work and generations of

6

Percy R. Lowe, "Annual General Meeting of the B.O.D.," Ibis, 1942, pp. 537-539, p. 538.

4

naturalists. They described such work, at best, as a necessary phase during the grand march
to modem evolution theory, biological research, and experimental methods. Lately various
historians have questioned such narratives. For example, Paul Farber has pointed out that
these narratives often take the polemics of those who campaigned for "biology" as something
different from natural history at face value, accepting their portrayals ofnaturalists as
dowager scientists purely concerned with classification and description. 7 Farber argues that
in fact natural history during the nineteenth century was a viable and active field of research
that contributed to fundamental developments in the life sciences, particularly evolutionary
theory. In the twentieth century, naturalists did not turn away from natural history,
abandoning it for the rigor of physiology or experimental biology, but rather helped guide
natural history to what became "biology. '>8
This thesis examines the contents of The Ibis prior to the 1940s to determine both the
context and intent of an episode of British ornithology usually mentioned only in passing as a
necessary, albeit frustratingly persistent, phase on the path to modem ornithology. In
particular, it compares the discipline-building rhetoric of modems with the contents of the
past. For example, this thesis examines how contemporaries viewed the methods and
priorities of modem ornithology when frrst developed. Such analysis highlights what
historical accounts written by "winning scientists" unduly emphasized or omitted following
what was in fact a contentious transition of priorities and methods. Rather than taking it for
granted that subsequent scientists had simply found a better way of studying nature, such a
study highlights the complex factors involved in disciplinary transitions. How, for example,

7 Paul Lawrence Farber, "The Transformation ofNatural History in the Nineteenth Century," Journal oj
the HistoryojBioJogy, 15(1982): 145-152, p. 145-147.

5

were modem evaluations enmeshed in ornithologists' endeavor to forge new disciplines and
institutions, with associated monopolies of research priorities and funding? How did
different conceptions of science and scientific method affect how modems viewed the past?
How were opinions regarding appropriate scientific method related to theoretical
commitments and research priorities?
Chapter I provides the historiographic context for the following chapters by
examining the 1959 centenary volume of The Ibis in which many of the most influential
ornithologists of the mid-twentieth century reflected on the history of ornithology. Their
descriptions of The Ibis, ornithology, and natural history prior to the 1940s, their attitudes
toward old methodologies and priorities, and their accounts of how the change to modem
ornithology occurred provide a comparative narrative for subsequent chapters.
Commemorative volumes are particularly suspect to historians of science as sources of
history, but Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent has highlighted how they can be very interesting to
historians from a reflexive point of view, for the information they provide on the relationship
between history and memory. 9 She notes that the fact scientists generally describe past
events in order to shape and legitimize their present activities, does not necessarily mean they
are unconcerned with historical authenticity. Rather, such narratives involve a "complex
negotiation between memory, amnesia, and cultural reminiscence." The manner in which the
ornithologists writing the history oftheir discipline for the centenary constructed their
narratives, omitted certain parts of the story, and emphasized others, provides an excellent
comparative framework to begin looking at what the contents of The Ibis can tell historians
about both the history of ornithology and the priorities of the discipline today. Sally Gregory
8

Farber, "The Transformation ofNatural History," p. 152.
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Kohlstedt notes that it is certainly not surprising that commemoration narratives of the past
stress the kind of activities the writers themselves value. 10 With this in mind, such
commemoratives can become a useful historical tool. The historian, Kohlstedt writes, must
use the "remarkable tendency for institutions to remember and retain a record of their past
while recognizing as well their capacity to forget, when convenient." Institutional histories
of organizations like the B.O.U. that pay attention to the rhetoric of commemorative
celebrations can reveal the ways in which learned societies, museums, universities,
laboratories and research centers provide an "essential though sometimes tempestuous
channel" for both the personal and intellectual aspirations of modem scientists. 11 This
chapter provides a basis from which to compare accounts by modem ornithologists of a
"natural progression of knowledge" leading to modem methods and research to the early
concerns that arose over the wisdom of changing ornithology along so-called "logical"
directions. Such comparison emphasizes the motives behind narratives that seem to take the
superiority of modem research methods and priorities for granted.
Contributors to The Ibis centenary criticized the pre-1940s journal for the fact papers
seemed to operate outside the context of biology. 12 Authors rarely provided a theoretical
context for studies and paid little if any attention to debates over evolution theory or any
other subject that dealt with the explanation of natural phenomena. Chapter 2 uses a brief

9 Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent, "Between History and Memory: Centennial and Bicentennial Images of
Lavoisier," Isis, 87(1996): 481-499.

10

Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, "Institutional History," Osiris, 1, 2nd series, (1985): 17-36, p. 19.

II

Kohlstedt, "Institutional History," p. 36.

12 By "biology" the 1959 contributors implied the use of "ideas," rather than the descriptive compilation of
facts. It carried with it the old association ofthe term with explanation, and finding the laws and causes
behind natural phenomenon. They particularly meant the explicit study ofevolution theory, heredity,
physiology, and ecology.
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exchange among the editors of The Ibis, some of its most prolific contributors, and an
ornithologist concerned with the state of the contents in the 1920s to bring to the fore
contemporary defmitions of "scientific" ornithology. This provides the methodological
context for the geographical ornithology discussed in subsequent chapters, and shows how
the continued focus on description was not necessarily due to inattention to broader issues in
the life sciences. Rather, it involved a conscious editorial policy pursued by natural history
journals to publish papers based on a traditional definition of good and appropriate science.
A description of debates in the 1890s over appropriate scientific method at the Entomological
Society of London shows the important role methodological commitments played in
determining acceptable research programs for naturalists. There, where certain entomologists
wanted to defend Darwin's theory of natural selection by using insects, a controversy ensued
over whether it was appropriate to pennit such inevitably speculative papers within the
journal. When compared with trends in the ornithological journal, this description also
shows the diversity within naturalist communities that is often overlooked in narratives of the
twentieth century life sciences which lump naturalists as a uniform group in both method and
focus.
One of the characteristics ofthe older volumes of The Ibis that frustrated
ornithologists writing in 1959 was the great predominance of geographical ornithology. Lists
of species observed by travelling ornithologists and long catalogues of specimens obtained on
expeditions filled the journal. According to the commemorative narratives, this random fact
gathering on distribution persisted unchanged from 1859 to the 1940s. Chapter 3 examines
the content and intent of geographical ornithology over a period of time that the 1959
contributors characterized as unifonn. In contrast to their description of geographical
ornithology as constant in both method and its lack of theoretical context, the contents of The
Ibis shows that the theoretical background of this work changed sharply and that methods,

--------------------
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particularly of data collection, were constantly in flux. Through the acceptance in 1912 of
trinomial nomenclature, the focus of geographical ornithology shifted from the description of
species distribution to the examination of variation within species and the study of
subspecies. This change was briefly acknowledged by one of the contributors to the
centenary, who described it as an inevitable, progressive phase for the science. But if one
examines the controversy that occurred with the transition, it becomes apparent that this shift
had as much to do with a change in personnel in charge of the journal as it did with the
presence of a clear way to proceed. Another contributor described the use of trinomials as an
issue of nomenclature, continuing the 1959 narrative ofpre-1940s B.O.D. ornithology as
lacking in theoretical context. This narrative ignores the fact that the use of trinomials was a
new research program based fundamentally on evolution theory.
The final chapters examine two episodes in the history of the life sciences and their
influence on The Ibis ornithologists: the so~called 'Eclipse of Darwinism' and the
development of ecology, Chapter 4 looks at the few debates over evolutionary mechanisms
that appeared in The Ibis from 1890 to 1930, a period sometimes called the 'Eclipse of
Darwinism' due to the predominance of theories of evolution that emphasized alternatives to
natural selection. Generally subsumed under the terms mutationism, Lamarckism, and
orthogenesis, these mechanisms were proposed to address those issues left unresolved by
Darwin's focus on the primacy of natural selection. The <Eclipse' narrative describes
selectionist theories, or Darwinism, as overcome by these alternative theories. This story has
been crucial to the narrative of the Evolutionary Synthesis, a term applied to the period in the
life sciences between approximately 1936 to 1942 when various disciplines reached a

9

consensus regarding the importance of natural selection to evolution theory. 13 Within this
narrative, naturalists are usually described as Darwin's most loyal supporters. In contrast, for
example, to geneticists who focused on the presence of discontinuous variation in nature and
supported mutation theory, naturalists are said to have used their experience with continuous
variation apparent in long series of specimens to support more traditional Darwinian ideas of
how evolution occurs. The contents of The Ibis show that not only was Darwinism strong
among ornithologists, and thus by no means "eclipsed," but that ornithologists as often as not
used mutationism and other mechanisms, often described as the province of experimental
biologists. This belies the simplistic dichotomies used by the architects of the Evolutionary
Synthesis to describe the pre-Synthesis state of the life sciences. Finally, the fluid and
contested nature of various theories of evolutionary mechanisms during this period shows
that complaints by the centenary contributors that ornithologists rarely mentioned natural
selection derived from anachronistic expectations that ignored the state of pre-Synthesis
evolution theory, or looked back only to find predecessors to "correct" science.
Chapter 5 examines the first appearance ofecology as a self-conscious discipline in
the journal and the impact of increasing concern with ecological information on the
established research program of geographical ornithology. It also illustrates the contested
nature of new research priorities that focused on the living bird in its natural surroundings.

13 The Evolutionary Synthesis is often described as a period of unification in the life sciences after decades
of apparently contradictory theories of how the process of evolution occurs, from Mutationism,
Lamarckianism to Selectionism, and various combinations of mechanisms. Provine cites how the most
widespread view among geneticists has been that the synthesis occurred through the incorporation of ideas
developed by geneticists and systematists, field naturalists, paleontologists, cytologists, and embryologists.
Mayr emphasizes the role of systematists, paleontologists, and field naturalists. Although there is by no
means unanimity on this point today, the compromise account ofthe synthesis which has emerged is that
the synthesis occurred through both the experimental work of geneticists combined with the work and
population thinking of systematists. See Ernst Mayr & William Provine, The Evolutionary Synthesis:
Perspectives on the Unification ofBiology, 2nd edition, (Cambridge, MS: Harvard University Press, 1998).
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Again, the contents of The Ibis are juxtaposed against the narratives of the centenary
contributors in order to qualify the latter's tendency to take the superiority ofnew methods
and priorities for granted. This provides an examination of the development of the discipline
not in reference to the triumph of greater factual support for particular theories or the obvious
superiority of alternative methods, but in regard to more complex factors. A small group of
individuals brought both ecology and the methodological and research priorities ofthe
Evolutionary Synthesis into the journal, showing how changes in the structure of the
scientific community were critical factors in the history of ornithology in Britain.
A guiding intent of this study is to show how the practice ofworking ornithologists
changed over the twentieth century amidst various developments in the history of the life
sciences. While there is much information on the theoretical issues at stake in both the
debates over evolutionary theory and the development of ecology, their relevance to and
influence on the broader, traditional natural history community'S practice and publishing
institutions is less well known. Recent books on the history of ecology, for example, have
examined the history of ideas in population ecology, the development of specific research
schools and the role of ideology, and the intellectual and disciplinary history of ecosystem
ecology.14 Historians have not examined the impact of these developments on traditional
natural history journals. Similarly, narratives of both early twentieth century evolutionary
theory and ecology have usually relied on the stories of a few major scientists. \5 Daniel J.

14 These are, respectively, Sharon Kingsland, Modeling Nature: Episodes in the History ofPopulation
Ecology, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985); Gregg Mitman, The State o/Nature: Ecology,
Community, andAmerican Social Thought, 1900-1950, (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1992); Joel
Hagen, The Entangled Bank, (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1992).

15 For example, Peter Bowler, in his book The Eclipse 0/ Darwinism: Anti-Darwinian Evolution Theories in
the Decades around 1900, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983), focuses on the major
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Kevles has cautioned against the common generalizations made regarding the naturalist and
geneticist communities, often based on controversies between biometricians and Mendelians
at the beginning of the century.16 He proposed that analysis must now be done on the
"scientific commoners" rather than simply the major players who wrote the most vehement
letters and led the factions. 17
To use Mayr's expression, some "population thinking" needs now to be applied to the
initially useful typologies used to describe the history of the life sciences in the twentieth
century. To what extent, for example, do the customary generalizations made regarding
naturalists accurately portray scientific commoners, and to what extent do these terms
obscure important diversity? In reality naturalists worked on very different organisms and in
different institutions, yet historians often portray them as unified in method, theoretical
commitments, and research concerns. For example, Mayr characterizes the response of
naturalists to mutation as a mechanism of large scale evolutionary change and their role in
the Evolutionary Synthesis in certain ways, as opposed to those of geneticists and
experimental zoologistS. I8 Such narratives are central to pre-Synthesis histories, which often
place disciplines into dichotomous camps between which communication faltered,
supposedly delaying the inevitable synthesis. 19 More generally, historians have focused on
individuals involved in controversies over evolutionary mechanisms, or at least those who wrote central
papers on the SUbjects.

16 This is often cited as the source of a dichotomous divide between naturalists and geneticists that
occurred when biometricians, described as naturalists, urged the study of continuous variation in nature and
the importance of natural selection, while geneticists believed important variation to be discontinuous. The
polemics ofthis debate have provided much ofthe material for pre-Synthesis narratives, since they often
portray the natural sciences in terms ofdisparate, non-communicative groups.
Daniel J. Kevles, "Genetics in the United States and Great Britain 1890-1930: A Review with
Speculations," in Charles Webster, ed., Biology, Medicine, and Society 1840-1940, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1981), pp. 193-215.
17

18

For example, Ernst Mayr, "Preface, 1998." in Mayr & Provine, The Evolutionary SyntheSis, p. vivo
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the division ofzoology into embryology, cytology, genetics, behaviour, and ecology during
the specialization of the life sciences. Zoologists are in turn lumped as a group in contrast to
experimental biologists, anatomists, botanists, and paleontologists. Historians base these
divisions on the fact that all these groups asked different questions and used different
methodologies. I wonder, however, to what extent zoologists originally made up a cohesive
group. This lumping together of groups that had different institutions, research bases,
personnel, journals, and worked on very different organisms, should be critically examined.
As a beginning, the brief comparisons between ornithologists and entomologists at various
stages of this thesis illustrate important differences in the development of these taxa-defined
disciplines in the twentieth century. 20
The main sources for this thesis are the papers, letters, and book reviews printed in
The Ibis from 1890 to 1940. The context of the journal's contributions and methodology are

examined. 21 This thesis is limited by the lack ofarchival material examined, which restricts

19 Certainly the use of traditions is helpful, however narratives ofthe period were in danger of becoming
dangerously oversimplified by the incautious use of such dichotomies, that in turn distort both the pre
Synthesis period and the Evolutionary Synthesis itself. Not only are the dynamics of twentieth-century life
sciences obscured, but the diversity of individuals and indeed the diversity ofthe organisms they studied, is
concealed. Both Joel Hagen and William Kimler have addressed the difficulties that arise in using
generalizations about naturalists in Evolution Synthesis narratives; see Joel Hagen, "Experimentalists and
Naturalists in Twentieth-Century Botany: Experimental Taxonomy, 1920-1950," Journal ofthe History of
Biology, 17(1984): 249-270 and William Kimler, "Mimicry: Views ofNaturalists and Ecologists before the
Modern Synthesis," in MaJjorie Greene, ed., Dimensions ofDarwinism, (Cambridge and New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1983), pp. 97-127.

Hinting at such diversity, Paul Farber has pointed out that the huge empirical base that developed with
the specialization of natural history into various disciplines like entomology and ornithology, each with
their own publications and institutions, contributed greatly to Darwin's ability to formulate and develop his
theory of evolution. However this same specialization hindered him since the theory cut across what had
become quite firm boundaries between disciplines. Farber writes; "Natural history... lacked the conceptual
unity for a focused discussion. Instead of a single natural history there existed by the mid-nineteenth
century disciplines and sub-disciplines, each with its own limited concerns and specialized methods,"
(Farber, Discovering Birds, p. 144).
20

21 Studies ofjournal contents have varied in detail and emphasis. A brief statistical survey ofthe Journal
ofAnimal Ecology is given in L.R. Taylor and J.M. Elliott, "The First Fifty Years of the Journal of
Animal Ecology - with an Author Index," Journal ofAnimal Ecology 50(1981): 951-71, in which the rise
of statistics in papers is clear. Frederick Burkhardt's study ofLearned Societies' responses to the Origins

---------------
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analysis of editorial policies and content to what editors printed. Various studies have hinted
at the important role personal philosophy also played in the development of the Oxford
group, a factor which is better studied from archives,z2 Still, this qualitative discussion of
content provides a foundation for archival research behind-the-scenes of the journal.
Additionally, workers published in an increasing variety of journals as time went on. This
particularly raises problems in the discussion of ecology, since those who brought ecological
studies into The Ibis published in the Journal ofEcology and the Journal ofAnimal Ecology
as often, if not more, than in specifically ornithological journals. Valuable parts of the
history of British ornithology ignored for the purposes of this study include nomenclatural
debates, the relationship between amateurs and professionals, the development of ethology,
and the relationship between British ornithology and colonialism.
The history of ornithology has been written from various perspectives. Erwin
Stresemann chronicled the development of systematics, the study of evolution, and the
development of biology in the twentieth century and its impact on the content and focus of
ornithology. Paul Farber examined the development of ornithology as a scientific discipline
with its own research questions, venues of publication, and societies from 1760 to 1850, and
from 1859 to 1870 will be considered in Chapter 3; Frederick Burkhardt, "England and Scotland: the
Learned Societies," in T.F. Glick, ed., The Comparative Reception o/Darwinism, (Austin and London:
University of Texas Press, 1974), pp.32-74. EUegard provides a detailed consideration of methodological
issues raised by periodical surveys in Darwin and the General Reader: the Reception 0/Darwin's Theory
o/Evolution in the British Periodical Press, 1859-1872, (Goteborg: Acta Universitatis Gothoburgensis,
Goteborg Universitets Axsskrift, Vol. LXIV, 1958).
Gillespie, for example, applies this suggestion to an individual in his examination of the personal
philosophy ofW.H. Thorpe, for example, and its role in his own efforts to provide a holistic,
interdisciplinary biology, an ideal which the narrative ofthe 1959 centenary promoted (Neal C. Gillespie,
"The Interface ofNatural Theology and Science in the Ethology ofW.H. Thorpe," Journal o/the History
o/Biology, 23(1990): 1-38). Allen describes the Oxford group as a whole prior to his description ofthe
history ofthe Oxford Bird Census and the Edward Grey Institute as "an unusually serious and thoughtful
crop of undergraduates" who "shared the conviction that this was a moment to be designing new and better
worlds, gathering up the fragments of what was left from pre-war days and re-fashioning them into
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Barbara and Richard Mearns have compiled biographies of those who studied birds in both
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, with a strong emphasis on collectors and collecting. 23
Most recently, Mark Barrow has studied the ornithology of the United States, with a focus on
the American Ornithologists' Union and relations between professionals and amateurs during
the process ofprofessionalization and amidst changes in research priorities. 24 Marianne
Ainley has described the history of ornithology in both Canada and the United States.
Ainley's biography of William Rowen describes the work of an ornithologist who brought
experimental methods to the study of birds, and provides a useful account ofhow those
working in other biological sciences viewed ornithology.25
There are also numerous biographical and autobiographical works on ornithologists. 26
Numerous accounts by ornithologists, for example Ernst Mayr and Charles Sibley, reflect on
the history of their subject, and papers by both historians and ornithologists examined the
history of North American ornithology in a recent publication of the Nuttall Ornithological
Club?? Jiirgen Haffer has written on species concepts and Stresemann's role in the

something finer and more enduring," of whom B.W. Tucker, under the tutelage ofJulian Huxley, and E.M.
Nicholson, were prime examples (Allen, A Naturalist in Britain, p. 227).
Erwin Stresemann, Ornithology: From Aristotle to the Present, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University,
1975), originally published as Die Entwicklung Der Ornithologie von Aristoteles his mr Gegenwart,
(Berlin: F.W. Peters, 1951); Maurice Boubier, L 'Evolution de l'ornithologie, (paris, Felix Alcan, 1925);
Paul Farber, "The Development ofTaxidermy and the History ofOrnithology," "The Development of
Ornithological Collections," and Discovering Birds; Barbara and Richard Mearns, The Bird Collectors,
(London, UK: Academic Press, 1998).
23

24

Barrow, A Passion jor Birds.

Marianne G. Ainley, From Natural History to Avian Biology: Canadian Ornithology, 1860~1950, (ph.D
Dissertation, McGill University, 1985); Restless Energy: A Biography oj William Rowan, 1891-1957,
(Montreal: Vehlcule Press, 1993).

25

26 Autobiographies by British ornithologists include; H.G. Alexander, Seventy Years ojBirdwatching,
(Berldamsted, England: T&AD Poyser, 1974) and Guy Mountfort,Memories oj Three Lives, (Braunton
Devin: Merlin Books Ltd., 1991),
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Evolutionruy Synthesis?8 Works on the iconography of ornithology have also led to a broad
portrait of the history of ornithology, in all its artistic, fashionable, and commercial sides?9
The history of British ornithology is mentioned only incidentally in all these histories,
and remains primarily the province of centenruy volumes and articles. 30 Exceptions include
David Allen's work on British naturalists, in which ornithology figures large in his discussion
of the dynamic relationship between amateurs and professionals, and Miriam Rothschild's
account of the work of Walter Rothschild and the curators at his private museum at Tring. 31
Albert Gunther's book on the zoologists of the British Museum (Natural History) discusses
museum ornithology at length, and I have examined how type-specimen labels provide
information on the history of British ornithology.32 While the list of works on ornithological

27 W.E. Davis and JA. Jackson (eds.), Contributions to the History ofNorth American Ornithology,
Memoirs ofthe Nuttall Ornithological Club, No. 12., (Cambridge, Mass: NOC, 1995).

28 Ernst Mayr, "The Contributions ofBirds to Evolutionary Theory," Acta XIX: Congressus
Internacionalis Ornithologici, 2(1988): 2718-2723; Charles G. Sibley, "Ornithology," in Edward L.
Kessel, ed., A Century ofProgress in the Natural Sciences, pp. 629-659, (San Francisco: California
Academy of Sciences, 1955); Jurgen Haffer, "The History of Species Concepts and Species Limits in
Ornithology," Bulletin ofthe British Ornithologists' Club, Centenary Supplement, 112(1992): 107-158;
"We Must Lead the Way on New Paths; " The Work and Correspondence ofHartert, Stresemann, Ernst
Mayr - International Ornithologists (in prep.); Michael Walters, The First Modern History ofOrnithology,
Tracing its Development from the 17th Century, (in prep).

29 For examples, see J Ancker, Bird Books and Bird Art: an Outline ofthe Literary History and
Iconography ofDescriptive Ornithology, (NY: Maurice Martino Publishers, 1973 [1938]), and Christine
Jackson, Bird Etchings: The Illustrators and their Books, 1655-1855, (NY: Cornell University Press, 1985).

The most important of these for this thesis is the 1959 Ibis centenary volume, discussed in detail in
Chapter 1. See also; David Snow, Birds, Discovery, and Conservation: 100 Years ofthe British
Ornithologists' Club, (Helm Information, 1992), and Ronald Hickling, E,yoying Ornithology: A
Celebration ofFifty-Years ofthe British Trustfor Ornithology, 1933-1983, (Calton: T&A.D. Poyser, 1983).

30

31 David Allen, The Naturalist in Britain; Miriam Rothschild, Dear Lord Rothschild: Birds, Butterflies
and History, (Balaban; Philadelphia, 1983).

Albert Gunther, A Century ofZoology: Through the Lives of Two Keepers, (Wm. Dawson & Sons Ltd.,
1975); Kristin Johnson, The Bird Type-Specimens in the British Museum ofNatural History and the
History ofOrnithology in 19th-Century England, (Unpublished Undergraduate Senior Thesis. University
ofWashington, 1997).
32
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societies in the United States is quite extensive, there is relatively little published, beyond
centenary volumes, on the development of ornithological institutions in Britain. 33
A comprehensive history of British ornithology would need to cover a vast range of
individuals, interests, institutions, pUblications, motives, and traditions that change and
interact in diverse ways over time. The countryside-gentleman with the gun and bag, the
observant parson following in the footsteps of Gilbert White, the museum zoologist
organizing and naming a tremendous influx of specimens, the comparative anatomist
working on bird classification and phylogeny, the field clubs identifying birds from afar, the
preservation societies, the colonial administrators, the military men, the hired collectors
throughout the Empire, and the diligent aviculturists at home were all streams of what
Tinbergen called the "river of British ornithology." He marveled at how ''varied is the
scientific scenery, and how different are the vicissitudes of the individual rivers!,,34 By
examining a single ornithological journal and its parent society, this study looks at one of
many components of British ornithology, and provides the story of one community within the
British natural history tradition.

The history of the Wilson Ornithological Society was reviewed in a series of papers on its centenary;
Jerome A. Jackson, Harold Mayfield and George A. Hall, "A History ofthe First One Hundred Years of the
Wilson Ornithological Society," Wilson Bulletin, 100{l988): 617-618; Harold F. Mayfield, "The Early
Years of the Wilson Ornithological Society: 1885-1921," Wilson Bulletin, 100(1988): 619-624; George A.
Hall, "The Middle Years ofthe Wilson Ornithological Society: 1922-1955," Wilson Bulletin, 100(1988):
625-631; Jerome A. Jackson, "The Wilson Ornithological Society in the Last Third ofits First Century:
1956-1988," Wilson Bulletin, 100{l 988): 632-649.

33

Niko Tinbergen, "Recent British Contributions to Scientific Ornithology," Ibis, 101{l959): 126-131, p.
126.

34
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Chapter 1

A 1959 Evaluation of the History of The Ibis

The 1959 commemorative volume of The Ibis contained personal reminisces of the
great figures of British ornithology, evaluations of the previous centwy's work on the subject,
and comments on the future of the discipline, the Union, and the journal. Most of the
contributors had played important roles in transforming the focus of the journal itself or
zoology in general in the first half of the twentieth centwy from descriptive studies to
biological research. Reginald Moreau (1897-1970), who had been one of the first to bring
ecological questions to bear on the study of bird distribution, examined the history ofthe
journal in his contribution, "The Centenarian 'Ibis'." David Lack (1910-1973), who had
steered ornithological research into the study of population ecology during his directorship of
the Edward Grey Institute ofField Ornithology in Oxford, picked out his favorites in "Some
British Pioneers in Ornithological Research, 1859-1939." Max Nicholson (1902?- ) had
campaigned for the reorganization of amateur observers to provide useful scientific
information via censuses and "scientific" watching, and contributed some reflections on "The
British Approach to Ornithology." While the pioneer ethologists Niko Tinbergen (1907
1988) and William Thorpe (1902-1986) examined "Recent British Contributions to Scientific
Ornithology," and wrote the forward, respectively. Julian Huxley (1887-1975), a mentor for
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most of these men and their "new" subjects, discussed "The British Contribution to Our
Knowledge of the Living Bird."l
The reflections of the centenary volume show how prominent British ornithologists in
1959 viewed the history of their discipline and provide interesting examples ofhow those
involved in new methods and research questions portrayed the priorities ofthe past, the path
to their own work, and the development of new disciplines. The fact that many of the
contributors described the recent reorientation of both the discipline and the contents of the
journal as "revolutionary," juxtaposing two eras ofornithological research against one
another is a hint that more was involved in these narratives than simply recounting a story of
the field's development. Rather, the construction of these narratives probably involved the
defense and legitimization of new research priorities and methods, and provide an excellent
starting point from which to return to the original contents of the journal to examine pre
1940s British ornithology on its own terms.

What It Means to be "Hide-bound"
In describing the contents of The Ibis from its first issue to the 1950s, Moreau noted

that in comparison to foreign journals like the American Ornithologists' Union's Auk and
Germany's Journal fur Ornitho!ogie, The Ibis was "by far the most hide-bound."2 By this he

1 Thorpe notes in his memorial ofDavid Lack that Huxley became the unofficial supervisor of many young
"biological naturalists," (William Homan Thorpe, "David Lambert Lack 1910-1973," Biographical
Memoirs ofthe Fellows ofthe Royal Society ofLondon, (1974): 271-293, p. 273). "In this period," Thorpe
writes, "he was almost the only senior British zoologist who thought ecology and behaviour important (the
two were not then separated). For at that time there were few biologically minded ornithologists publishing
field observations." He notes as exceptions Moreau and Tinbergen.
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meant that the contents had remained behind those of the premier foreign journals.
Particularly after 1930, the latter included more or less biological work, namely papers on
nest sanitation, display, ecology, life history, migration, and breeding habits. By contrast,
papers on geographical ornithology made up 75% to 95% of The IbiS, whether chatty
accounts of expeditions, long lists of specimens obtained, museum studies of particular
geographical regions, or more detailed lists of observations on all species seen or shot on
private or military travels. 3 Moreau provided a graph to illustrate his point, and it reflects
well the descriptions centenary contributors made of geographical ornithology as static and
uniform in character.
Percentage based on number of pages, not including correspondence, "sborts"
etc. Data from Moreau, "The Centenarian Ibis," p. 36.
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2 When stationed as a Civil Servant in Cairo at the age oftwenty-three, Moreau had "not the slightest idea
that ornithological periodicals existed," and came to the study of ornithology belatedly while convalescing
from paratyphoid in 1920. The rudiments of the scientific approach were instilled in him by a meeting with
the entomologist C.B. Williams. For further biographical information see the autobiographical sketch
written by Moreau and printed as a memorial, "R.E. Moreau," The Ibis, 112(1979): 549-563, as well as the
accompanying appreciations by Lack, IF. Monk, Sir Landsborough Thompson, and Thorpe. Collingwood
Ingram, who described "practicing ornithologists" as those who worked on specimens, wrote ofMoreau,
"he is, of course, ofa much later vintage and belongs to a very different school ofthought - one which, at
any rate during his editorship ofthe Ibis - was more concerned with graphs and statistics than I have ever
been," (Collingwood Ingram, In Search ofBirds, (London: H.F.&G. Witherby, 1966), p. 168).
3

R.E. Moreau, "The Centenarian 'Ibis,'" The Ibis, 101(1959): 19-38, p. 33.
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Outside brief acknowledgements of the geographical exploration of avifauna as a
necessary, albeit all too persistent phase, the centenary contributors did not discuss the
extensive work carried out on geographical ornithology. When briefly mentioned, it was
usually in a derisive tone. Phyllis Barc1ay-Smith's paper on "The British Contribution to Bird
Protection" gave the most scathing account of the old ornithology:
At the time when the British Ornithologists' Union was formed the main interest in birds
lay in whether they or their eggs were good to eat, or in their possibilities as a source of
amusement at which to blaze off a gun. For the more highly specialised the criterion was:
"There is a rare bird - shoot it. ,,4

The centenary contributors repeatedly lamented the dominance of geographical
ornithology, and the lack of attention given to ecology, behavior, and evolution theory.
Indeed, one is left with the sense that The Ibis went through a period of stagnation that kept
the journal from participating in the wider currents of biology and led to a stale collection of
endless, unconnected facts.

Defining "Sciendfic Ornithology"

The centenary contributions illustrate what modems valued in scientific ornithological
work, and the divergence of their ideals from the priorities and methods of nineteenth century
ornithology. In 1901 the ornithologist described the difference between scientific ornithology
and popular ornithology that had held sway throughout the nineteenth century:
The former deals with the structure and classification of birds, their synonymies and
technical descriptions. The latter treats of their habits, songs, nesting, and other facts
pertaining to their life histories ... Popular ornithology is the more entertaining, with the
savor of the wildwood, green fields, the riverside and seashore, bird songs, and the many
fascinating things connected with out-of-door Nature. But systematic ornithology, being a

Phyllis Barclay-Smith, "The British Contribution to Bird Protection." The Ibis, 101(1959):115-122, p.
115.

4
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component part of biology - the science of life - is the more instructive and therefore
more important. 5

That the editors of The Ibis prior to 1940 concurred with this view is apparent from
descriptions of various individuals in obituaries. For example, the writer of the obituary of
Lord Grey ofFallodon, the namesake of the E.G.I., noted that "though far from decrying
scientific ornithology as commonly understood," Lord Grey's own interest in birds lay not in
the collection of specimens, nor in the systematic knowledge derived from them. 6 Rather, he
was interested in the ways of life of the living individual. Written some years after both
Huxley and Tinbergen had long been campaigning for "scientific bird-watching," it was clear
that The Ibis editors had a precise definition of what type ofornithology qualified as
"scientific."
The contributors to the centenary volume of The Ibis had completely revised this
definition. For example, in his discussion of "Recent British Contributions to Scientific
Ornithology," Tinbergen did not discuss the work of systematists at all, but rather focused on
the contributions of men like Lack, Moreau, and Nicholson "who channeled the interest of
bird watchers into ecology, notably population dynamics." 7 He described the foundation of
the Edward Grey Institute ofField Ornithology in Oxford as a particularly important event,

5 Quoted in Charles Sibley, "Ornithology," in Edward L. Kessel, ed., A Century ofProgress in the Natural
Sciences, (San Francisco: California Academy of Sciences, 1955), pp. 629-659, p. 630. On this transition in
the United States see: Barrow, A Passion for Birds.
6

Obituary. "Lord Grey ofFallodon," The Ibis, 1934, pp. 177-178.

7 Tinbergen, "Recent British Contributions to Scientific Ornithology," p. 126. After doing pioneering work
in ethology in his native Netherlands, closely under the influence ofthe famous ethologist Konrad Lorenz,
Tinbergen came to Oxford in 1949 as a lecturer in animal behaviour. An autobiographical account of his
approach to the study of the natural world, including the use ofexperiment in natural surroundings, is given
in his book, Curious Naturalists, (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1969), and biographical
information is available in the memorial by RA. Hinde, "Nikolaas Tinbergen," Biographical Memoirs of
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and mentioned a number of workers associated with the Institute who pioneered work in
ecology.S Thorpe's Ornithological Field Station in Cambridge was also mentioned for its
research on comparative ethology and the development of song and nest building. 9 Huxley
covered the same institutes and individuals as Tinbergen in his paper on "The British
Contribution to Our Knowledge of the Living Bird.,,10 This alone provides a sharp contrast to
the prior distinction between scientific ornithology as systematics and the study of the living
bird as popular ornithology. Both Huxley and Nicholson traced the foundations of this work
back, not surprisingly, to Gilbert White (1720-1793), the pioneer of meticulous and scientific
observation of the living bird in its natural surroundings. II The important names in the tale of
scientific ornithology from this point of view included Alfred Newton, W.H. Hudson, and

Fellows ofthe Royal Society, 36(1990): 549-565 and the volume by M.S. Dawkins, T.R Halliday, and R
Dawkins, eds., The Tinbergen Legacy, (London: Chapman & Hall, 1991).
8

Tinbergen, "Recent British Contributions to Scientific Ornithology," p. 127-128.

9

Tinbergen, "Recent British Contributions to Scientific Ornithology," p. 129.

10 Huxley's role in the development ofthe contents of The Ibis and the priorities of some ofits increasingly
prolific and influential contributors (most noticeable Moreau and Lack) would be difficult to over
emphasize. Huxley'S role in the Evolutionary Synthesis is well-known, and Provine has described his
importance in the development of the synthesis in England in particular. His work behind the scenes
influence on British ornithology only emphasizes the work he did to bring synthesis developments within the
purview (and eventually the primary focus) ofa wide-range of disciplines. Provine notes that by the time he
returned to England in 1920 to teach at Oxford University, "he was a fine field naturalist, well-acquainted
with the results in experimental genetics and a generalist in biology as a whole," (provine in Mayr &
Provine, The Evolutionary SyntheSis, p. 331). His impact on the theoretical leanings ofOxford
undergraduates is often cited. Even though he was in Oxford only between 1919-1927, E.B. Ford
recollected how Huxley was the most powerful force in developing the selectionist attitude there. For
Huxley's work in ornithology, see; Mary M. Bartley, "Courtship and Continued Progress: Julian Huxley's
Studies on Bird Behaviour," Journal ofthe History ofBi%gy, 28(1995): 91-108, Richard W. Burkhardt,
Jr., "Huxley and the Rise ofEthology," in Julian Huxley: Biologist and Statesman ofScience, ed. Albert
van HeIden and C. Kenneth Waters, pp. 127-149, (Houston: Rice University Press, 1993), and RI.M.
Dunbar, "Julian Huxley and the Rise ofModern Ethology," in Evolutionary Studies: a Centenary
Celebration ofthe Life ofJulian Huxley, ed. Milo Keynes and G. Ainsworth Harrison, (London: The
Macmillan Press, Ltd., 1989), pp. 58-79.
11 For biographical information on Nicholson, see his account of the British Trust for Ornithology in E.M.
Nicholson, "Origins and Early Days," in Ronald Hickling, ed., Enjoying Ornithology: A Celebration of
Fifty-Years o/the British Trustfor Ornithology, 1933-1983, (Calton: T&A.D. Poyser, 1983), pp. 15-28,
and Allen's The Naturalist in Britain.
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Edmund Selous. It culminated in the work ofRev. Francis Jourdain, Harry F. Witherbyand
Bernard Tucker, the editors of British Birds, ajoumal devoted to the living birds of Britain
founded in 1907. 12
Lack contributed to the centenary a description of his own list of the most important
works on birds prior to 1940.13 It emphasized the same priorities of research as the accounts
by Tinbergen and Huxley. To qualify as important books had to be concerned with new and
original findings, or at least have stimulated others to open up or develop new lines of
approach. Using this criteria to evaluate books published after 1899, Lack found the most
important works had been Edmund Selous' Realities o/Bird Life (1927), Eliot Howard's The
British Warblers (1907-14) and Introduction to the Study 0/Bird Behaviour (1929), W.

Eagle Clarke's Studies in Bird Migration (1912), Edward Wilson's The Grouse in Health
and Disease, Edgar Chance's The Cuckoo's Secret (1922), Julian Huxley's "The Courtship

Habits of the Great Crested Grebe," Proceedings o/the Zoological Society o/London (1914)
and "Clines: an Auxiliary Taxonomic Principle," Nature (1938), and J.P. Burkitt's "A Study
of the Robin by Means of Marked Birds," British Birds (1924-26). Lack considered
regretfully:
It must be added that five of these seven pioneers in ornithology never contributed to the
'Ibis', while Eagle Clarke and Huxley each placed only a small and unimportant fraction
oftheir work there. In that period, however, the 'Ibis' was concerned chiefly with
collections of skins from abroad, whereas these seven men, quite apart from their main

12 It has turned out that the work ofB.W. Tucker, H. Witherby, Rev. F.C.R. Jourdain, and W.B. Alexander
is not emphasized in this thesis, but their role in organizing much ofthe interest on the living bird which
eventually infiltrated The Ibis is apparent both in the 1959 centenary and in memorials. A survey ofthe
journal British Birds would provide a more well-rounded portrait ofBritish Ornithology in the period of
discussion. David Allen's A Naturalist in Britain provides an overview oftheir organizational work.
13 David Lack's contributions to population ecology, specifically his work on the evolution ofthe Galapagos
Finches, are examined in Sharon Kingsland, Modeling Nature: Episodes in the History ofPopulation
Ecology, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985). Biographical information can be found in the
memorial written by W.H. Thorpe, "David Lambert Lack."
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theses, made two big innovations, by studying living birds, instead of dead ones, and by
studying them in Britain, instead of abroad... Only two published papers in the 'Ibis' and
this not their outstanding work, while two were never mentioned in its pages. 14

Of the individuals consistently mentioned by Nicholson, Lack, Huxley, and
Tinbergen, none published regularly in The Ibis. Rather, the inspiring beginnings appeared in
the pages of British Birds or books. Moreau noted how the writing in The Ibis of those who
gave of their best work to British Birds and elsewhere, including Witherby and Jourdain,
seemed to suffer a desiccating effect, made up of only arid geographical contributions. IS
And although Huxley published some ofhis most important examples of the new "scientific
bird-watching" in the journal, they had no effect on the general run of contributions to The
Ibis for many years. 16

Not surprisingly, the names of the private collection owners, travelers, and British
Museum (Natural History) workers that dominated the pages of The Ibis, such as Philip
Lutley Sclater, Richard Bowdler Sharpe, F.D. Godman, and Osbert Salvin, do not appear in
these narratives of the history of scientific ornithology. They had none of the virtues such as
the study of the living bird in its natural environment which endeared ornithologists to the
centenary contributors. Although Sharpe, for example, had an "unrivalled knowledge of the
dead bird," and could tell without hesitation virtually all that had ever been recorded about
the species - its distribution, systematic position, its various plumage phases - "in short, all

14

Lack, "Some British Pioneers in Ornithological Research," p. 72 & 77.

15

Moreau, "The Centenarian 'Ibis' ," p. 22.

16

Moreau, "The Centenarian 'Ibis',"', p. 32.
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that could be learnt about it within the four walls ofa building," he was incapable of
recognizing the voice, fonn, or flight of some of the commonest birds of Britain. 17

Scientific Ornithology as Biological Context
Lack made it a point to examine how those books he designated as important had
been reviewed in The Ibis, and his comments illustrate how his own criteria differed from
those of the editors of The Ibis prior to 1940. Selous', Wilson's, and Burkitt's books were
completely ignored Although Howard's work had been favorably reviewed, the only
comment on his work on behavior was that perhaps a little less might have been said about
sexual selection, which, Lack notes, "to a modem ornithologist is the primary point of
value.,,18 The other books received noncommittal or favorable reviews, although Chance's
work, "an unrivalled feat of field observation," was praised for its methods and particular
facts, "much less for its generalizations."
For Lack and his contemporaries, specimens and systematics no longer monopolized
scientific ornithology. But clearly the content of papers was not the only issue. Moreau
noted that early geographical ornithology was based on conceptions of science "utterly at
variance with the ideas current today.,,19 He contrasted the modem endeavor to place
research findings within the context of biological problems and ideas to the random fact
gathering that had dominated The Ibis.

17

Ingram, In Search ojBirds, p. 160.

18 Lack,
19

"Some British Pioneers in Ornithological Research," p. 72.

Moreau, "The Centenarian 'This'," p. 34.
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The fact remains that in most of the first forty years of the centuty hardly two papers a
year were printed that could be called papers of ideas or that could be said to offer more
than lists or just raw material. An immense amount of effort was year after year being put
into amassing facts on the same old lines. The result was an invaluable stock-pile of
unrelated oddments, which contemporary ornithologists did little to utilize?O
Modem ornithology was scientific because it had been brought within the framework
of modem biology. Nicholson also contrasted the new outlook on bird-watching that
emerged from the work of Hudson and Selous with the long preoccupation of British
ornithologists with "the sifting and assembly of the more elementary facts of classification,
identification in the hand, occurrence, distribution, and breeding of British birds." While
Darwin and Wallace had found birds important for their theories, Nicholson bemoaned the
fact that the use of scientific theory in ornithology "wore rather thin during the latter part of
the century," and had been revitalized only recently?l Although Tinbergen believed
scientific ornithology to be dependent upon amateurs for facts, he also emphasized that
research must be well-grounded in theory and directed along specific lines, namely by the
professionals based at the new institutes. He summarized his own characterization of post
war ornithological research as follows:
I would point to its concentration on the living bird, which is being studied as an
individual, and as a member of a population, or of a community, or of a fauna.
Anatomical and physiological analysis receives less attention. Much of the modem work
is done in the birds' natural surroundings, and problems of population dynamics and of
evolution are given priority, with particular reference to natural selection. 22
Tinbergen was confident that to bring ornithology within the wider framework of
biology would benefit both ornithology and biology as a whole. Guided by the theoretical

20

21

22

Moreau, "The Centenarian 'Ibis'," p. 32.
Nicholson, "The British Approach to Ornithology," p. 44.
Tinbergen, "Recent British Contributions to Scientific Ornithology," p. 131.
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work of the new professionals, the Whitean natural history tradition would help ornithology
recover from both the stagnation of years of specimen and list-compiling, and its long
isolation from the wider currents of biological thought, methods, and priorities. 23 And just as
important, the naturalists would help biology recover from an overly reductionist emphasis on
technique and abstraction.
In the close link with natural history, which, through an interest in the whole animal and
its communities, leads to a balanced development of ornithology as a biological science,
lies a source of strength which it is hoped will feed British ornithology for a long time to
come. Many ornithologists have been and are aware of the need to attract to biological
science those who are motivated by a deep interest in living organisms and in their
relations with the environment in which they have evolved - not merely those interested in
an abstract problem or a pretty technique?4

Contributors emphasized that organizing research along specific lines determined by
biological theory did not mean permission for rampant speculation. Rather, modem
ornithology would emphasize the "precise and conscientious checking of hypotheses," and
the collection of masses of data with ''very definite ends in view."25 In taxonomy, for
example, modem trends were clearly leading "towards an understanding of evolutionary
radiation, again with definite theories in mind, foremost that of natural selection. The
primary aim is to apply modem evolutionary theory to problems of population and of
fauna. ,,26 Moreau, like other contributors, admitted that with these changes the strong
tradition of amateur involvement in both the journal and ornithology as a whole would
become more tenuous. Some contributors insisted that the increasing professionalization that

23 Although Gilbert White also compiled lists, those who mentioned his work as a precedent to the British
tradition offocusing on the living bird focused only on his meticulous observations of behaviour and his
focus upon the living avifauna ofa small area.
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accompanied such developments need not expel the amateur from the field. Moreau simply
consoled readers that while professionalization was inevitable, "at least the bad old days are
gone when ornithology masqueraded as something apart from the main current of zoology.,,27

The Value ofGeographical Ornithology
When Lack extended his survey ofimportant British ornithological works back in
time to the period between 1859 and 1899 he found that none seemed of comparable
magnitude to his list of pioneering works in the first half of the twentieth century. He
reflected that perhaps this arose from his own bias:
In case this impression was due to my belonging too much to my own generation, I asked
a leading septuagenarian ornithologist who is both a bird-watcher and a biologist, but his
opinion was essentially similar to mine. This was the age of ornithological travels and
exploration, of classification and anatomy, and while much sound and valuable
descriptive work appeared, there seems to have been nothing primarily ornithological of
outstanding originality. 28

The only possible exception was Philip Lutley Sclater's paper 'On the General
Geographical Distribution of the Members of the Class Aves,' published in the Journal ofthe
Proceedings ofthe Linnean Society ofLondon (Zoology) (1858) in which the geographical

regions of the world were classified on the basis of their bird-life. And yet, Lack reflected
sarcastically, "1859-1899 was, one had supposed, the great age of British ornithology."
Nicholson, the one contributor who mentioned geographical ornithology more tolerantly, re
emphasized the propensity of such research to collect unconnected facts.
An impressive list could be made of countries which owe much of their early
ornithological exploration to British collectors and observers. The process, however, has
26
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not been wholly satisfactory. Collections have often been made haphazard and without
anything like enough data.... The fact that museums have been so largely regarded as
receptacles for material rather than as centres of organised investigations and for analysing
knowledge has probably contributed to this unfortunate trend, which cannot indefInitely
be allowed to go uncorrected, if British ornithology is to continue to flourish. 29

Using their modem criteria to evaluate previous ornithology, the centenary
contributors praised geographical ornithology only in the context of modem theoretical
developments. Tinbergen, for example, did not mention systematics nor geographical
ornithology outside the domain of its very late synthesis with ecology, noting Moreau's
"unique synthesis between geographical, ecological, and taxonomic data. ,,30 In his
description of the role geographical ornithology could still play in the field Moreau
emphasized the fact that modem priorities, questions, and methods had created a new and
viable context for geographical ornithology.
No longer, it is true, has every little outpost of the British Empire its bird faunist - whether
a colonel, a rear-admiral or a Colonial Office administrator - but faunistic exploration
with due regard for modern developments in ecology, taxonomy, and evolution remains
as worthy of British efforts as ever, as is amply demonstrated by the work of R.
Meinertzhagen, R.E. Moreau, D. Snow, C.W. Benson, and others. 31

Attempts to explain the unsettling dominance of geographical ornithology over the
journal ranged from the fact The Ibis was founded to share the travel results of members, to
the excuse that this fact-collecting had been a necessary stage or phase in the science. Lack
and Tinbergen gave vague impressions that "senior ornithologists" had simply been set in
their old ways, stubbornly hostile to the study ofthe living bird in its natural environment.
Various contributors pointed out how the character of the Union's founders and membership
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deeply influenced the journal's content. Mountfort, for example, described how the journal
was founded to serve a rather small network of ornithological collectors and describers who
wanted a forum of publication for their own discoveries, and the membership of the B.O.U.
was expanded only when the group realized it must do so in order to survive in 1864.32
Moreau emphasized how the Union was founded for an elite, small group of friends from the
upper middle class and that the journal continued to reflect the interests of this original
"clique of twenty friends with a common interest," who traveled about various parts ofthe

world in search ofbirds. 33
By contrast, after introducing scientific advance as the result of a "slow and steady
accumulation of knowledge over long periods of time," Thorpe portrayed the collection of
information on the geographical distribution of birds as the "first step in a process which has
turned out to be of major importance in the development of theoretical biology." 34
As soon as the description of bird species had become approximately complete, at least in
some regions of the world, it became clear that this did not end the work of the bird
systematist. On the contrary, a steady stream of evidence accumulated to show that a
great many widely distributed species could be subdivided into geographically distinct
races, differing at least in measurements and in characters such as depth of colouration;
and the description and naming of these subspecies, as they came to be called, was for
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34 William H. Thorpe was well-known as an entomologist, ornithologist, and ethologist, and was an
authority on animal learning and vocal communication. He was president ofthe RO.U. when the centenary
volume was published. His interest in birds was both as an enthusiast in the best British tradition (he was
one of the founding members ofthe university-student Cambridge Bird Club) and as a biologist who saw
birds as "an ideal combination ofstereotyped and readily identifiable movement patterns and considerable
learning ability." This led him to found the Ornithological Field Station at Madingley (later called the Field
Station for the Study of Animal Behaviour, then the Sub-Department of Animal Behaviour). Neal C.
Gillespie has discussed the relations between Thorpe's scientific work and his natural theology, as well as his
attempt to reform biology through ethology, in "The Interface of Natural Theology and Science in the
Ethology ofW.H. Thorpe," Journal ojthe History ojBiology, 23(1990): 1-38, and biographical
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some decades the prime occupation of a number of able field ornithologists and
observers, both professional and amateur. 35

Thorpe then placed the work on subspecies and geographical distribution within its
role as a foundation for theory, from Darwin's work on the distribution of Geospizidae in the
Galapagos Islands, to the concepts ofMayr, Rensch, and Stresemann that defined species as
populations that replace each other geographically or ecologically.36 These narratives do not
explain, however. why ornithologists devoted themselves to geographical ornithology in a
pre-Synthesis world, when they could not see the future ways biologists would use and value
their material.

Portl'aying the Change
In identifying portents of change, Moreau used rhetoric that implied the presence of

an upstart, revolutionary subject waiting for an opportune moment to come to the fore. He
described how, while accounts of trips and long lists of specimens dominated, "stirrings were
not wholly lacking." In 1899 migration "asserted itself' in the journal "as a subject in its
own right" through Eagle Clarke's papers. Early studies of display and behavior by OgilvieGrant in 1902 and Huxley in 1925 and 1926 were "portents." Moreau found that while both
tabulated data and graphs had appeared quite early, in 1891 and 1909, respectively, such
omens were in fact isolated occurrences, for the next graph did not appear until 1938. 37
According to Moreau, these innovations were put forward "almost shamefacedly." William
Evans claimed, for example, to have placed some passerine eggs in an incubator out of
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curiosity more than anything else, a self-demeaning note that Moreau saw as "a side-light on
the non-experimental approach that has so powerfully ruled ornithology.,,38 The first paper

describing a laboratory experiment was "a thunderflash in ornithology; sudden and startling
but without consequences.,,39
Moreau waxed at length on what did not appear in The Ibis, and seemed genuinely
bewildered as to the reasons. It was unlikely, he concluded, that the editors had actively
discouraged contributions ofpapers on British birds, yet the journal carried almost
exclusively work on birds abroad, while the Zoologist and British Birds published work on
the national avifauna. He reiterated the fact that of half-a-dozen outstanding pioneers of

British ornithology in the previous fifty years or so, most published little or not at all in the
leading British ornithological journal. fu fact, those pioneers who did publish in The Ibis,
such as Witherby and Jourdain, abandoned the "breadth of interest they displayed elsewhere"
to give "arid 'geographical' contributions.'" Looking back on the appointment of three
Regional Editors in 1929 (for the Aethiopian, Australasian, and Palaearctic avifaunas),
Moreau commented; "It is a measure of the predominance that geographical ornithology still
held, that such a division should be regarded as the natural one." Lest readers be dismayed by
yet another example of the predominance of geographical ornithology, he noted with delight
that "a change was coming."
Philip Lutley Sclater, a founding member of the B.O.D. and editor of The IbiS, had
lamented in 1910 that it would be vain to expect articles of the same description as "when the
world was young," when every volume described the discovery of new species and
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IDlexplored regions. His statement had a "pathetic ring" for Moreau, who remarked
mockingly, "that was in the 48th volume; I wonder what he would have said to the contents
of the 98th.'>40 For within a decade after 1940 The Ibis papers were up to 75% biological,
including contributions on breeding seasons, migration, territory, population dynamics,
behavior, feeding ecology, life history "of a standard altogether higher than hitherto," and the
new systematics "in the sense of Huxley and of Mayr." Moreau recalled:
Nobody running through the back numbers of 'The Ibis' can fail to be struck by the
essential similarity of almost the whole contents of the numbers year after year until some
two decades ago. Then in the space of a very few years a revolutionmy change occurred,
as 'The Ibis' contributions came to reflect the fact that ornithology was no longer inbred
and isolated from the main currents of biological science.41

After the system ofregional editors was abolished in 1941 David Lack was
appointed Biological Assistant to the Editor to attract, Moreau explained, "contributions on
general biological ornithology and in the hope that students and workers in this subject will
become Members of the RO.U." Moreau believed this a remarkable gesture ofhope and
faith in those dark war-time days.42
After 1940 graphs and tables became common, an important index of the change from
"purely descriptive ornithology" ofprevious years. Moreau described these as necessary and
desirable developments, even if they did, he said, lead to considerable extra printing costS. 43
The role The Ibis then took in modem "scientific" ornithology is illustrated by the fact that
when asked to review the most important works in British ornithology during the first half of
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the twentieth century, Lack had initially thought immediately of the last few volumes of The
Ibis. He had only turned to the books and papers mentioned above when this was deemed an

unsatisfactory answer. But he insisted that more new ideas and stimulating syntheses were
being put forward in journals than in books, and "in particular, so far as Britain was
concerned, in the pages of an amateur society's journal, The Ibis.'>44
There are a few hints that the contributors knew their own accounts were biased,
suggesting the presence of alternative interpretations of both what was important for the
present and in the past. Tinbergen admitted that he wore spectacles "made to fit" that
probably limited and even distorted his view when he gazed over the recent history of
ornithology.45 Lack stressed the fact that his opinions were personal, and he refrained from
discussing work on bird ecology at all since he had been "too closely associated with this
field myself to trust my historical perspective.'>46 Still, the only controversies mentioned
were those that occurred over the collection of specimens. Mountfort explained that the
transition from a focus on specimens to the living bird had been difficult, but he referred only
to the demise in collecting and debates over whether skins were an absolute necessity for

Lack, "Some British Pioneers in Ornithological Research," p. 71. Although the time ofMoreau' s
editorship (1947-1960) is beyond the scope of this thesis, it is worth noting the comparisons made in the
following account to the journal prior to his lead: "In his speech at the B.O.u. Centenary Dinner in
Cambridge Reg said he had been told on taking over the 'Ibis', 'Now you will lose all your friends,' - but he
maintained, rightly I'm sure, that he had instead added many more, and the ovation he received when he
stood up to speak clearly showed the affection in which he was held at that time. This was 11 years after he
had started to raise the 'Ibis' from its humdrum standard of sparsely edited formal papers to that of a
zoological journal pre-eminent in world ornithology. Such a feat must have laid him open to considerable
stress with quite a few authors; but it was a legitimate source of pride to him that so many were anxious that
acknowledgement of his help should be published in the 'Ibis' - a fate to which not many editors are
exposed." Monk concluded Moreau's influence on professional and amateur ornithology together must be
unexampled in this century (Monk, in Moreau, "RE. Moreau," p. 561).
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scientific ornithology.47 No contribution hinted at any conflicts regarding the role of theory
in ornithological work, changes in methodology, new techniques, research priorities and
questions, or the increasing dominance of the priorities of biology as a whole in
ornithological work. The increasing focus on ecology, behaviour, migration, and evolution
theory, is, rather, portrayed as an inevitable, progressive, and uncontested development.
Important parts of the story missing from the necessarily brief summaries in the
centenary are how, why, and by whom the attention of ornithologists was turned to subjects
like ecology, migration, and behaviour. Moreau, Lack, and Mountfort did each emphasize
the role of pioneers and innovators of new ideas in their descriptions of the history of British
ornithology, particularly when referring to the changes in The Ibis. 48 They do not, however
tell how, in a dynamic institutional and network setting, ornithologists brought about a
complete change in the ornithological research program. Moreau, for example, described the
dominance of geographical ornithology as a necessary phase that led naturally to modem
theoretical developments, and the subsequent shift: as the natural and logical outcome of
increasing information:
Nearly all the collections eventually found their way to the leading museums, where they
fonned an essential basis for taxonomic and other studies. As these centralized and freely
available collections became more complete the need for further collecting diminished
and the attention of ornithologists was increasingly focused on studies of the ecology,
migration, and behaviour ofliving birds. 49
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Nicholson provided the most nuanced view ofhow these "necessmy phases" had
developed. He also described British ornithology as having passed through a series of
evolutionmy stages, but he emphasized as well British ornithology's dependence upon those
brought together by chance, character or ability, to play central roles in maintaining and
passing on the British ornithological tradition. He lauded the team spirit that made it difficult
to attribute its achievements to single individuals, obviously very aware that the discipline
was highly dependent upon small networks of individuals based at specific places and within
certain times.
It is no doubt for this reason that the Universities of Cambridge and later Oxford have
played so important a part in the evolution of British ornithology; ideas and projects have
gradually taken shape there in the intercourse of people brought together by common
interest from other parts of the country in an environment favourable to leisurely
discussion. 50
Nicholson also gave the most tolerant summmy of the British Ornithologists' Union's
emphasis on geographical ornithology. He noted that British ornithologists, particularly
amateurs, had played a great part in investigating the avifauna of distant lands, and that the
world-wide view thus attained had "always been a special care of the B.O.D., helping to
guard against insularity of outlook." Importantly, Nicholson had less interest in portraying
this old emphasis as hide-bound roughage, for he had the least stake in the new institutes of
professional scientists concentrating on ecology and ethology in comparison to Tinbergen and
Lack, for example. Nicholson concluded by observing that the greater responsibilities
flowing from the trends ofmodem ornithology, including both professionalization and the
increasing influence of ornithology on biology as a whole, offered a prospect perhaps more
sobering than attractive. He believed that recent developments must inevitably lead the
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thoughtful ornithologist to wonder whether, "at any rate in tenus of carefree enjoyment, it can
honestly be maintained that the best is yet to come. ,,51 He was supportive but wary of the
new ornithology, and did not take it for granted that the rapid changes occurring in the
journal provided cause for uncritical rejoicing. Nicholson was cautious, and later became
critical of Lack's efforts to make the E.G.I. an institution of independent professionals, with
little reference to the work and resource base of amateurs.

Conclusion
Provine has noted that scientists are notoriously ahistorical in their research and
writing, seldom writing more than "chronological-logical" summaries of the order of major
discoveries leading logically to textbook theories. 52 It is true that each of the centenary
contributors generally took the superiority of ornithology's new methodology, priorities,
research questions, and the relative roles of theory and fact-gathering for granted. In
portraying the history of ornithology as a series ofprogressive phases of data-collection,
theory, and refinement, before which The Ibis alternately stagnated or flourished, these
narratives ignore the fact that the "revolution" in the journal was in effect an infiltration by a
small group, namely, the 1959 contributors themselves. The change appeared to be an
inevitable next step for the field only within the hind-sight of the winning advocates of new
methods and research.
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The contributors to the centenary volume were almost all the architects ofchange for
both The Ibis and ornithology in the twentieth century. Lack, Moreau, Huxley, Thorpe, and
Tinbergen were each intimately involved in establishing or developing new disciplines and
professional institutes. 53 Lack, Moreau, and Tinbergen became involved with The Ibis in the
1940s, as either editors or committee members supplying many of the new papers. How their
evaluations of the past may have depended upon their efforts to emphasize and legitimize
modern priorities, methods, and disciplines such as ecology, ethology, and evolution biology
is a crucial part of the history of the "revolution" they described.
Evidence that the construction of these historical narratives involved more
complicated factors than a simple recounting of the past arises from the fact parts of these
narratives could be contested. This is illustrated by a letter from James Fisher (1912-1970)
to the editor of Bird Notes, in which Lack had recently published a description of the history
of the Edward Grey Institute ofField Ornithology.54 Specifically, Fisher took issue with
Lack's statement that organized amateur ornithology had been brought to a standstill during

The connections between the 1959 centenary contributors is clear; Huxley was Lack's unofficial
supervisor in the 1930s. Lack was on the steering committee for Thorpe's Ornithological Field Station, of
which Thorpe initially asked Moreau to take up the curatorship (Hinde, "W.H. Thorpe," p. 627). Thorpe in
turn served on the Advisory Committee ofthe E.G.I., where Moreau ended up when Lack offered him a
part-time position. These were friendships that often began in the field; Lack, for example, visited Moreau
(on Huxley's suggestion) in the field in 1934, beginning his interest in bird territories, and Thorpe, then an
entomologist, visited in 1939 (Moreau, "R.E. Moreau," p. 555).
53

54 James Fisher was one of British ornithology's best-loved figures and popularizers and his book Watching
Birds was largely responsible for the post-World War n expansion in field ornithology. He was described as
"one ofthose who contributed to the establishment offield ornithology as a respectable discipline of
scientific zoology, contributing data of obvious relevance and value to animal ecology" while he was at the
same time dedicated to the organization of amateur work as an officer of the British Trust for Ornithology.
Many thought that when W.B. Alexander retired from the E.G.I. Fisher would take his place, but Lack was
appointed instead, and Fisher turned to publishing. His editorship of the New Naturalist series of nature
books was particularly well-known. For further biographical information, and some speculative thoughts on
what might have come ofthe E.G.I. had Fisher obtained the directorship, see W.R.P. Bourne. "James
Maxwell McConnell Fisher," The Ibis, 113(1971): 112-114.
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World War n. He was "surprised that Dr. Lack's memory should be so short," and listed the
work done during the war by the British Trust for Ornithology, in part, Fisher said, to provide
what was then the chiefincome of the Institute of which Lack was now Director.
Dr. Lack, disanningly, deals with the danger of the Edward Grey Institute becoming an
'ivory tower.' I do not think he realizes that the danger comes from several sources (not

only from hyper-criticism of amateur work on the part of the staff, of which we've
already had some twinges!). One danger is that of denigrating the co-operative enquiry.
Another is of thinking that the professional must always lead the amateur (sometimes the
opposite is apposite!). Another is of denying the past. Another is assuming that the
things that the Institute is interested in to-day are the only things of value. 55
In the following chapters I examine the contents of The Ibis between 1890 and 1940
with specific reference to comments by these centenary contributors. This will provide a
more nuanced portrait of the journal and illustrate how a judgement based on 1959 priorities
distorts our historical picture of the work, intent, and context of early contributors to The
Ibis. David Lack had emphasized the great importance of population ecology, a research

program finnly embedded in questions raised by the Evolutionary Synthesis. As in many
other narratives of the history of biology in the twentieth century, Lack and his fellow
contributors tended, as Fisher warned, to deny the past and assume those subjects that
interested scientists today are the only things of value. Ifpre-Synthesis ornithology is valued
in historical accounts, it is more often than not in the light of how it contributed to the
Synthesis or other important developments in modem biology. Mayr has repeatedly
emphasized the importance of much of the work in geographical ornithology and systematics,
for example, in an effort to defend natural history from geneticists' claims that the
Evolutionary Synthesis occurred through the export of geneticists' thinking to other fields.
These narratives, as useful as they have been for defending natural history, focus on the
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internal development of science and the import or export ofideas from disciplines. They
imply, for example, that the impact of the Evolutionary Synthesis in either direction was a
matter purely of the content of science moving and influencing work as though ofits own
accord. This study takes into account both the transitional structure of the scientific
community, as well as the role of changing concepts of appropriate scientific method, and
thus provides a broader framework for the development of modem ornithology.
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Chapter 2

After All, For What Are Ornithologists Striving?

The fundamental issues behind each complaint contributors to the centenary volume
of The Ibis had with the older issues of the journal, were a lack of theoretical context in
papers and a seemingly pervasive ignorance of the broader issues facing biology. Whether
they lamented the lack of papers on ideas, the endless collection of facts, or the absence of
papers on evolution theory or living birds, the centenary contributors found a frustratingly,
they thought, non-scientific journal when they looked back to the old issues of The Ibis.
In his 1959 contribution, David Lack emphasized how during the first few decades of

the twentieth century few if any scientists thought it possible a group of ornithologists could
aspire to the same professional status as other disciplines of natural science, with their own
research institutes and university departments. 1 Lack contrasted this with the state of the
discipline's reputation in the nineteenth century, when ornithology had its representative
professor in Alfred Newton at Cambridge, and the study of birds had played a dominant role
in evolution theory. Both Darwin and Wallace, he noted, had used their experience with
geographic distribution and variation in birds, whether domesticated pigeons, finches from
the Galapagos, or fancy birds of paradise, to provide evidence for evolution by natural
selection. But by the turn ofthe century birds were "ceasing to be zoologically respectable,"
with only pigeons and chick embryos making their way into zoology classes, and then only as
objects of dissection. All the rest were merely regarded, in T.H. Huxley's phrase, as

1 David Lack, "The Position of the Edward Grey Institute, Oxford," Bird Notes, 23(1949): 231-236, p.
235
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"glorified reptiles.,,2 Lack considered ornithology's low reputation among biologists quite
justified, since ornithologists focused primarily on collecting, and made no effort to defend
the old ornithologists. He proceeded, rather, to examine the changes necessary to recover the
scientific reputation of the field, and in doing so illustrated his own views of what types of
ornithology qualified as scientific: the well-organized collection ofinformation for defined
problems strictly guided by theoretical principles and ideas.
Some of the centenary contributors blamed the old-boys network of travelling
ornithologists who had founded the journal, others found the pages and pages of lists of
species and specimens a necessary stage toward the time when ornithology had become a
full-fledged science in the 1940s. None, however, examined the contents of the journal prior
to the "revolution" on its own terms, either to determine the original intent or the
methodological context of the old, primarily geographical, papers. This chapter examines the
role of accepted, traditional views of proper scientific method as a primary concern of those
defining the appropriate contents ofnatural history journals like The Ibis, and indeed in
determining legitimate research programs.

Controversies over Content
ill defense ofless "hide-bound" ornithologists not represented by The Ibis during the

first decades of the twentieth century, both Mountfort and Moreau noted early signs of
discontent with the journal. Mountfort described how the dominance of ornithological
exploration in foreign lands led to complaints at the tum of the century that reports on
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collections arising from expeditions monopolised the pages of the journal. 3 He went through
the back issues of the journal in detail to find "gleanings of dissatisfaction" with the state of
its papers, and found protests in 1911 and 1915 against papers which were "little more than

catalogues" of skins or species, "without any conclusions drawn from them." The editors'
responses to such complaints indicate their own guiding views of what constituted scientific
ornithology.
In 1924 IN. Kennedy, an occasional contributor of trip reports, wrote to warn the

editors that his friends, "good field-naturalists and bird-lovers though they are," were often
turned away from joining the B.O.U. due to the dry, uninteresting articles that caused them to
conclude that it must consist of expert scientists only. He had found similar concerns
amongst some of his "brother 'Ibises'" and had thus became concerned with the welfare of
the society.
On looking over several of the later volumes of 'The Ibis,' I am struck by the fact that
many of the articles are devoid of interest to the ordinary student of ornithology. In
particular, the long list of skins, unaccompanied by field-notes upon the habits of the
birds, which so frequently appear in our pages, can surely possess no value for anyone.
Again, the reader is often exasperated by the omission, from notes upon work in the field,
of all touches of local colour which would serve to bring strange scenes before his eyes
and to communicate with him, in some degree, the pleasure which the writers themselves
must have experienced from direct observations ofthe birds which they describe. 4

Kennedy briefly contrasted this situation with foreign journals and pointed out that
the B.a. U. 's annual dinners made it obvious that there was in fact a wealth of "unique and
valuable knowledge" amongst members which was at present untapped by the journal. C.B.
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Ticehurst, who would edit the journal from 1931 to 1941, defended the contents of The Ibis. 5
I have read Capt. Kennedy's letter on the contents of 'The Ibis' with some surprise; it is
very like the old old controversy again of Field v. Cabinet Naturalists, and therefore, as
one who can claim to some extent to be both (as surely everyone ought to be), I should
like to make a few remarks. 6
He stated that the "cabinet papers," though they may be dull (and there had been
fewer in recent years than Kennedy implied), were indeed of great use and generally written
by experts working in a particular region. "Where," he asked, "if not in <The Ibis' , can they
be published?" Ticehurst emphasized that the journal was of a "supposedly scientific body"
and the only journal in Britain devoted entirely to the birds ofthe world. If field-notes were
lacking, it was hardly the fault of the systematists.
It must be remembered that it not infrequently happens that someone interested in birds
has an opportunity ofvisiting some unworked region and comes back with a collection; he
does not know the birds or the literature sufficiently well to work out his own collection,
and so the task is delegated to someone who does. He then finds that the field-notes he
has made cannot be sufficiently accurately attributed to the proper species owing to this
lack of knowledge, and so the field-notes only get to a small extent incorporated into the
paper or not at all. 7
Ticehurst emphasized the journal should be used only to bring forward new
infonnation, whether in habits, distribution, migration, or reviews of groups. He recognized

5 Claud Buchanan Ticehurst (1881-1941) was trained as a physician, served in India during World War I,
and practiced privately until increasing deafuess compelled him to retire to a country practice in Appledore,
Kent in 1923. There he remained practicing until his death. His interest in birds began as a "schoolboy's
interest in natural history and shooting," but while at Cambridge he was influenced by Alfred Newton. His
ornithological work was accomplished while on expeditions with friends, the type oftraveling ornithology
that supplied so many ofthe tum ofthe century The Ibis papers. Whistler recalled his first visit to
Ticehurst's home; "To me the visit was a revelation. I had been collecting Indian birds and eggs with no
very definite ideas on the subject, and at Grove House I was first shown the aims and work of a scientific
ornithologist. Others besides myself will remember Ticehurst's touchstone for a first visit - the packet of
birds' wings and odd feathers which one was invited to identifY. I remember my satisfaction at correctly
identifYing a Heron's feather, only to be dashed by the blunt statement that he was not enquiring the obvious
- "What part ofthe Heron did the feather come from?" For further biographical information see the obituary
by Hugh Whistler, "Claud Buchanan Ticehurst," The Ibis, 1941, pp. 321-335.
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the fact that ornithologists and students of birds had become increasingly specialized in
certain subjects, but urged readers not to forget that the Union was a scientific body, "and
that we must keep its Journal a scientific publication in the eyes of the world, as it has been
for over sixty years." David Bannerman reiterated this emphasis on new facts when he wrote
to express a qualified sympathy with Kennedy's protest against the publication of mere lists
of Latin names unaccompanied by field or systematic notes. He agreed, but only, he said,

"when such a list is in any way a repetition ofinformation already published,,8 As boring
as a list of skins from a locality seemed, if published for the first time it was of indispensable
value both to the museum worker and the student of geographical distribution.
After all, for what are we ornithologists striving? One, at any rate, of our aims is to
complete our knowledge of the geographical distribution of the birds of the world - and it
would doubtless surprise Capt. Kennedy to learn what an important part these dry lists of
skins (which he banishes with the remark that they "can surely possess no value for
anyone") play in the correct detennination ofthe range ofany given species.9
He insisted the annotated lists subsequent to many papers were absolutely necessary
to make the contents accessible to the scientific museum worker, no matter how dull the
reading as a result. Bannerman pointed out that such catalogues were absolutely necessary
for the publication of comprehensive books like Systema Avium Ethiopicarum. Meanwhile
he suggested that the journal could avoid repetition through the formation of a small
publications committee to assist the editor. To cater to the complaints of Kennedy that many
papers were devoid of interest to the ordinary student of ornithology, Bannerman said, would
make it almost impossible to produce a journal containing matter intended "for the
advancement of science." He believed that to make any alterations would jeopardize the high

7

Ticehurst, "Letter to the Editor," p. 814.

8

D.A. Bannennan, "Letter to the Editor," The Ibis, 1924, pp. 816-818, p. 816, (his italics).
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Bannerman, "Letter to the Editor," p. 817.
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place which the journal unquestionably held in the opinions of foreign ornithologists.
C.B. Ticehurst referred to the occasional critiques of The Ibis when he became editor
in 1931. For Ticehurst, The Ibis occupied a "veIY important and leading position in the
ornithological literature of the world," maintained by a long succession of distinguished
ornithologists. The editors, in keeping the range of the journal as wide as possible, served

"all aspects of that science in whatever detail they are to be found." This policy Ticehurst
intended to continue, but he was careful to qualify and bound exactly what qualified as
scientific.
There are always some members of the Union who consider 'The Ibis' dull. I have heard
the complaint on and off ever since I joined the Union, 27 years ago (no doubt some of
the previous generation said the same thing). Let me remind them once more of the
proper functions of 'The Ibis.' Its pages are open to original contributions, primarily by
members of the Union, on the Avifauna of any part of the world, or on any aspect of
Ornithology in its widest sense. It is merely necessary that such contributions should be
inspired by the sincerity of purpose and openness of purpose and openness of mind
without which no scientific work can ever be valuable. But all contributions should
contain something of novelty and something of value. The novelty may be either of fact
or of new aspects, or re-groupings, of old facts. 1o
Ticehurst resisted the devaluation of systematic articles by underscoring the role of
the journal as a venue for new facts and regrouping of old facts. This view of what
constituted a scientific publication, the collection of facts and observations, illustrates the
methodological context of those papers subsequently referred to as roughage by the 1959
centenaJY contributors.

In commenting in 1959 on the 1924 debate over the content of the journal, Moreau
noted that a letter by Thorpe had "got nearer to the heart of the matter.,,]l Thorpe had agreed
with Kennedy that the contents of the journal left something to be desired, but conceded that

10

C.B. Ticehurst, "Preface," The Ibis, 1931, pp. i-iii.
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faunistic records, "although probably uninteresting to those unfamiliar with the districts dealt
with, are very necessary preliminaries to a more detailed study." More importantly, Thorpe
raised the debate to the very intent and context of the papers:
On looking through recent numbers of 'The Ibis,' one notices the absence of articles
written from the larger Biological standpoint. Surely more space might be devoted to
articles dealing with the relation of Ornithology to other branches of Biology and to the
more general Biological problems of the day; for such subjects are of interest to
practically every student of birds, whether a systematist or field observer. At present the
tendency seems to be to deal with ornithology as if it were a subject apart, having no
connection with other branches of science. 12

At the time Thorpe was a twenty-two year old undergraduate at Cambridge working
toward a degree in Agriculture and a diploma in Agricultural Science (Plant Pathology), as
well as writing a thesis on biological control. 13 This certainly placed him in a different
educational tradition than the museum ornithologist Ticehurst and the usual contributors to
The Ibis. As a recently elected member of the B.O.D., he thought his opinion would be of

interest. He had several friends who, as keen ornithologists, would be attracted to the journal
if a slight change were made in the contents on the lines suggested.

The Proper Sphere ofZoological Journals
For the contributors to the centenary The Ibis the continued dominance of
geographical ornithology and unorganized fact-gathering was frustrating. Moreau in
particular noted that papers hardly dealt at all with the pressing debates over evolution and
natural selection. Biogeography and morphology were particularly reticent fields when it
came to evolution theory, and various historians have attempted to explain this fact. For
11

Moreau, "The Centenarian 'Ibis'," p. 33.
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W.H. Thorpe, "Letter to the Editor," The Ibis, 1924, pp. 815-816.
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example, while Bowler points out that scientists like T.H. Huxley and E. Ray Lankester
actively excluded evolutionary considerations from most of their scientific work, since "hard
scientific morphology was descriptive and eschewed theoretical concerns," he attempts, in an
effort to defend the importance of morphological research, to show how such work was
pervaded implicitly by evolution theory.14 Bowler does not, however, discuss the role that
concepts of appropriate method and philosophies of scientific procedure may have played in
the appearance that evolution had little impact.

By contrast, Frederick Burkhardt has examined the reaction of scientific societies to
the Origin ojSpecies in the context of what naturalists viewed as the appropriate province of
scientific journals in the nineteenth century. His analysis provides an important clue to why
the contents of The Ibis remained so frustratingly "hide-bound" in the eyes of those who
wished to see more use of biological theory. Burkhardt suggests that the supposedly old
fashioned nature of natural history journals involved more than naturalists "working apart
from biology" in an irresponsible manner. Rather, his work suggests The Ibis ornithologists
operated on a conscientious definition of the proper role of scientific journals, albeit an
increasingly archaic one. Burkhardt studied in detail the immediate reaction of the Royal
Society, the Geological Society, the Linnean Society, the Zoological Society, and the
Entomological Society of London to the publication ofthe Origin ojSpecies in 1859 by a
survey of their proceedings and transactions from 1860 to 1870. 15 He concluded opposition
to evolution theory was not the cause of the almost universal cold shoulder the book
received. Rather, whatever one's views on evolution, papers adhered to a strict, accepted
13

Hinde, "William Homan Thorpe."
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standard of the appropriate content of such journals. An important clue to this standard is
Darwin's own readiness to publish his abstract as a pamphlet, "if the Referees (of the
Linnean) were to reject it as not entirely scientific.,,}6 The almost complete silence that
greeted the Origins was "a matter of considered policy and was, at least in part, a
consequence of the prevailing professional standards of science and scientific method" that
eschewed theory and emphasized the production of facts unfettered by speculative attempts
at explanation. 17
British science, and particularly the work of its scientific societies, had been
characterized by strict empiricism going back to Francis Bacon and in the seventeenth
century. Natural history was especially characterized by a dominance of empirical writing
with sparse references to theory. Paul Farber has described how the huge increase of
specimens no doubt favored empirical writings simply due to the presence ofa great amount
of descriptive work to be done. When combined with the strong empirical philosophy of
science prevalent in the nineteenth century, the specialization that had occurred in natural
history restricted the level of competency that individuals could obtain on scientific
questions:
A specialist on parrots or on hummingbirds did not feel called upon or trained for
commenting on the larger theoretical issues of natural histOIY, for by definition they were
outside his areas of specific or general expertise. 18

Rachel Laudan has examined how geologists at the Geological Society of London
adopted the inductive method to avoid criticisms that their work was speculative. This stance
15 Frederick Burkhardt, "England and Scotland: the Learned Societies." in T.F. Glick, ed., The
Comparative Reception ofDarwinism, (Austin and London: University of Texas Press, 1974), pp. 32-74.

Francis Darwin, ed., The Life and Letters ofCharles Darwin, 3d Ed., 3 vols. (London: John Murray,
1887), II, p. 126 quoted in Burkhardt, "England and Scotland: the Learned Societies," p. 32
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influenced the internal development of the science through its effect on the society's choice
of projects and geological research in general during the nineteenth century.19 For example,
geologists' belief in the collection offacts as the proper sphere of scientific research made
the preparation of a map of rock types in Britain, in which details could be obtained without
any theoretical bias, a central project. Society members believed that in the course of
collecting these facts and mapping them, a "system" would emerge "in true Baconian
fashion."20 This empirical philosophy extended to the study of plants and animals as well. It
is well known, for example, that Alfred Russel Wallace was warned by his agent that several
naturalists back home had expressed regret he was theorizing instead of collecting more
facts. 21 Although this hardly kept him from his speculative musings, it no doubt contributed
to a guarded and vague style when he did refer to evolution in his published papers.22
The practical result ofthis methodological foundation was that evidence which
obviously supported Darwin's theory of evolution was rarely stated explicitly as such in the
scientific journals. Implications of observations and data, such as that provided by William
Carpenter in his work on Foraminifera in 1860 in the Philosophical Transactions ofthe

Royal Society ofLondon, were implicitly stated, if stated at all, with no reference to Darwin's
18

Farber, Discovering Birds, pp. 138-139

19 Laudan' s work was an attempt to dispel the myth that the development of scientific institutions is an
indication of scientific progress. That the 1959 contributors would have agreed with her is no surprise,
considering her own definition of scientific progress as necessarily involving the use of theory, the lack of
this being due to "a timid, backward, and outmoded methodology." She suggests that the policy of the
journals created pressure among younger workers to "propagate a view of the aims and methods ofgeology
that was quite inimical to the theoretical innovation and development that must be at the core of any
scientific progress," (Rachel Laudan, "Ideas and Organizations in British Geology: a Case Study in
Institutional History," Isis, 68(1977): 527-538, p. 527).
20 Laudan, "Ideas and Organizations in British Geology," p. 532.
Alfred Russel Wallace, My Life: A Record ofEvents and Opinions, (London: Chapman & Hall, 1905), p.
355.
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theory itself, although authors like Carpenter supported the theory in full force in journals like
The National Review and the British and Foreign Medical and Chirurgical Review. Though
bearing important implications for Darwin's theory, Richard Owen's work on Archeopteryx,
William Flower's on the posterior lobes of apes, and even Thomas Huxley's review of
Archaeopteryx, were presented as straightforward descriptions "in the vein of the
professional systematists" and devoid ofreference to theoretical considerations. 23 In
essence, Burkhardt found a definite pattern of reticence on controversial or speculative
subjects, even though many papers were relevant to the evolutionary hypothesis. 24
The societies and their journals existed to collect facts, irrespective of what might be
deduced from these facts by others. 25 Within this framework, the job of naturalists was to
collect observations, and it was only from naturalists, "who had long given up their mind" to
hypothesis and were concentrating on actual investigation, that the resolution of controversies
surrounding theories like Darwin's would come.26 The assumption was of course that these
facts would eventually be used as verification or falsification of theory, but scientists
generally viewed speculation in journals as premature and hardly the proper sphere of the
average contributor. Although Burkhardt's study did not cover The Ibis, it is safe to extend
his conclusions to the ornithological society as well, particularlY since Philip Lutley Sc1ater
edited the journal at the same time he was secretary ofthe Zoological Society of London.
Additionally, his memorialist noted that Sc1ater received his first instruction in "scientific
Jane R. Camerini, "Evolution, Biogeography, and Maps: an Early History of Wallace's Line," Isis,
84(1993): 700-727, p. 719.
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ornithology" from Hugh E. Strickland, at that time a Reader in Geology at Oxford, but wellknown as an ornithologist. 27 Stresemann notes that it was Strickland who, first in 1840 and
then in 1845, attacked natural philosophers and "led ornithologists back from deduction to
induction.'>28

Speculative Entomologists
Due to the nature of The Ibis's format, and its lack of Presidential Addresses or
meeting minutes, the letters outlined in the beginning ofthis chapter provide the only clues of
discontent regarding the journal's papers. It is possible, however, to examine problems that
might arose when workers tried to bring "biological" concerns within the purview of a
traditionally descriptive natural history journal. Debates in the Transactions ofthe
Entomological Society o/London, which had some overlap of membership with the B.O.U.,

show what was at stake when some members urged more tolerance for work beyond the
mere collection offacts. The controversies that arose reveal contested definitions of
appropriate scientific method, acceptable contributions for journals, and the proper work of
the majority of workers.
In 1890 the Transactions o/the Entomological Society had changed little from its

format in the years after the publication ofthe Origins, when silence was greeted Darwin's
theory. By now this was certainly due not to opposition to evolution, but rather a continued
consensus regarding the appropriate role of scientific journals. As in The Ibis, new species
26 George Bentham, Journal ofthe Proceedings ofthe Linnean Society 7 (1862-1863): xix, quoted in
Burkhardt, "England and Scotland, the Learned Societies," p. 49
27
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or other taxa descriptions, biogeographical, anatomical, or classification revisions, with
occasional articles on economic entomology and parasites, provided the vast majority of
papers. The study of heredity, the ramifications of entomological work for evolution theory,
and other speculative musings made only rare appearances.
This changed when in a series of papers beginning in 1890 F. A. Dixey, demonstrator
at the University Museum, Oxford, analyzed the phylogenetic relationships of a genera of
butterflies based on wing markings?9 He based his studies on August Weismann's 1882
edition of Studies on the Theory ofDescent, a notoriously speculative work, which had been
translated by one of the society's most influential officers, Professor Raphael Meldola.
Following Weismann's lead, Dixey attempted to trace the history of butterfly patterns by
trying to determine whether characters were ancestral or adapted. 30 His work provides a
good example of an increasing interest among some entomologists, most of whom were
associated with, trained, or advised by Professor E.B. Poulton in Oxford, in using insects to
study evolution theory. Along with Dixey's work on tracing phylogenies, Poulton's work to
defend the theory of mimicry, depended upon the naturalists' ability to determine whether
certain characters were ancestral or adaptive. For example, Poulton, a staunch selectionist,
began constructing historical scenarios of how a certain butterfly could have evolved over
time from ancestral markings to adapted markings that mimicked a poisonous model. Such
narratives became a centerpiece of contention in the debate between selectionists and

29 F.A. Dixey, "On the Phylogenetic Significance of the Wing-markings in Certain Genera of
Nymphalidae," Transactions ofthe EntomolOgical Society ofLondon., 1890, pp. 89-130.

The word experiments as used in the Entomological Society ofLondon publications at this time denoted
anything from hatching eggs of known parentage to feeding various insects to a pet monkey to study relative
palatability. The use of controls as a definitive part of experiments entered the journal in the 1930s,
probably through the influence of medical and economic entomologists.
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opponents to natural selection.
Meanwhile, Jenner Weir praised Dixey's experiments, who observed that "Dr.
Dixey's philosophical paper had given him the greatest ofpleasure. ,,31 But the response from
H. J. Elwes, who worked on the same genus himself, was sharply reprimanding, as recorded
in the minutes of the Proceedings.32
He (Elwes) thought, however, that in attempting to follow such a line of investigation as
had been pursued by Mr. Dixey, we ran the risk of becoming lost in a maze of
unprofitable speculation upon points about which we could at present come to no certain
conclusions; and though he recognized to the fullest extent the value of such
investigations, when pursued by those whose previous stores of knowledge and industry
of research fitted them for the difficulties which they would encounter at every turn, yet
he believed that only one man, perhaps, in a million was gifted with the mental abilities
which would enable him to use that knowledge in the way in which Darwin had done.
And he thought that the want of accurate and complete observation and definition of
genera and species, in this branch of entomology, was still so great that most of us would
do more useful work by trying to increase that knowledge for the benefit of future
Darwins, rather than by trying to explain facts which, in the absence of such knowledge,
seemed to him inexplicable. 33
Elwes continued these warnings in his Presidential Address of 1893, in which he
noted a tension between various methodologies and priorities within the society. He was
essentially reprimanding those who presumed to speculate on theories that were best reserved
for the likes of expert geniuses like Darwin, Weismann or Wallace. Only once or twice in
each generation, he repeated, did such a far-reaching intellect arise which could justifiably
pursue such matters, and the proper mode of work for the rest was to compile facts and
observations like good Baconians. His address noted a division within the society over the
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32 Henry John Elwes was one ofthe few members who was active in both the entomological society and the
B.O.V., although Ingram describes him as a dendrologist more than anything else. Although he seldom
attended the B.O.C. meetings, Ingram notes that when he did "he was sure to make his presence felf'
through his dominating personality. "He was very emphatic in all his opinions," Ingram recalls, "so positive,
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correct way to proceed, between those who wished the Society would attend more to the
"biological side" of entomology, something Elwes clearly equated with speculation.
I also felt that there was a desire among some of our Fellows that the chair should be
filled by one who has devoted himself more to what is now called the biological side of
the subject, rather than to the collection and systematic arrangement of Lepidoptera,
which has been, and will probably remain, the principal object of my entomological
studies. I feel, however, for myself, and I think that others must also feel, that however
great and important is the knowledge which we may ultimately attain by endeavoring to
discover the laws which govern the development, variation, and distribution of insects, the
knowledge we have of the actual facts is in many cases quite insufficient to bring such
speculations to a deftnite end. 34

In 1895 Professor Meldola replied to the concerns of fellows like Elwes in his

Presidential Address entitled "The Speculative Method in Entomology.,,35 For Blaisdell
Meldola represented a "biologist" as distinctly evolved from an ancestral "naturalist,"
precisely because of his focus on explanation. 36 Whether contemporaries would have
accepted this chronological evolution of disciplines or no, biology was indeed associated
with speculation. Both Meldola and Elwes' s comments show how "biological" inquiry was
equated with speculation at the turn ofthe century. The debate helps define what Thorpe and
others meant when they wished for papers more attentive to the "biological" side of
ornithology, as well as why editors like Ticehurst may have been averse to permitting more
"biological" papers within the journal. In his address, Meldola urged that the limits placed
on scientific work considered appropriate not only for journals, but for entomology as a
whole, be expanded. He emphasized that although science necessarily begins with
observation or experiment.
33
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It is perhaps necessary to assert that no mere collection of facts can constitute a science.
We begin to be scientific when we compare and coordinate our facts with a view to
arriving at generalizations on which to base hypotheses or to make guesses at principles
underlying the facts.
Meldola's argument was of course nothing new. It was an old defense of the use of
hypothesis in science. What was novel was his campaign for its use within strictly empiricist
periodicals. Throughout his address Meldola took examples from the work and methodology
ofphysics, mathematics, and chemistry, but emphasized that he did not suppose that
entomology should or could be a comparably exact science. Rather, he wrote:
I am endeavouring to hold the balance between a more liberal use of the speculative
method, on the one hand, and the deadening influence of refusing to speculate at all, on
the other hand. I am putting forward a plea for an increased use of the imagination,
because I hold that the time has arrived when this may - nay, must be allowed, if our
science, with its immense wealth ofraw material, is to take that rank to which it is entitled
among the departments ofmodem biology.
He noted that to some the importance of hypothesis for the organization of facts
would certainly be obvious, but gave a lengthy quote from Elwes' previous address to
illustrate how some still believed facts enough. Meldola politely called this the conservative
school of entomologists. He by no means wanted to replace the older method of collecting
and recording facts but urged a claim for speculative method "as a stimulus to more
systematic investigation, rendered imperative by the general advance of biological science."
As an example he gave the theory of mimicry, which was doing so much to stimulate

observation and experiment in entomology: "Mere casual observation would never have
revealed the widespread existence of the phenomenon if the stimulus to look out for it had
not come from the theoretical side." He thoroughly agreed with Elwes that few could
speculate to advantage, but that every man's honest thought should still be considered
seriously. Speculation was quite harmless, so long as the "bugbear" was looked boldly in the
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face and harnessed. Since it had successfully guided research in modem sciences, hypothesis
needed to guide entomology as well.
Both sides in this debate were concerned with the status of their discipline: the one
noting the archaic state of the science, the other fearful that over-speculation would discredit
previously solid work, and both used conceptions of what was appropriate scientific method
for the societies and entomological workers as a whole for maintaining the discipline's status.
Meldola repeatedly stated that the advancing biological sciences would leave entomology
behind if the fact-gathering tradition continued. He thought in view of recent work in
entomology, that perhaps the hard chitinous skeletons of insects had been expressly designed
for the retardation of entomological science; they lent themselves so conveniently for
preservation as cabinet specimens! Those fellows who agreed with Elwes believed these
chitinous skeletons only showed how little entomologists knew. In Godman's 1891
presidential address he estimated there were perhaps 2,000,000 species of insects in the
world, of which about 200,000 had been described. This left, he pointed out, 1,800,000
undescribed, of which probably 100,000 were represented by unnamed specimens in
collections.
From this it is evident we have not workers enough even now to keep pace with the
requirements of naming and arranging the specimens that come before us, and unless our
numbers largely increase the arrears of work will become more and more unmanageable...
The extent of the subject of Entomology is so vast that nothing but a systematic and
continuous effort to amass collections, work them out, and preserve them, can place us in
a position to proceed safely with the larger questions which follow the initial step of
naming species.37

By this argument ornithology might have appeared quite ready to pursue larger
questions, since the majority of species had been described, and many were worked out in
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some detail. This point illustrates how differences in content that slowly emerged between
these two journals arose mainly from the influence of certain individuals rather than the state
of the empirical information available. At the Entomological a few members contributed
almost all papers that made explicit references to evolution theory. There were also
important differences in what one could show with insects and could show with birds (for
example, breeding experiments formed a large part ofthe E.S.L.'s theoretical work).
Ornithology and entomology's common ground, biogeography, had a conservative proponent
in the E.S.L. in the person ofElwes. His presidential address on biogeography emphasized
that far too little information on insects was available to come to any broad conclusions.
Though president at times of both the RO.U. and the E.S.L., Elwes was certainly not the
person to bring the E.S.L.'s changing focus to the ornithologists, since he was the staunchest
supporter of fact-collecting as the primary objective ofa scientific society. When birds could
in fact contribute to questions being asked by entomologists regarding selection theory, there
was little response from the ornithologists at the B.O.U. There was certainly not the
systematic research that became characteristic of the E.S.L.'s efforts, led by Poulton, to
answer certain evolutionary questions. What was deemed scientific and appropriate for
publications in the journals increasingly diverged between the two journals, illustrating an
importance source of diversity among naturalists.
This controversy and the traditional view of the proper role of zoological journals
show that David Lack's 1959 assessment of ornithology as zoologically unrespectable in fact
dependent on a contested definition of the proper method and role of naturalists. Importantly,
Lack's assessment was coming from one of the revolutionaries who, like Meldola at the
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Entomological Society, brought new methods and priorities to The Ibis. 38 Editors like C.B.
Ticehurst, by contrast, could still view The Ibis as at the forefront of their science within a
traditional inductive framework. From this point ofview, the journal had high standards of
scientific method and content to maintain. Natural history journal editors had to consider
definite problems with bringing alternative methods and priorities into ornithological work,
and well-founded reasons for maintaining the traditional purview of the journal.
What this meant practically for the content of The Ibis is clear from both book
reviews and the response of the editors when controversies over theoretical interpretations
arose. In 1908, for example, the editors printed a book review ofC. W. Beebe's experiments
on plumage change and its relation to geographical variation. Beebe had induced his birds to
skip their winter plumage by lowering light levels and increasing their amount offood. The
editors responded:
He thinks that it is thus proven that "the sequence of plumage in these birds it not in any
way predestined through inheritance bringing about an unchangeable succession," but that
it may be "interrupted by certain external factors," Mr. Beebe has discovered an
interesting fact, but we are not sure that the conclusion drawn from it is correct. 39

This wariness regarding theory is also reflected in an exchange over the theoretically
loaded question of the definition of subspecies. M. Harrison had written in response to
Jourdain's contradiction of Prof. P. Sushkin that Yellow and White Wagtails were two

This difference in approach and emphasis between the two disciplines may provide a clue to how certain
methods and questions infiltrated ornithology. Thorpe, Moreau, and Lack were all influenced by or were
entomologists. Moreau was influenced by C.B. Williams, who did extensive work on migration, and, as
head ofthe Entomological Section of the Egyptian Ministry of Agriculture, would have embodied the more
ecological approach and focus of such work. Thorpe notes that Lack came to him for special supervisions in
entomology; "I have a recollection of his displaying considerable interest in the biology of insect parasitoids
and in the population problems raised by the then rapidly expanding field of the biological control ofinsect
pests - a topic on which I had been researching for the previous five years in California and in this country.
Perhaps this was the very beginning of his fascination with population ecology," (Thorpe, "David Lambert
Lack," p. 273). Tinbergen also began his natural history studies in entomology, and did pioneering work on
the behaviour of wasps. See: Tinbergen, A Curious Naturalist).
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species rather than races. The two fonns overlap in range, but Jourdain argued they were in
fact subspecies, in contrast to the accepted interpretation of subspecies as those fonns that
did not overlap. Jourdain had insisted that to not take up the new species concept this
interpretation implied would rule out all progress. Harrison, who preferred to base his
systematics on the old rule that subspecies do not overlap in range, replied:
There is nothing unscientific or nothing which 'rules out all progress' in that line.
Scientific progress, I would remind Mr. Jourdain, is based upon incontrovertible fact, and
not on the premature acceptance of incompletely proved theories, however attractive these
may appear. I consider it more scientific to wait for definite proof than to make these far
reaching alterations, only, perhaps, to have to revert at a later date to the former
position. 40
The response of the editors to this exchange is telling. They commended the
question of the status of Reed-Buntings to all field workers, and would be glad to publish any
additional new facts, but concluded, "As a controversy the discussion has reached its limit of
usefulness." New facts were quite acceptable, but not controversies over species concepts
that carried with them theoretical commitments that could not be proved within the bounds of
these papers and the facts available.

Conclusion

The contents of The Ibis emphasizes the empirical methodology guiding natural
history work, and helps to qualify comments made by the centenary contributors regarding
the "unfortunate" avoidance by early ornithologists of evolution theory, with a portrait of the
methodological framework, and thus intent, ofpre-1940s ornithologists. When compared to
other natural history journals like the Transactions ofthe Entomological Society ofLondon,
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James M. Harrison, "Status ofthe Reed-Buntings," The Ibis, 1934, pp. 206-208, p. 207.
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it also shows the transitional state of methodological commitments in various disciplines.
Paul Farber has noted that the few studies on the comparative reception of Darwin's ideas
have focused on comparisons between scientific communities in different countries, but that
studies in the comparative reception in different disciplines are also important. He writes that,
"it might also give us a clearer insight into the standards and assumptions of the different life
sciences. ,>41
In the case ofthe controversy at the Entomological Society ofLondon, such a

comparison tells of an important factor often over-looked in histories ofdebates over
evolution theory. In the case of natural history journals, debates did not necessarily involve
theoretical commitments per se, but often centered on whether or not theory should be
included within work, selectionist or not. Controversy regarding the proper method and
focus for entomological workers centered on the question ofwhat more authoritative
naturalists believed appropriate for "run-of-the-mill" zoologists. Bowler focuses on the
theoretical issues involved in debates over evolutionary mechanisms, giving the impression
that the speculative method implicitly accepted in discussions of these debates was a standard
form of scientific endeavor. Within these fact-oriented journals, however, it was speculation
itself that caused controversy, and was part and parcel to critiques of particular theories.
Concern with speculation was of course a common point of contention within theoretical
debates, and an oft-used bludgeon against opponents, but within natural history tradition
journals it fonned the basic framework ofthe proper mode of scientific inquiry. Sorenson's
work on the debate over evolution in the United States also discusses entomologists'
controversies over the theory only in the context of for or against, and does not discuss
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Farber, Discovering Birds, p. 146.
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debates over proper method. In discussing the London societies, for example, he groups
entomologists into 'Darwinian" and "Anti-Darwinian", implying theoretical rather than
methodological commitments within societies.42 By contrast, Blaisdell's focus on a particular
piece of data used for Darwinism, the issue of animal color, emphasized issues of inductive
vs. deductive method and the interpretation of data, the nature ofproof, and the methods of
field versus museum work in the debates over evolution theory.43 This thesis supports the
importance of including such methodological issues in historical narratives of the theory of
evolution.
Such insights help qualify the value-laden comments of commemorative volumes that
emphasize the faults of earlier periods by taking into account the particular context and intent
of preceding natural history workers. The fact that this analysis of The Ibis has illustrated the
importance that notions of appropriate methodology played in discussions of evolution theory
in natural history periodicals shows that the influence of evolution theory was dependent on
more than simply particular scientists' belief in the logic or no of the theory itself.
Institutional and methodological factors were no less important to the ability of evolution
theory, or speculative work in general, to influence the actual practice and research program
of scientists. Indeed, the fact that Edward B. Poulton saw Darwin's most important influence
on entomology as his revision of methodology shows that contemporaries recognized this
fact, even if subsequent historians have neglected it.44

W. Conner Sorensen, Brethren ofthe Net: American Entomology, 1840-1880, (Tuscaloosa: University
of Alabama Press, 1995), p. 210.

42

43 Muriel Louise Blaisdell, Darwinism and Its Data: The Adaptive Coloration ofAnimals, (ph.D. diss.,
Harvard University, 1976.
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The editors and contributors to The Ibis pursued a specific research program in
which the collection of facts both provided a wide source of opportunity for travelers to
participate in ornithology, and used the present network ofinstitutions and individuals to
work within an inductive framework that was the halbnark of British science during the
previous century. This was in tum dependent upon a traditional view of the proper sphere of
zoological journals, rather than a necessarily a "hide-bound" propensity of these editors to
simply publish the results of their own research and "monopolise" the journal. These
exchanges illustrate the pre-1940s editors' concepts of what qualified as scientific
ornithology, as well as what they viewed as the role of the journal in their science. Both the
definition of scientific ornithology as well as the pwpose of papers in The Ibis had changed
by the time the centenary volume was published. The centenary contributors' viewpoints are
valid and important interpretations of the history of their discipline, but they also need to be
qualified by the methodological context of the studies they criticized, in order to recover the
original meaning and intent of decades ofprevious ornithological work.

44 Edward B. Poulton, "The Influence ofDarwin upon Entomology," The Entomologist's Record and
Journal oj Variation, 1901, pp. 72-76.
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Chapter 3
Geographical Ornithology: Redefining Facts

Moreau and other centenary contributors characterized geographical ornithology,
symbolized by the persistence of catalogues of specimens and species that made up the bulk
of tum of the century volumes of The Ibis, as a static subject. They portrayed the B.O.U. as
isolated from wider currents of biological thought, and used geographical ornithology's lack
of theoretical context as evidence. This narrative emphasized the difference between pre
1940s ornithology and the world of the centenary contributors, and set the stage for the
"revolution" that occurred in the 1940s, as the journal came to reflect the concerns of biology
as a whole. After briefly noting the bitter row that rumbled on for many years over the use of
trinomial nomenclature, Moreau concluded:
Actually, if one were to judge solely from the pages of the 'Ibis', it would seem that for
many years the only issues that excited British ornithologists were nomenclatural and
taxonomic in the narrow sense... It can almost be said that from 1859 until after the end
of the century no significant change took place in the contents ofthe 'Ibis.'}
This description overlooks, however, the theoretical context of the new focus on
subspecies that entered the journal in 1912 with the acceptance of trinomial nomenclature. By
Moreau's account, the geographical research program continued unchanged until the
revolution of the 1930s and 40s, but in fact important transformations occurred in the
priorities and theoretical context of geographical ornithology prior to the 1940s. Contrary to
Moreau's characterization of the debate over trinomials as nomenclatural, for example, the
issue of subspecies, and how to name them, shows workers trying to adjust to the
implications of evolution theory. The subspecies research program led to constant changes in

I
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the priorities of data collection that reflected an increasing concern with new types of facts,
such as life history and habitat infonnation. Such changes were subtle, and, aside from the
debate over trinomials, caused little controversy. This was in part no doubt because they fit
quite well within the methodological role of natural history journals as Baconian repositories
of facts.

Geogr~hkal~nuhowgy

In creating his graph of the contents of The Ibis from 1859 to 1959, Moreau

designated papers as biological, geographical, or taxonomic. "Geographical," he explained,
meant matter primarily concerned with the birds of some particular area, while "biological"
included life-history studies, behavior, ecology, and non-taxonomic work on particular
species.2 Philip Lutley Sclater (l829-1913), editor or co-editor of The Ibis from 1858 to
1864 and from 1876 to1912, defined geographical ornithology as the study of the birds of the
different countries of the world.3 The primary intent of this work was to map the distribution
of fauna and flora, and created a surge in collecting and mapping that characterized
nineteenth century natural history.4 Sclater described the role of the B.O.D. members in this
research at the inaugural meeting in 1902 of the British Ornithologists' Club. 5

2

Moreau, "The Centenarian 'Ibis'," p. 36.

3 In 1992 David Snow redefined the Victorian term (since one could hardly exclude any ornithological
studies in such a broad definition) as "the discovery of the world's birds and working out of their ranges,"
noting that this was the main interest of most nineteenth-century ornithologists, (Snow, Birds, Discovery,
and Conservation, p. 5). C.B. Ticehurst, editor of the journal from 1931 to 1941, referred to ornithologists
working on geographical ornithology as "faunists" and geographical ornithology (the working out of
boundaries and distribution) as "faunal work," (C.B. Ticehurst, "Letters, Extracts, Notes." The IbiS, 1933,
p.814).

Jane R. Camerini, "Evolution, Biogeography, and Maps: an Early History of Wallace's Line," Isis,
84(1993): 700-727, p. 706.
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It was to geographical ornithology - that is, to the study of the birds of the different
countries of the whole world - that the minds ofthe founders of the BOU were principally
directed when they founded the Society in 1858, and the meeting at which we are
gathered together tonight is, in fact, a selection of the most active members of the Union,
who love to run about the world and collect birds in every land. 6
The original founders of the B.O.V. were for the most part private collection owners
who either traveled extensively and collected on their own, or amassed and described
specimens obtained by friends or paid collectors. Each of the editors owned large
collections, and described hundreds of new species primarily in the pages of The Ibis and the

Proceedings o/the Zoological Society o/London. Even when these private collections were
one by one transferred to the British Museum (Natural History) toward the end of the
century, a close relationship between the experts at the national museum and travelers
maintained geographical ornithology's research network, described as follows by Moreau:
By now (after 1888) a common type of 'geographical paper' was that which became the
rule for many years both before and after the turn of the century: it was the result of
collaboration between a British Museum worker, who discussed the taxonomy of the
specimens, and a collector acquainted with the birds in the field. 7
One of The Ibis's dominant contributors, Sclater was described in 1914 as the
founder of the broader endeavor that The Ibis papers contributed to, modem science of
zoogeography.8 His most important work was a paper "On the Geographic Distribution of

5 The British Ornithologists' Club (actually a dinner meeting) was where a small group ofB.O.U. members
gathered for exhibitions and discussions. They published the Bulletin ofthe British Ornithologists' Club
which increasingly published the new species and subspecies descriptions written by members.
Entertaining accounts ofthe B.O.C. meetings and its most colorful figures are given in Ingram, In Search of
Birds, pp. 160-171. He notes that before W.W.!. the monthly meetings were worth attending not for their
(usually lacking) scientific content, but for the opportunity ofobserving the diverse and often very original
personalities ofthe men who attended them.

P.L. Sclater's opening address to a B.O.C. meeting in 1902, quoted in Snow, Birds, Discovery, and
Conservation, p. 5. The elder Selater (not to be confused with his son, William Selater, who took over the
The Ibis editorship in 1912), was a founding member ofthe B.O.U., Secretary ofthe Zoological Society of
London from 1859 to 1903, and was an active member ofthe British Association for the Advancement of
Science and the Royal Geographical Society. He was one ofthe most prolific describers of both new
mammal and bird species ofthe nineteenth century.
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the Members of the Class Aves" in 1858, described by Stresemann as the closing publication
of an epoch of zoogeographic research which aimed not at the study of the history of the
distribution of species, but at the "history of creation. ,09 Based on the assumption that the
world can be divided into numerous centers of distinct creations, Sclater set out to determine
their respective extents and boundaries.lO Following his initial division ofthe earth into six
biogeographic regions (the Palaearctic, Ethiopian, Indian, Australian, Nearctic, and
Neotropical), research centered on determining how areas were related and how they should
be divided into regions within regions. The fmal result would be the division of the globe
into natural biogeographic sections.ll
In contrast to the ornithological community in 1959, where workers recognized
important individuals based on their theoretical contributions and original research directives,
ornithologists in Sclater's world knew of each other by their geographical regions of
expertise. Sharpe hailed Frederick Jackson in the street in 1893 with "Hallo, here comes
Africa."12 Notices of who was traveling where filled the "personalia" section of The Ibis. In
his address for 1898 Sclater enthusiastically notified members that Forbes and Ogilvie-Grant
would soon leave on their expedition to Socotra and Southern Arabia, Boyd Alexander was
struggling through the middle of Africa from the Cape to Cairo, Lort Phillips was soon due to
return to Somali-land, Whitehead was ready to set off for the Philippines, and Alfred Sharpe
was collecting in Nyasaland. The resulting papers arrived in a diverse array of formats, from
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lists of species collected or encountered to every combination of field-notes and travel logs. 13
Typical titles included Sharpe's "On the Ornithology ofNorthern Borneo, with field notes by
Whitehead" (1890), Seebohm's "On a Collection ofBirds from Western Szechuen" (1891),
Witherby's "On the Birds observed in the Kola Peninsula, Russian Lapland" (1900), Butler's
"A Contribution to the Ornithology of the Egyptian Soudan" (1905), and Grant's "List of
Birds collected in Argentina, Paraguay, Bolivia, and Southern Brazil, with Field-notes"
(1911).
In an address to the B.O.C. in 1900 Sclater summarized the principal results
accomplished by the B.O.D. during the forty-two years of the The Ibis's existence. He listed
the numerous regions of which ornithological accounts had been published in the journal,
from the first volume's accounts of Salvin's experience in Guatemala, Canon Tristram's in
Palestine and Algeria, and Newton's in the West Indies, to the numerous accounts of
collections made by friends and correspondents worked out by experts at home.
Research such as this we may boast to have carried on in nearly every district of the
known world. In the words of the Roman poet we may fairly exclaim: Quae regio in
terris nostri non plena laboris? One can look through the pages of 'The Ibis' and find
that the Arctic and Antarctic regions, the tropics, the subtropics, and the temperate climes
of both hemispheres have been alike the subject of our investigations. Wherever bird life
exists, the British ornithologist seeks to penetrate. He is always on the look-out for
untrodden fields to explore. 14
To show that worlds still remained to conquer, Sc1ater gave a lengthy account of
areas he considered to be well-known as well as what remained to be done in the various
zoogeographical regions, illustrating his own view of how to direct scientific ornithology.
He noted areas where few collections had been made, and novelties, or at least interesting
species, would repay the efforts of naturalists both in terms of knowledge and reputation. He
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noted, for example, that New Guinea "still remains the country that aspirants for high
honours in ornithological science should try to explore." He pointed out that field-notes were
also needed, for example, on South American birds, but he emphasized the need for
collection and inventory to obtain knowledge about the birds of a region. Thus Sclater's
account in 1900 of what regions remained unknown defined ornithological knowledge as the
inventory of regional avifaunas that would eventually help delineate distribution limits and,
ultimately, zoogeographical regions. This is in sharp contrast to the centenary contributors'
focus on biological knowledge as the derivation of the laws oflife, and fits well within the
inductive framework of Sclater's training in nineteenth century philosophies of appropriate
scientific method.
In the first decades ofthe twentieth century, British expansion into new territories

continued the incentive to describe and catalogue the avifauna of foreign lands. is The fact
that papers often described not only bird life but the entire cultural and geographic character
of regions illustrates how B.O.D. ornithologists were participating in a cultural endeavor to
both catalogue and inventory foreign lands, particularly those subject to British colonial rule.
That naturalists saw their work as an important part of the imperialist enterprise is illustrated
well by the following demand by P.L. Sclater that the British Government support both
administratively and fmancially the natural inventory of newly acquired territories.
Before resuming my seat, I wish to say one more word. Our Government, in connection
with that of Egypt, has just taken possession of an enormous district in Africa, probably
equal to half Europe in extent. It sternly warns all intruders off, even when they are
14

P.L. Sclater's Chairman's Address to the B.O.C., 21 November, 1900, quoted in Snow, Birds,

Discovery, and Conservation, p. 8.
15 Lynn Nyhart notes that the relationship between biology and imperialism provides a hitherto neglected
but wide field for scholarship in "Essay Review: Biology and Imperialism," Journal ofthe History of
Biology, 28(1995): 533-543. In this case, such a focus would provide the cultural context of geographical
ornithology. On how descriptions of new species and papers on collections and observations followed close
on the heels of imperial expansion into India and Africa see Kristin Johnson, The Bird Type-Specimens in
the British Museum ofNatural History and the History ofOrnithology in 19th-Century England,
(Unpublished Undergraduate Senior Thesis. University of Washington, 1997).
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alleged to be of 'no political influence.' When it comes to regulate the administration of
these new territories, it is to be hoped that the interests of natural history will not be
entirely overlooked. Although the Upper Nile districts have been traversed and
investigated by many well-known naturalists, there is still very much to be done in these
teerning regions of animal life. We Englishmen are ready and willing to undertake, by
individual efforts, much work that in other countries is provided for by state explorers;
but it is not too much to expect that our Government should at least help us by providing
adequate facilities and occasional assistance, and eve, perhaps, by contributions to the
expensive process ofbringing the results thus acquired completely before the world. 16
As ornithologists took advantage of the government's effort to inventory new

territories, the tenuous relation between inventorying for accurate, detailed knowledge of an
avifauna and the desire to establish hegemony over natural knowledge of regions is shown by
a review of Delacour and Jabouille's Les O/seaux de l'Indocine Francaise, prepared for the
Exposition Coloniale Internacionale in Paris in 1931:
No doubt there was good reason for getting this work out in time for the Colonial
Exhibition, otherwise we should have thought that it would have been better to have
waited for further explorations and widening of our knowledge generally of the avifauna
ofthis country. 17
That ornithologists saw ornithological reconnaissance as the responsibility of each
imperial country is clear from C.H. B. Grant's review of recent work by Italians:
Italian Somaliland is the only great blank on the ornithological map of Africa... Italy
cannot congratulate herself on having advanced ornithological research within her East
African possessions. 18

It is clear that the dominance of geographical ornithology in The Ibis arose from
numerous factors. The interests of the founding community and the continued dominance of
private collectors like Sclater and his friends, the broader cultural context of British
imperialism, and the empirical philosophy that had dominated British science for so long and
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provided a convenient methodological framework and defense for such work, each
contributed to defining the nature of contributions to The Ibis.

Geographical Distribution and Evolution Theory

In 1859 Charles Darwin published The Origin o/Species, fundamentally altering
naturalists' view of the natural world, their subjects, and eventually their role in both science
and society. The implications of evolution by natural selection for the study of geographical
distribution were laid out in Darwin's chapters on the subject in the Origins. In contrast to
Sclater's view of creatures' ranges as defined from the beginning oftime, Darwin held that
each species appeared in a single locality and spread outwards, thus distribution could be
explained in historical terms through the constant migration, and evolution, of forms. Alfred
Russel Wallace applied this theoretical context to the description of zoological regions,
explaining the composition of each in terms of how it had received its inhabitants by
migration. 19 His book, Geographical Distribution 0/Animals, was published in 1876.
The fate of biogeography within an evolutionary worldview is hinted at in Jane
Camerini's comment that Darwin's approach, biogeography appears as an instrument of
thought rather than as an end in itself; "Darwin's goal was to account for the accepted 'fact'
of zoological regions in a way that accorded with his evolutionary theory, not to define faunal
boundaries.'>20 Camerini has examined how the meaning of biogeographical maps changed

19
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1860-1940, (Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 1996), p. 373.
20 Camerini, "An Early History of Wallace's Line," p. 711. The history ofbiogeography has been
examined by Janet Browne who describes the tradition ofbiogeography up to the time ofDarwin in The
Secular Ark: Studies in the History ofBiogeography_ (New Haven, CN: Yale University Press, 1983).
Frank N. Egerton provides a discussion of early biogeographers and the implication of such work for pre
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when biogeographers' concepts offaunal regions transfonned from nonevolutionary to
evolutionary. Wallace, for example, began explaining differences between regions by
positing different ancestries, rather than as separate centers of creation, basing his analysis on
the presence or absence of a variety of species, including insects, birds, and mammals. 21
Once the "fact" of evolution was accepted, zoological regions reflected patterns of
faunal similarity and dissimilarity based on descent, making the detailed description of
ranges and comparisons important. Some ornithologists writing papers in The Ibis kept to
descriptions, while others analyzed boundaries of faunal regions. 22 A problem had been
created, however, by the difficulty within an evolutionary framework of dealing with those
species well differentiated and those less so, despite Darwin's optimistic assertion that his
theory would simply remove the need for naturalists to differentiate between varieties and
species.
For example, suppose an ornithologist needed to describe three fonns of hawk that
are very similar in appearance, with perhaps slight differences in shading or breeding habits,
that inhabit three different islands in the Philippines. Haffer has described how field
ornithologists tended to use wide species limits, describing such a group as one species, while
facts to devise theories of distribution in "Studies of Animal Populations from Lamarck to Darwin,"
Journal ofthe History ofBiology, 1(1968): 225-259. Jane Camerini has examined Wallace's work in her
paper, "Evolution, Biogeography, and Maps: an early history of Wallace's line."
21
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In contrast to historians who have focused on how evolution theory created entirely new scientific
disciplines, Bowler has argued that the injection of a historical element into the explanatory scheme used to
account for distributional observations shows that in the case ofbiogeography evolution theory transformed
an existing field of study. 22 More important, despite historians' focus on the implications of mechanisms
like natural selection or mutationism for scientific work, one did not have to accept the specific mechanism
of natural selection to make evolution an implicit explanatory foundation for geographical distribution
work. While Bowler describes the shift in thOUght from static to dynamic, he does not discuss the practical
implications ofthis change for the average worker. The contents of The Ibis illustrates the effect of
evolution theory as a research program. Bowler writes; "When compared with the extensive body of
historical literature on the debates over natural selection and the emergence of genetics, this lack is
particularly striking. Our understanding ofDarwin's impact on science has been distorted by a relative lack
22
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the more detailed descriptions noted their geographical differences. 23 Museum ornithologists,
by contrast, tended to use narrow species limits, describing such a group as three different
species. AIl ornithologists used binomial nomenclature, however, so there was no way of
telling at a glance the possible relations of the forms. This is in contrast to a trinomial
nomenclature, which in its designation of all forms by the same genus and species name
illustrates their close relationship, yet by the addition of a third name indicates the fact they
are different, just not quite enough to warrant full species status, though they are probably
species in the making. These forms would then be termed subspecies.
The acceptance by The Ibis in 1912 oftrinomials focused attention on the description
and analysis of subspecies. But the controversy that had occurred over their admittance
shows how professional networks, research traditions, and individuals played a role in
whether or not the implications of evolution theory had an effect on ornithological practice.
The contents of the The Ibis shows that there was not a straight-forward map of how to
proceed. Rather the new focus was certainly not taken for granted as advantageous by
everyone. The adoption oftrinomials involved the use of a specific methodology and a
philosophy of how science should be done, networks of authority, and practical impositions
of nomenclatural work, not simply the acceptance or rejection of evolution theory.

Subspecies and Trinomials

Notwithstanding the enthusiastic acceptance of evolution by most prominent
ornithologists, almost half a century passed before the theory was actually applied in practice.
Darwin's theory had little immediate impact on taxonomy and systematics, for although the
ofinformation about those areas where evolutionism transformed the explanatory scheme used in
traditional areas of research," (Bowler, Life's Splendid Drama, p. 11).
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boundary between species and varieties had, theoretically, been completely destroyed, little
changed in the practice of species description and classification. 24 Ornithologists from all
sides ofthe evolutionary debate basically ignored the implications of the Origins for
classification work.
As the 1860s and 1870s passed, the problem caused by the presence of both wide and

narrow species concepts, both using binomial nomenclature, was growing to ridiculous
proportions. Meanwhile, exploration of both known and unknown regions increased
ornithologists' awareness of distinct geographical forms that some designated as full species
and others did not. But it was not until the end of the century that the implications of
evolution theory for ornithological practice incited controversy, when a small group of
ornithologists began campaigning for the use of trinomial nomenclature.
It was actually Carl Friedrich Bruch who proposed a trinomial nomenclature in 1828.

Elliott Coues of the United States began experimenting with using var. as a prefix to the
species name of subspecies or geographical races, app lying this nomenclature in his Key to
North American Birds of 1872. The Americans Baird, Brewer, and Ridgway followed his

lead in their History a/North American Birds of 1874, and when Ridgway dropped the "var."
in his Nomenclature o/North American Birds of 1881, trinomials became established in
American ornithology. In contrast to their use simply for convenience by Shlegel, the
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24 Winsor argues that nineteenth century taxonomy developed in response to empirical discoveries, little
influenced by theory, and that there was no causal connection between the quality of an expert's work and
his views on evolution. See Mary Winsor, "The Impact ofDarwinism upon the Linnaean Enterprise, with
Special Reference to the Work ofT.H. Huxley," in John Weinstock, ed., Contemporary Perspectives on
Linneaus, (NY: University Press of America, 1985), pp. 55-84, p. 58. In contrast, Michael Ghisilin argues
that theoretical preconceptions did guide research, but remained implicit unless a crisis occurred. See
Michael T. Ghiselin, "The Failure ofMorphology to Assimilate Darwinism," in Mayr & Provine, The
Evolutionary SyntheSiS, p. 180. It is also worth noting that zoogeography could proceed without reference
to theory; Darlington notes that Sclater analyzed the distribution ofbirds so well that his regions stilI stand
with little change (philip J. Darlington, Zoogeography: the Geographical Distribution ofAnimals, NY:
John Wiley & Sons., Inc., 1957).
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American ornithologists used trinomials "to designate species that were coming into being."
Trinomial nomenclature was officially adopted by the committee on nomenclature of the
American Ornithologists' Union in 1885?5
Stresemann, in his lengthy analysis of the subject, described the debates that occurred
during this transition as founded upon a dispute over evolution itself:
By 1900, European ornithologists were aroused to take part in the battle for the last
positions to which the opponents of the theory of evolution and their sympathizers had
withdrawn. 26

As the correspondence in The Ibis shows, it was not, however, ornithologists'
nostalgic belief in the true existence of species that halted the application of trinomials.
Rather, many museum workers who were primarily responsible for describing new species,
and caring for gigantic collections, were not willing to sacrifice the practical foundation upon
which those collections were organized, and by which species descriptions were traditionally
bound. In addition, the huge difficulties caused for the worker in the field by the
determination of minor differences concerned some field ornithologists.
After its acceptance by the American ornithologists, resistance to trinomials remained
strongest and most enduring in Britain.27 In 1887, Henry Seebohm, a private collector,
admonished English ornithologists for acknowledging the theory of evolution but ignoring it
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as a working hypothesis. 28 The influence of certain individuals was a primary factor in the
English debate, for Stresemann cites how no one in the British Isles dared to advocate
trinomials because P. L. Sc1ater, ''who had been accustomed for decades to set his imprimatur
on English ornithological work, had a low opinion of all innovators." By 1903, Hellmayr
openly recommended the "rooting out" of the opposition, and on that principle "all the
contemporary British Ornithologists would have had to be rooted out. ,,29 Under Sc1ater's
authority, however, the The Ibis remained in opposition to trinomials.
It was Ernst Hartert, a German-born ornithologist hired by Walter Rothschild as a

curator of his private collection at Tring, who campaigned for applying evolutionary theory
to systematics and taxonomy in England. 30 He made the recognition of geographical forms
and the use of trinomials the basis ofhis systematic work?l Though Hartert had been using
trinomials in the Tring Museum's journal, Novitates Zoo[ogicae, (in part founded because
The Ibis would not publish trinomials), for some years, "the storm burst" in 1904 when he
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particular people and instruments created distinctive scientific processes and results." See; Sally Gregory
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published his Vogel der palaarktischen Fauna, brimming with trinomials and various species
relegated to subspecies. 32 An anonymous reviewer in The Ibis, while not denying that local
forms or subspecies exist in nature, preferred the simpler and shorter binomial
nomenc1ature. 33 The reviewer complained that Hartert's plan resulted in such ridiculous
monstrosities as "Pica pica pica" and "Oriolus oriolus orio/us.".
We shall, no doubt, be stigmatized by some of our friends as "fossils" and
"antidiluvians"; but we believe that the great majority of sober-minded ornithologists, in
spite ofthe efforts ofthe new school, will stick to the binomial system. 34
Hartert replied not to defend his person, he claimed, "but to defend the system for
which I fight, for the sake of truth, and the progress of our beloved science. ,,35 His defense
involved, as often happens in scientific controversy, definitions of science and scientific
progress, as well as the intent of ornithological work. Harter argued that his binomialist rival,
Henry Eeles Dresser (1838-1915), ignored trinomials because they were trinomials, and had
adhered, in his own words, "to the old-fashioned method of only recognizing broad facts in
nature, disregarding geographical races and troublesome details." For Hartert this
conservatism was anathema to proper scientific method and denied the very meaning and
importance of the study of geographical races.
The majority of ornithologists are no longer content with the 'old system.' Science has
progressed in rapid strides within the last twenty years. We all know now that these
Owls, as well as most other birds, are not the same everywhere, but that they are easily
separable into various geographical forms.
The study of these geographical
representatives - or subspecies, as they are now, somewhat unfortunately, called - is
scientifically of the same importance as that of the widely different species, and neither
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Mr. Dresser nor the Editors of 'The Ibis' will be able to stop the progress in that
direction, whatever they may do. 36
Hartert was sure that it was unnecessary to explain why the study of local forms, and
the naming of them, was both necessary and important. But his irritated comments on the use
of binomials by both Dresser and Sharpe displayed his own motives, and, by extension, that
of the work that dominated The Ibis once the journal admitted subspecies admitted in 1912.
If I recognise Galerida cristata and Galerida theklae as two species, subdividing each
into a number of subspecies, it is clear to everyone, and illustrates at a glance a most
important fact: what forms agree in their main characters, differing in certain details
connected with geographical separation, and what (though they may be superficially
similar) belong to totally different species inhabiting similar areas. Dr. Sharpe's method
hides all this, and moreover raises objection and dissent. Ornithologists cannot be forced
to allow as species, binomially named, two forms differing merely in the bill or wing
being on an average two or three millimetres longer, while nonetheless such facts are not
without significance and should not be overlooked.37
Hartert's defense repeatedly directed the debate to the issue of what problems, and
more specifically, what facts, ornithologists should be focusing on. The debate involved a
question not of simpler nomenclature, but of an appropriate, scientific, and useful research
program; whether ornithologists should study allied forms closely or follow preconceived
ideas, "uniting most or as many as we please of the geographical forms."
It is no longer the goal of ornithological studies to 'name' every single individual and to

put the 'correct name' on the label. The most important thing is to fmd out and to
interpret facts, and if we do this we shall often fmd that an excellent geographical form,
evident at a glance when confronting two series, contains single individuals which do not
follow the rule, but are intermediate Of do not represent various characters by which the
two forms can generally be distinguished... The one which does not follow the rule may
be intermediate or aberrant, though generally it may only be a straggler from the other
coun~, but it cannot give us the right to overlook the fact that there are two different
forms. 8
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Sharpe and other prominent contributors to The Ibis, who did not use trinomials, did
not deny the existence of subspecies. Sharpe even designated some of them by Greek letters
in his Catalogue.39 But though by all appearances evolutionists (with the exception of Philip
Sclater), they believed strongly in the purely practical virtues of binomial nomenclature: "1
cannot get three names on a label," Sharpe is reputed to have said.40 As late as 1910 in his
List and Genera ofBirds he described 18,939 "species" of birds. The most productive and
respected museum ornithologist of his time, Sharpe remained unconvinced of the advantages
of trinomials.
My views on this subject have often been stated, as for trinomials, I look upon the system
as destructive. I consider that the burden imposed upon the Zoologists who follow this
method for the naming of their specimens will become too heavy, and the system will fall
by its own weight. That races or sub-species of birds exist in nature, no one can deny,
but, to my mind, a binomial title answers every purpose. 41
As one of the few professional ornithologists, and a dominant contributor to The Ibis
and the Bulletin ofthe British Ornithologists Club, Sharpe's was highly invested in the
practical, daily work upon which the large tradition of geographical ornithology persisted.
His opposition emphasizes the fact geographical ornithology was a research tradition in
which huge amounts of work were already invested. To alter this research program to
include the theoretical implications of evolution, the original intent of the trinomialists,
would create an entirely different context for facts, and indeed, might threaten the dynamics
of the ornithological institutional and individual network.
Hartert blamed the editors of The Ibis for the conservative expulsion of trinomials
from the journal. Meanwhile another research base was founded which was sharply distinct
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from The Ibis in both its focus on the living bird in Britain and its use of trinomials. In 1907,
two years after he advocated Hartert's methods in a letter to the editor of The Ibis, H.F.
Witherby founded the journal British Birds. In both the prefaces to the early volumes and
their reviews of new ornithological books, Witherby and his coeditors crusaded relentlessly
for trinomialS. 42 They criticized or praised new publications based on whether the authors
used trinomials or not. In the first volume Walter Rothschild boldly titled his paper "The
British Willow Tit" (Porus atricapillus kleinschmidti Hellm.) noting that this was the same
bird ''which (Philip Sc1ater) calls a SUPPOSED new British Tit.'>43 He reminded readers
that what Sclater called various local races were, "as we prefer to call them," subspecies.
Trinomials began to appear in The Ibis when Philip Lutley Sclater retired in 1912 and
his son, William Sclater took over. 44 In the first series of the year, however, on which the
elder Sclater's authority still stood, Hubert Lynes and H.F. Witherby published a paper on the
birds of the Mediterranean. In a footnote to a description ofhawfmches labelled with the
binomial Coccothraustes coccothraustes, the authors inserted the disclaimer: "The Editors of
the 'The Ibis' are responsible for the omission of the third repetition of coccothraustes for the
typical form, an omission which is contrary to the International Ru1es followed by the
author." to which the Editors replied: "We do not profess to follow the 'International

41 R.B. Sharpe, A Hand-list a/the Genera and SpeCies a/Birds, (London 1909) quoted in Stresemann,
Ornithology: from Aristotle to the Present, p. 263.
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Rules."'45 But when in the same year Witherby, Jourdain, and N.F. Ticehurst published the
completely trinomial Hand-list ofBritish Birds only a few people grumbled at the unfamiliar
names: "The stoutest bulwark of binomialism had fallen after a 20-year siege.'>46
Before long, a generational shift in the most prolific contributors helped change the
entire research focus of geographical ornithology. Between 1890 and 1912, the dominant
contributors to The Ibis included Ogilvie-Grant (47 papers), Sharpe (36 papers), Dresser (27
papers), Salvadori (25 papers), Seebohm (19 papers), and Philip Sclater (16 papers). Of these
contributors only Ogilvie-Grant published more than a few papers after 1912. Hartert had
published 16 papers, mostly by 1900 before Rothschild founded Novitates Zoo[ogicae, but
abandoned The Ibis completely by 1907. Between 1912 and 1936, the dominant contributors
not only used trinomials, but had been some of the most active campaigners for the study of
subspecies, involved in work at either Tring or British Birds. Following the most prolific
contributor ,Percy Roycroft Lowe (32 papers), who studied anatomy and paleo-ornithology,
was the primarily geographical work of Bannerman (29 papers), Meinertzhagen (25 papers),
Mathews (19 papers), C.B. Ticehurst (18 papers), and William Sclater (17 papers), each of
whom published most of his work after 1912.

Subspecies as a Research Program
The description of new species had provided at least a select group of nineteenth
century ornithologists with a wealth of material for publication and research. Articles on
novelties had been common in The IbiS, and indeed novelties constituted the majority of

45 Hubert Lynes, "Field-notes on a Collection ofBirds from the Mediterranean. Systematic Notes by
Witherby," The Ibis, 1912, pp. 121-219, p. 124.
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Bulletin ofthe British Ornithologists' Club contributions. For some, new species
descriptions made up an important part of ornithological productivity. For many
ornithologists, the new emphasis on subspecies spurred further travel and collecting in
regions that ornithologists knew relatively well on the species level. Collecting remained
important not to discover species novelties, but for the clarification of the variety within
species, as ornithologists revisited regions to revise the collections based on the static species
concepts ofthe nineteenth century ornithologists.
The flood of new subspecies descriptions was not pleasing to all. Specimens had
come to symbolize the overly descriptive basis of a discipline that relied too much on dead
creatures and too little on field observation, internal anatomy, and behavior. Some
ornithologists expressed concern that the subspecies research program would stifle other
ornithological work, sometimes combining this with a lack of understanding of or
disagreement over the theoretical use of subspecies.47 In 1918, James Edmund Harting wrote
to deplore the "Modem Methods in Nomenclature." He mourned the amount of time
expended and space wasted in describing "so-called 'subspecies,' based either on individual
variation or on the most trivial differences, which are wholly insufficient to entitle them to
recognition. "
If any particular bird can be shown to be specifically distinct from another to which it is
evidently nearly related, by all means give it a specific name with a recognisable
description; but if it differs only in such trivial particulars as mere shade of colour, slight
difference in size, or infinitesimal variation in length of bill or wing, such variations can
surely be pointed out in a few words without burdening the list of species with new
names. This practice therefore should be discouraged by the Committee, and
discontinued in 'The Ibis' at all events. For it is not only of no practical value, but the
results are most embarrassing and irritating to readers when descriptions of new
46
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subspecies are unaccompanied (as is generally the case) by any infonnation concerning
the haunts, habits, nesting, etc., ofthe newly-named 'fonns.'
To insist upon the acceptance of such views as I condemn is to knock all the life
out of the study of ornithology, and to encourage a younger generation to pay more
attention to rule and compass than to the more fascinating and more useful study of the
living birds and their geographical distribution. 48
The response of the editors was a brief reminder that "progress means change,
absence of change means stagnation," and as for the importance of subspecies, they noted
vaguely:
We do not think any present~day worker in systematic ornithology can ignore subspecies
or their true significance and utility. Some authors may carry the matter too far, and
propose to recognize differences between local fonns imperceptible to other workers; but,
after all, even our predecessors often did the same thing in regard to what they termed
species. 49
Although his comments seem quite backward to modem ornithologists used to the
study of geographic variation, Harting's comments illustrate the concern of some
ornithologists that the new concentration and research program founded by a small group of
ornithologists would lead to the neglect of other aspects of the study of birds.

Changing Priorities in Geographical Data
One way in which geographical ornithology's technique changed as a consequence of
the focus on subspecies transpired in its use of and dependence on specimens. Critics often
characterized nineteenth century ornithology as the province of the gunner and bagger. Some
said that museum ornithologists did not know that their birds had ever contained anything
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within them but straw. 50 As time passed, the persistence of a nonchalant attitude toward
specimens as the central element of ornithology depended on the author. Some were
increasingly careful to shoot only what could not otherwise be identified. Although concerns
for more life history information had long been voiced, particularly from those ornithologists
active in British Birds, it remained perfectly acceptable in 1929 to call the finding of a pair
of vultures "a chance not to be missed," and to mean by this that the author quickly shot them
both.51 Lamentations of specimens missed or lost commonly appeared in papers. One of the
most prolific travelers, George L. Bates, reflected on his journey to Cameroon and Nigeria by
remembering many birds missed or shot and lost, or that could not be recorded because they
had not been identified certainly: "These failures, if I had them, would make a fine
collection. But they must be left for a future journey. ,,52 Some travelers pleaded local taboos
as reasons why they had not collected specimens, while Meinertzhagen bragged he had
evaded such cultural differences: "One is, of course, not supposed to shoot in Tibet, but the
border is very ill-defined, and I am rather good at acting like an innocent foo1.,,53
Still, it became increasingly common during the 1920s for authors to make a point of
mentioning they had taken specimens only of those birds they could not otherwise identifY.54
An increasing trend toward high standards in identification, as many ornithologists focused

50 The nineteenth century naturalist Edward Forbes said this ofG.R. Gray's (bird-keeper) generation at the
British Museum (Natural History) (Albert Gunther, A Century oJZoology: Through the Lives oJ Two
Keepers, (Wm. Dawson & Sons Ltd., 1975), p.383n.
51 Willoughby P. Lowe, "Notes on the Nesting and Plumages of Vultures," The Ibis, 1929, pp. 439-443, p.
440.

52 George L. Bates, "On the Birds Collected in North-western and Northern Cameroon and parts of
Northern Nigeria," The Ibis, 1924, pp. 1-45, p. 45.
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more on field observations, meant questions of identification became central to the use of
subspecific designations in papers. Some urged that any subspecific designations be based
on specimens, and book reviews occasionally criticized authors who made subspecific
designations with visual records rather than with "confirmatory evidence to hand."s5 C.B.
Ticehurst, for example, wrote in response to B.B. Osmaston's account of travels in Ladakh
and his use of trinomials:
In conclusion, I think we all welcome the accounts of ornithological trips in 'The Ibis,'
and it is often only by little criticisms that the truth is established; but I think it is far
wiser, in order to avoid the possible perpetuation of mistakes, to refer in trinomials only
to those races which an author has obtained or which have been determined previously in
any area in question. In the above paper it is not clear how these identifications were
made. 56
The study of subspecies guided collection by both providing a narrower range of
what needed to be shot, and providing a new standard of'"discriminatory" collecting based on
the study of geographical variation as clues to the history of avifanal distribution. Following
stories of lions, indolent natives, paranoid colonists, and the monotony of food during his
expedition for the British Museum (Natural History), Jack Vincent took the opportunity to
comment on the role of the gun in bird-collecting, and in doing so, hinted at precisely how
the study of geographic variation led to more refined collecting:
Admittedly game is plentiful, but a bird-collector is usually armed with a light shot-gun,
and the task of collecting with discrimination is a full-time job, not permitting of many
days being put aside for purposes of stalking bigger game with a rifle. By discriminating
collecting I mean restricting operations to the acquisition of new birds, birds known to
range extensions or migrants. In 1927, for example, Witherby and Jourdain (editors of British Birds)
criticized a breeding record given by Robinson, who had provided no specimen and obtained no "expert
opinion" on the identification (Jourdain, "Letter to the Editor," The IbiS, 1927, p. 372). Tavistock
defended Robinson on the grounds it was unfortunate that "when an ornithologist actually handles a bird
and makes a special note of a certain feature in its plumage, his word cannot be taken without the
production of a skin being required as evidence that he is not romancing." Robinson himself insisted he
had not wanted to sacrifice a young bird, he was so sure about his identification, and the editor closed the
correspondence.
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show geographical variations of value essential to the furtherance of our knowledge of
avifaunal distribution, and the rarer birds not commonly represented in museums. 57
The contrast between the work carried out within the context of a research program
centered on subspecies and that focused on species is clear from Richard Meinertzhagen' s
exhortation for collectors to pay attention to the new priorities and methods, in contrast to the
previous focus on compiling species lists.
How frequently the major value of a paper is lost by failure to grasp the importance of
assigning subspecific value to those specimens which represent geographical races. The
occurrence of the Song-Thrush in Portugal is of little value without knowledge as to
whether the bird is of the British or Continental race; or, again, the passage of a Redstart
in Egypt or Palestine loses its importance without a determination of its subspecific rank,
which alone helps us in studying the bird's distribution and migration. It is perhaps
ungenerous thus to criticise the great efforts made by Field and Museum Naturalists, but
the writer himself being an offender in this respect, reference is made to this most
important point in the hopes of stimulating further effort to gain the maximum results
from the slaughter of such beautiful creatures as birds, to enable us to interpret correctly
the many and varied fact with which Nature presents us, and to solve the complex
problems of distribution and migration. No killing of birds can be justified merely to
compile a list of species obtained in a certain locality. Careful field-notes by the collector
and an accurate determination of subspecific rank (where this exists) by the man who
works out the collection can alone justify its formation. A mere list of birds likely to be
found in almost any part of the world could be compiled by any studious ornithologist in
the library of the Zoological Society of Regent's Park, without a visit to the locality in
question and without taking the life of a single bird. 58
The unique difficulties subspecies posed for scientific collecting and the role of the
field ornithologist quickly became a concern for some, however. In 1919 Willoughby P.
Lowe wrote suggesting that a Control Office be formed with a small committee of
international ornithologists to review each proposed new subspecies or species. He hoped
this would prevent the reckless description of "phantom forms." The ability of field
naturalists to continue work within this new research focus concerned field ornithologists like
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Lowe, who wished that the words of Elliot Coues could be printed in large type in every
Museum:
It may be asswned, as a safe rule of procedure, that it is useless to divide and subdivide
beyond the fair average ability of ornithologists to recognize and verifY the result.
Named varieties of birds that require to be 'compared with the types' by holding them up
slantwise in a good strong light - just as ladies match crewels in a milliner's shop - such
often exist in the cabinets or in the books oftheir describers, but seldom in the woods and
fields. 59
Lowe was convinced that the study of birds in the field would soon be impossible if
the description of "unlimited and often imaginary variations" continued unchecked. Bird
fonns, he insisted, had to be recognizable in the field by either the eye or field-glasses.
Otherwise, every bird must be shot and compared to types in a museum before any authentic
notes could be composed. Lowe insisted that in reality the field naturalist could often
recognize fonns left undetennined in museum drawers.
Take, for instance, our Common Swift and the Chinese Swift, which are found
associating in enonnous flocks in British East Africa in November. In the cabinet they
look much alike, but when alive in the clear atmosphere of East Africa they could not
possibly be mistaken. It is when we come to distinguish birds by saying (often from a
small series) that they average one or two millimetres longer in the wing that difficulties
begin, and the study of birds in the field will be made impossible. 60
The concern of field ornithologists, who wondered how the detailed differences being
described in the museum could be applied to the field, was in part addressed by the
production of a series of Systema Aviums, a set ofhandlists based on the trinomial system.
Field ornithologist Jack Vincent, for example, concluded his 1933 paper by acknowledging
William Selater's check-list, Systema Avium Aethiopicarum, for its invaluable aid to
discriminative collecting. 61 Published in 1930, the Systema Avium Aethiopicarum was part of
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a planned six-part handlist and included a classified list, with their distribution, of all the
birds of the Ethiopian Region and their subspecies. Bannerman called it the backbone upon
which all subsequent work on African birds was founded. 62 Ten years previously William
Sclater had placed before the B.O.D. a scheme to publish a series ofhandlists to the birds of
the different geographical regions of the world. 63 Hartert's became the handlist for the
palearctic and the model for those ofother regions; Sclater contributed the handlist for the
Ethiopian region, Stuart Baker that for India, and G.M. Mathews that for Australasia. The
role of these works within the research on subspecies is illustrated by the recognition that
Sclater's Systema avium Aethiopicarnm, published in 1924 and 1930, became ''the first
comprehensive systematic list ofthat continent based on the trinomial system and without
which it would today be well-nigh impossible to study African birds.'ii4
These handlists guided the new concern for the study of geographical variations. A
review ofa 1933 supplement Hartert's Palaearctic handlist acknowledged his work for the
tremendous impetus it had given to the study of geographical forms, not only in the
Palaearctic, but in other regions of the world. 65 Ornithologists actively campaigned for lists
to be based on these compendiums. In 1932, the editor of The Ibis published a notice asking
contributors to follow in their papers the order used in Systema avium Aethiopicarnm,

Systema avium Australasianarnm, Fauna ofBritish India, and Die Vogel der palaarktischen
Fauna. 66 Acknowledgements of these works from collectors, particularly ofSclater's
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handlist for Africa, a region that loomed large in the pages of The Ibis, increasingly appeared.
David Snow later described the geographical ornithology that filled both the B.B.O.C. and
the The Ibis as the "descriptive data now incorporated in standard handbooks.'>67 These
handbooks encapsulated the subspecies as research facts, and provide one way in which the
great amount of descriptive data that was the focus of The Ibis led back to the field, and,
eventually, directed collecting to specific research ends.

Conclusion
Geographical ornithology could, in retrospect, be valued in 1959 for its contributions
to the Evolutionary Synthesis, but this does not explain how ornithologists working on
geographical ornithology in the 1920s and 1930s justified and viewed the role of their work.
In the end, the polemical frustration with "random fact-gathering" led to an internal

contradiction within the valuations of the narratives; the endless fact-gathering frustrated
biologically-minded ornithologists, but the foundation of modem ornithology of course
depended on such work. 68 One must return to the intent and context of the original
ornithologists working on geographical ornithology to recover the initial meaning of such
work. David Bannerman, who wrote extensively on the ornithology of Africa, saw the
description of ornithological diversity and its boundaries as the central endeavor of the field,
and this aim helped him see this period of subspecies work as "the most progressive chapter
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British ornithology has ever seen." 69 This was quite a different view from those ofthe
ornithologists writing in 1959, but it provides an example ofthe importance ofcontext and
intent in explaining how scientists value the work ofdifferent periods.
This story also has important implications for the history of evolution theory in
Britain. Geographical ornithology provides an example of how an old tradition did or did not
incorporate evolution theory, as well as the diversity of factors involved in evolution's impact
on research programs. As with the field of biogeography as a whole, the Darwinian
revolution occurred not as a sudden event, but rather through the gradual transformation of
existing research programs when workers found evolution to be an interesting and useful
research program in which they could contribute due to the nature of their studies and
organisms. That this transformation was contested shows for more reasons than simply the
acceptance or non-acceptance of evolution, shows that, in contrast to the traditional stress on
the role of theories and theory change in the history of science, the history of evolution
theory has as much to do with a transference ofpower within communities as with a
transformation of ideas. A scientific discipline like ornithology is defined by the presence of
rigorous and narrowly prescribed methods of research, the restriction of topics to a few
agreed upon but significant ones, and the presence of a highly critical and specialized group
of trained individuals. 70 This indicates that the influence of ideas like evolution theory is
more complicated than simply a progressive, natural transition of ideas.

69 David W. Snow, "Robert Cushman Murphy and his 'Journal of the Tring Trip," The Ibis, 115(1973):
607-611, p. 611. In fact Bannerman contributed to the centenary volume, with his paper, "The British
Contribution to African Ornithology," Ibis, 1959, pp. 90-102. Notably, it focused on what ornithologists
had been where in Africa, an account similar to those of Sclater at the tum ofthe century, and perhaps tied
to the fact Bannerman was so closely tied to the British Museum (Natural History) and the museum
tradition of ornithological work.
70
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In 1959, Moreau did not include the controversy over trinomials as a matter of

theory, but rather as a nomenclatural debate. To Moreau it illustrated the fact "the only
issues that excited British ornithologists were nomenclatorial and taxonomic in the narrow
sense.'>7! It did not qualify his statement that the ideas ofevolution remained out of the
journal. Additionally, Moreau characterized the work of most contributors to The Ibis as
"amassing facts on the same old lines," and attributed the persistence ofthis work as simply a
result of the imperialist age.
The result was an invaluable stock~pile of unrelated oddments, which contemporary
ornithologists did little to utilize. No doubt the preoccupation with widely extended
geographical ornithology was fostered by the immensity of the areas over which British
rule or influence stretched during the nineteenth century and for some time afterwards.72

Like the other centenary contributors who participated in revolutionizing The Ibis,
Moreau required explicit theoretical context for work to qualify as scientific. Hartert,
Rothschild, and Witherby defended the use of trinomials and study of subspecies based on
very general, often implicit, descriptions of a search for the laws of distribution, natural
relationships, and speciation. The collection and study of subspecies provided a research
program for ornithology ultimately based on evolution theory, but it could be carried out
without explicit reference to evolution, and more importantly, without adhering to a specific
evolutionary mechanism like natural selection. It was ideal for the existing network of
contributors, both travelers and museum ornithologists, and still fit within the inductive
scientific method that the journal traditionally observed.
In comparing the intent and content of papers before and after the conversion to

trinomials, it becomes evident that data was being collected for a new research problem,
which eventually involved new priorities in the collection of specimens, including life history
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infonnation, and ecological data. It would soon even provide a forum for an, albeit brief,
debate over evolution mechanisms in the 1920s (see Chapter 4). In view of this shift,
Moreau's statement that "no significant change took place in the contents of the 'Ibis' ," and
that the geographical paper retained its ascendancy for the first forty years of the century,
overlooks the fact that the nature of these geographical papers changed both in context and
content. The issues involved in subspecies research that the contents of The Ibis reflects also
brings to the fore the relationships between collections, collecting strategies, museum staff,
and scientific theory that is becoming part ofthe guiding history of museums discussed by
Kohlstedt. 73 Most importantly, even as an implicit shift in a research program, it shows that
the work of The Ibis contributors was indeed not as "hide-bound" as it first appears.
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Chapter 4

The Ibis Ornithologists and the Mechanism of Evolution

Although some of Britain's most important ornithologists accepted Darwin's views
enthusiastically, Moreau remarked that "the ideas of evolution and of natural selection
received hardly any explicit expression in the journal for a great many years. ,,} Although the
new focus on subspecies depended implicitly on evolution theory, the researchers were not
involved with debates over the mechanism of evolution. The reluctance of field naturalists to
become deeply involved in debates over evolutionary theory, specifically mechanisms, has
been explained by some historians as a direct response to the work of laboratory biologists.
For example, Bowler claimed that because naturalists knew experimentalists used such
different methods from natural history, most chose to ignore the details of how the
evolutionary process may work. 2 Darwinians had been sharply reprimanded for their
enthusiastic adaptionist narratives immediately following the publication of the Origins, and
by the turn of the century workers in the laboratory insisted that answers to questions of
mechanism could only be provided by experiment. 3 The contents of The Ibis as discussed so
far suggests that in the case of the publishing ornithological community in Britain, some
reasons why ornithologists did not discuss evolutionary mechanisms included the presence of
an adequate and convenient research program based on description, as well as the traditional
Baconian context of journal contributions. This chapter examines what those references to

1

Moreau, "The Centenarian 'Ibis'," p. 30.
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Bowler, The Eclipse o/Darwinism, p. 104.

3 Ernst Mayr, "Prologue: Some Thoughts ofthe Evolutionary Synthesis," in Mayr & Provine, The
Evolutionary Synthesis, p. 25. Mayr even suggested that rhetorical critiques like this by physical scientists
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evolutionary theory and mechanism that did appear in the journal during this period may tell
regarding additional reasons why papers on "ideas," speculation, and natural selection,
remained so rare.
In addition, the following historiographical question guides this analysis. In his

responses to historical narratives of the Evolutionary Synthesis that ignored the role of
naturalists in unifying biology, Mayr emphasized the important role of systematists and other
naturalists in contributions to synthesis developments. 4 In doing so he used a dichotomy that
opposed naturalists to experimentalists, compartmentalizing both methods, traditions, and
research. Allen used this dichotomy to expand the narrative of the pre-Synthesis life sciences
into both generational and disciplinary dichotomies. 5 Numerous historians have responded to
what they see as an over-simplification of history in this use of dichotomous traditions,
providing exceptions and qualifications to the narrative. 6 This exchange has given rise to a
more dynamic, nuanced portrait of interactions between both disciplines and traditions in the
pre-Synthesis period, and avoids the awkward compartmentalization of researchers into
theoretical loyalties. In a related trend, Daniel Kevles has cautioned against the common
may have prevented experimental geneticists from even looking at naturalist literature, (Mayr, "Prologue,"
p.27).
Ernst Mayr, "The Recent Historiography of Genetics," Journal/or the History o/Biology, 6(1973): 125
154 and in Mayr & Provine, The Evolutionary Synthesis.

4

S Garland Allen, "Naturalists and Experimentalists: The Genotype and the Phenotype." Journal/or the
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For example, William Kimler in "Mimicry: Views ofNaturalists and Ecologists before the Modem
Synthesis," in Marjorie Green ed., Dimensions 0/Darwinism, (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1983) pp. 97-127; Joel Hagen, "Experimentalists and Naturalists in Twentieth-Century
Botany: Experimental Taxonomy, 1920-1950," Journal o/the Historyo/Biology, 17(1984): 249-270.
Gould has also responded to Mayr's generalization that systematists held the "winning" view that
mechanisms of evolution lead to adaptive differences between geographic races, by emphasizing the
plurality ofviews regarding mechanisms of evolution into the early 1940s, and a more prevalent belief in
non-adaptive features than Mayr portrays (Gould's response is summarized in Provine, "Wright" p. 44).
Provine's work on Sewall Wright supports Gould's plurality thesis, noting, "The biologist reading Wright's
papers in the years 1929-1932 would almost certainly have concluded that Wright believed non-adaptive
6
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generalizations made regarding naturalist and geneticist communities prior to the
Evolutionary Synthesis, since they are often based on a controversy that occurred between
biometricians and Mendelians in the ftrst years of the twentieth century.
An assessment of scientific commoners seems no less pertinent to the dispute between
the biometricians and the Mendelians. All the post-Provine treatments address primarily
Weldon, Pearson, and Bateson. But to account for the dispute mainly by scrutinizing the
principal actors is to assume that a few key people set the scientific agenda and
determined the intellectual commitments as well as the research of the genetics
community. 7

The same suggestion can be made for the study ofnaturalists. Biometricians have
been portrayed as representing the selectionist views of naturalists, who saw continuous
variation in nature and strongly opposed mutationist views of evolution, while Mendelians
argued for speciation via discontinuous variation. This controversy is said to have split the
life sciences into two warring camps whose antagonism and lack of communication helped
delay the Evolutionary Synthesis. In fact, this narrative relies on extrapolating from the
major players in debates to the rest of the community, and fails to examine the average
researcher and every-day practice. This chapter provides a portrait ofone naturalist
community, to examine the extent to which common generalizations reflect this particular
community of naturalists. In doing so it adds qualitative data to the claims of the numerous
historians who have already criticized dichotomous pre-Synthesis narratives.
illtimately, the biometrician-Mendelian controversy that supposedly split the
scientiftc community into those who saw continuous variation in nature and those who saw
discontinuous variation and believed in the mutation theory, implies that the Evolutionary
Synthesis occurred due to the ability of a few individuals to see past their disciplinary
differences. Evidence from The Ibis shows that in fact the naturalist community was much
random drift was the primary, but not exclusive, mechanism ofthe origin ofgeographical races, subspecies,
species, and perhaps genera," (provine, "Wright," p. 46).
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more heterogeneous, and attitudes more ambiguous and less hostile toward genetics and
mutation theory. Indifference to genetics was not the result of animosity toward
mutationism, but rather of a traditional belief that such questions belonged to ''philosophical''
biology, a realm of science that The Ibis ornithologists rarely addressed in their journal.

Notices 0/Evolution: Book Reviews
In a journal primarily occupied with descriptive material, comments on theory
occurred primarily in book reviews. The Ibis reviews were by no means detailed critical
reviews; in fact, some ornithologists commented that reviews should provide more critical
analysis of works. But there are occasional snippets ofinformation that provide a window
into what editors could assume to be standard knowledge, as well as common opinions,
among readers of The Ibis. These book reviews emphasize the fact that ornithologists the
focused completely on birds for their own sake, not for the light their study could shed on
biological problems of interest to non-ornithologist authors. The editors noticed books on
evolution if they used birds in particular chapters as illustrative organisms, not for their
theoretical content.
Thus, books that referred to mechanism or causal details of evolution were described
with emphasis not on their particular theoretical conclusions, but on what birds had been
mentioned and in which sections of the work. They served to bring books to the attention of
readers whenever they may contain interesting (if incidental) information on birds. The Ibis
editors noticed, for example, John W. Taylor's presidential address to the Yorkshire
Naturalists' Union, "Dominancy in Nature and its Correlation with Evolution, Phylogeny and
Geographical Distribution," in 1913 because it used certain species of birds. The reviewer
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described Taylor's thesis that the struggle for existence was greatest in Europe, producing the
most advanced forms in contrast to the primitive forms of Asia and North Africa, as usual,
without critical comment. 8 A review noted Asa C. Chandler's The Effect ofthe Extent of

Distribution on Speciation in 1914 with the brief remark:
Many other points are brought out in this essay in regard to the theoretical explanation of
these facts, and as to how much speciation is due to isolation, the time element, and other
factors, but these cannot here be satisfactorily dealt with and all we can now do is to draw
attention to the main thesis. 9
By contrast brief critical comments accompanied the notices of two books by
Commander Bernard Acworth that denied evolution entirely. In a 1930 review of Acworth's
book, This Bondage: A Study ofthe 'Migration' ofBirds, Insects, and Aircrajts, with Some

Reflections on 'Evolution' and Relativity, the reviewer dismissed his thesis that birds are so
dominated in all aspects of their life by the effects of temperature and wind that the
possession of any mind or instinct is unthinkable, and that, therefore, evolution could have
had no part in their development, as being "manifestly inspired by a belief that the theory of
Evolution is an impiety, and being based mainly on emotion, is not convincing."IO Maud D.
Haviland impatiently reviewed his second book This Progress; The Tragedy ofEvolution, in
1934:
Captain Acworth is a fundamentalist, and the arguments that he brings forward in support
of his views would nowadays, perhaps, carry more weight in Tennessee than in England.
Following the well-known advice to litigants that when the case is weak it is good policy
to attack the opposing attorney, he fmds that "biologists" are the serpents in the pre
Darwinian Eden, and are at the root of most social and economic ills. With great
sincerity, marred occasionally by lapses... he attributes to the general acceptance of the
theory of evolution (as he conceives it) such disturbing factors in modem life as
socialism, rationalization in industry, coalition government, psycho-analysis, pacifism ...
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atheism, the 'dole,' feminism, vivisection, relativity, birth-control, the Olympia Motor
Show, the Bishop ofBinningham, and Professor Julian Huxley!!!
Reviews of books on evolution during the early twentieth century avoided any critical
analysis of the theoretical debates regarding mechanism. A few reviews contained comments
on the opinions of authors in reference to wider currents within the scientific community,
which provide illuminating portraits of the relatively ambiguous, disinterested nature of the
reviewers' evaluations of these books. In a notice of his book Evolution, in 1926, the
reviewer described 1. Graham Kerr as "frankly a Darwinian of the old school," for he
believed in the importance of both natural selection and in the environment as a factor in the
survival of favorable variations, agents "often passed over or ignored by the newer school of
biologists." The latter no doubt referred to mutationists, but was too frustratingly detached
for anyone searching for a stance on such issues. The reviewer simply recommended the
work to anyone desiring insight into the higher problems of biology "which are to-day
exercising some of the acutest intellects among biological students. ,,12 The editors also
noticed a paper by Grinnell on "Geography and Evolution" in Ecology, defending Grinnell's
right to comment on mechanism even though he was a systematist:

Mr. Grinnell's views on evolution are admittedly based on his work and experiences as a
student of faunal and systematic vertebrate ornithology, but his ideas are well worth
recording, seeing that he has had very great experience in this respect. He points out
clearly the differences between a species in nature and some of the very remarkable
mutants and variations to which so much attention has been drawn of late years. These
cannot become true species until they have been subjected to the drastic processes of
struggle for existence under natural conditions and have survived. He regards all
subspecies, species, and genera as the result of one set of processes - the actions and
reactions of the environment and isolation worked out by natural selection. In fact, he
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12 Review, "Kerr's Evo/ution," The Ibis, 1926, pp. 606-607. The equation of evolutionary mechanism with
biology was a common occurrence at this stage in The Ibis, prior to the use of phrases like "breeding
biology" to refer to life history at the nest that became common in the 1930s.
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believes in - what is now regarded as quite out of date - the true doctrines of
Darwinism. 13
It is unclear in these two reviews whether the editors concurred with the old-school

Darwinism of the authors. In any case, they were certainly not interested in using the book
reviews as sounding boards for their own opinions regarding evolutionary mechanisms. A
review in 1924 commented that P.A. Buxton's insistence that some unknown explanation
would eventually be found for the color offauna in deserts "will be felt a poor consolation
for taking away from us our old belief in protective coloration," indicative of some, at least
assumed, consensus regarding a phenomenon usually explained by natural selection. 14 In
entomological circles protective coloration was the subject of extensive debate, but in the
eyes of at least one ornithologist it was accepted by the ornithological community as "an old
belief" While it is difficult to discern currents of opinion from these reviews, the contrast
between the editorial policy of The IbiS, which maintained an indifferent attitude toward
evolutionary mechanism debates, and that of the Entomological Society ofLondon 's
publications, which had revised the methodological foundation of its publications and quite
often expounded on theoretical implications, is evident. One result was that, while
ornithologists rarely voiced stances on the debates over evolutionary mechanisms (either
because of a conscientious editorial policy or simple indifference), the lack of a forum for
such debate meant it remained quite easy for a reviewer to assume some sort of consensus
among ornithologists on certain problems that in other disciplines had become the source of
consistent acrimony.
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Mentioning Mechanism
One of the very few series ofpapers that explicitly discussed natural selection and the
evolutionary debates involved research commenced at the entomological society. The
question whether certain characteristics were adaptive often occupied the Entomological
Society of London exchanges, but such questions generally remained absent from The Ibis
papers. Discussions at the E.S.L. had led to sharp criticisms regarding the speculative nature
of adaptive narratives, and in response selectionist entomologists devised experiments and
methods designed to put to rest such critiques (almost always advised by Poulton). One of
the most persistent objections to mimicry theory, the showcase of the selectionists, was that
naturalists had provided no evidence that birds preyed on the insects concerned, nor that birds
showed the learned discriminatory power needed to avoid poisonous creatures. In 1908, G.
A. K. Marshall suggested a series of experiments that would test the accepted views on
mimicry in insects, which C. F. M. Swynnerton subsequently took up. Swynnerton published
his results in the Linnean Society in 1915 and mentioned the bearings of his work in a paper
he wrote for The Ibis the following year. 1S
Swynnerton had conducted food-preference experiments that showed birds would eat
the insects concerned, and more, found that the fmest gradation occurred between those
species that it would eat only under stress ofhunger, through grades refused in tum as it
gradually 'filled up,' to the very few species that it would regularly eat at all stages. This was
a significant response to those who argued, in opposing mimicry theory, that one should
observe, and did not observe, birds avoiding all poisonous insects at all times.

Review, "PA Buxton, Animal Life in Deserts: a Study ofthe Fauna in Relation to the Environment,"
The Ibis, 1924, pp. 165-166.
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This was the only notice in The Ibis of the contemporary debate in entomology
whether or not birds were significant predators of species believed to use protective
coloration until a review of a debate at the Entomological Society of London in 1933.
Meanwhile, Swynnerton also contributed an article in 1918 in which he discussed selection
ofthe coloring of cuckoo eggs, using Mendelian explanations. 16 The influence of the more
speculative, explicit use of theory that had become an, albeit contested, norm at the
Entomological Society of London, is perhaps an important factor in Swynnerton's status as
an exception among the usual ornithological contributions.
When papers did mention natural selection, it was as often as not in an anti
selectionist vein. One of the few passages written for The Ibis that specifically referred to
mechanism occurred in a paper by the paleontologist Percy Roycroft Lowe. In a paper on the
"Golden-Plover Association" he explained how the appearance that plumage colorings are
camouflaged adaptations to their respective habitats might be quoted by some as "a
wonderful illustration of the direct evolutionary influence of the immediate tundral
environment aided by natural selection.,,17 Lowe countered this with the reflection that in
fact the correlations are not clean; some subspecies with different plumages inhabit similar
habitats and vice versa:
Ifwe are justified in drawing any conclusion at all, it is that [these characters are factors]
which [have] been inherited from some common pluvialine ancestor, and [have] not
arisen as the direct result of environment aided by natural selection.18

16 C.F.M. Swynnerton, "Rejections by Birds ofEggs Unlike their Own: With Remarks on Some of the
Cuckoo Problems," The Ibis, 1918, pp. 127-154.
17 Percy R. Lowe, "On the Significance of Certain Characters in Some Charadriine Genera, with a
Provisional Classification ofthe Order Charadriiformes," The IbiS, 1922, pp. 475-495, p. 475.
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After noting that such reflections give pause for thought, and that ornithologists must
"seriously ask ourselves if the origin of characters such as color pattern [or indeed any
characters] can be explained by a blind appeal to the old formulae," he then "turns from
speculation" to the descriptive contents of the article, which is a generic revision in the usual
form.
Examined within the context of contemporary debates over evolution theory, and
combined with the traditional purview of descriptive natural history journals, it is no surprise
that natural selection was not central to the majority of work published in Ibis. Moreau's
assumption that ornithologists should have been discussing natural selection if they did
discuss evolution theory was inaccurate, since, like Lowe, many workers preferred nonDarwinian mechanisms ofevolution well into the twentieth century. This is made clear in a
paper by H. H. Gigliolo in 1903. He had obtained a specimen of owl which, contrary to the
normal coloring of the species, had dark eyes and odd plumage colouring. Giglioli came to
the conclusion that he had a case of neogenesis, "the exabrupto formation of a new type with
sufficient differential characters to constitute, if maintained, a new species." He concluded;
I have no intention here of making any attempt to explain the causes which may bring

forth such a result: they are necessarily various and usually occult. Suffice it to say that
without a strong perturbation of the force of heredity such primary causes would give no
result. 19
In any case Gigliolo gave his new species a name, claiming whether it was a good

species or not did not really interest him and was of secondary importance. Rather the ''very
remarkable new form generated deserved to be kept distinct "in the interest of a scientific
problem of much greater importance than the mere addition to the Systema Avium of a new
species," particularly since neogenesis had never before been noted in a vertebrate in a wild
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state. While ornithologists were constantly arguing over newly proposed names on the
grounds of bad grammar or synonymy, no one said a word about this description.
Book reviews offoreign ornithological works that dealt with evolutionary
mechanisms were as noncommittal as reviews of more general books on evolution, and this
included the supposed naturalist bugbear of mutation. Stresemann' s numerous papers on
mutation in birds were noted with noncommittal summaries?O A review of Chapman's paper
on "Mutation Among Birds in the Genus Buarremon" noted his conclusion that certain
characteristics discussed arose from mutation combined with isolation rather than the action
of the environment or natural selection. Perhaps increasingly aware by virtue of the recent
letters on the need for a broadening of ornithological work, the reviewer concluded:
It is not possible in a limited notice to give any further details of this most interesting
essay, but it should be carefully read by all who are interested in ornithology and in
problems of genetics which have been hitherto approached on somewhat narrow and
restricted lines. 21

This apparently implicit support of the mutational origin of new species is plainly
stated in a review ofW.ED. Scott's 1905 article, "On the Probable Origin of Certain Birds,"
which appeared in Science. Scott attempted to explain the reason why certain species
obtained by Wilson and Audubon had not been collected since.
Mr. Scott selects seven of them, such as Tringa cooperi and Spiza townsendi, and
discusses their relationships. He comes to the conclusions that they are "mutations,"
which were not perpetuated, or what are sometimes called "sports," of existing species.
On the other hand, two recently discovered forms, Helminthophaga leucobronchialis and
H. Lawrencii, which are usually regarded as hybrids, and were quite unknown in the days

At Tring and in Germany new terminology was being introduced to deal with the problems raised in the
debate over subspecies. In Germany's Journalfor Ornithologie Stresemann had written numerous papers
on his mutation studies by 1924. Duncker wrote on the genetics ofthe canary the same year. Rensch was
doing experimental studies on mimicry in cuckoo eggs, on taste, and the phylogeny of metallic coloring.
Stresemann visited Tring in 1924, and these incidences hint at some important interactions that may have
been going on outside of the B.O.U.
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of Audubon and Wilson, Mr. Scott claims to be recently produced "mutations" which are
increasing in number. As regards the first of these hypotheses, we are disposed to agree
with Mr. Scott, but as regards the second, more evidence, as Mr. Scott confesses, is
required. The "strange case of Atene chiaradiae" (see Ibis, 1903) is adduced as another
example of "mutations," and the Coturnix lodoisiae of Verreaux and the so-called
"Sabine's snipe" are possibly referable to the same class of phenomena. 22

One author of a paper in The Ibis discussed his finding regarding two forms in terms
of mutation theory in opposition to selection theory. The Japanese ornithologist, M.U.
Hachisuka, examined two species of Oriental Bittern, of which only one had a distinct
juvenile plumage.
I hold the opinion that one of the two closely related species occurring in one area is a
mutant from the other, which cannot very well be explained by selection theory. The
dominant and recessive characters, which offspring inherit, cannot produce a stable
species after any length of generations in the wild state, which is constantly hampered by
the uncontrolled hybridization. I can only get over this difficulty by explaining the
mutation theory. 23

The contents of The Ibis supports recent historical examinations of early twentieth
century evolution theory that have shown how, although most naturalists accepted the theory
of evolution in the latter half of the nineteenth century, the issue of how evolution occurs
became a very different matter. While Darwin himself believed natural selection to be most
important, he suggested at least six other possible mechanisms of evolution?4 By the end of
the nineteenth century numerous unresolved issues within the theory of natural selection
became increasingly unacceptable to many life scientists. 25 Various alternatives or
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Empirical objections to the theory of evolution by natural selection, in addition to the mystery of how
new organs originate, included the claim there no gradual changes of one population into another, only
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modifications to Darwin's theory were proposed as a result, generally subsumed under the
categories neo-Lamarckianism, Orthogenesis, and Mutationism, or combinations thereof.
Julian Huxley popularized the phrase "Eclipse of Darwinism" to describe this period,
although historians have pointed out that in fact Darwinism (defined as evolution by natural
selection) had never been as popular as is commonly believed, so that the period consisted
not so much of an 'Eclipse' as a continuation and hardening of alternative theories.
Perhaps because much of the excellent work on practicing naturalists during the
'Eclipse' has focused on entomologists, it is often said that field naturalists were the one
group that "refused to abandon Darwinism even in its darkest hour. ,,26 Some of these
impressions undoubtedly stem from Poulton's own rhetoric regarding the laboratory and the
field, which characterized field naturalists as loyal Darwinians with the proper view of
nature. Mayr has repeatedly emphasized the ability of naturalists to see continuous, gradual
evolution due to the nature of their material and their experiences with natural populations,
and this has often been as evidence that naturalists campaigned against the mutation theory?7
Bowler also uses a narrative that places mutationists within the laboratory in contrast to
discontinuities, (inherent in the ability to recognize taxa such as species) were observed in nature, species
were separated by bridgeless gaps, sterility barriers surely could not have arrived by gradual selection, and
small differences, such as those observed in geographical variation, were surely too small to be of selective
significance. See Bowler, The Eclipse ofDarwinism, who illustrated the illusory nature of the phrase the
'Darwinian Revolution,' since in fact the theory of natural selection was hotly debated and many found
alternative theoretical frameworks far more useful prior to the Evolutionary Synthesis.
26 For example, Blaisdell, Darwinism and Its Data, p. 30, who writes; "Thus one type of naturalist kept
the faith with Darwinism until eventually the experimentalists sorted out their initial confusions."
Although she uses dichotomous "mutually hostile" camps, Blaisdell also notes exceptions like K. Jordan
and Romanes who allowed non-Darwinian mechanisms as well. Bowler also notes that field naturalists
appeared to have been the "most responsive to the mechanism of selection," (Bowler, The Eclipse of
Darwinism, p. 29).
27 Mutation theory came to the fore in 1900, and could be seen as an addition or an alternative to
Darwinism. It is commonly noted that although geneticists had revised their interpretation of the term
"mutation" to include small change that could even be interpreted as continuous variation, naturalists
continued to use mutation in the de Vriesian sense, i.e. as a large observable change, into the 1920s and
30s. This was the sense in which ornithologists Chapman and Stresemann used mutation; as conspicuous
changes of phenotype without evolutionary significance or restricted to cases ofpolymorphism and
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Lamarckian or Darwinian field naturalists who had "intuitive feelings about the dependence
of the organism upon its environment. ,,28 The contents of The Ibis clearly qualify such
generalizations, since when mechanism did appear in the journal it was just as likely to
appear in terms of mutation, or some other non-selectionist mechanism, as natural selection.
Reviews of Chapman's paper using mutation, for example, to explain the specific
differentiation of some Amazonian barbets met with the usual ambiguous response, and was
even described as "of very great importance to all those interested in variation and evolution
looked at from a new standpoint, and the original paper should be carefully studied. ,,29
Reflections by the ornithologist Bernard Rensch show, that Lamarckian explanations
were also not grounds for ostracism from the naturalist community. In fact many workers
normally convinced that natural selection was the most important factor in speciation
accepted Lamarckian explanations in some cases. 30 This was particularly the case with many
field naturalists, for whom Lamarckianism provided the best explanation for observed
phenomenon such as Allen's Rule (that widely distributed animals' extremities tend to be
discontinuous geographic speciation (Mayr & Provine, The Evolutionary Synthesis, p. 20-21). Importantly,
mutation theory provided an alternative to Darwinism that could be studied experimentally.
28

Bowler, The Eclipse ofDarwinism, p. 183.
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Review, "Chapman on Mutation in Capitoauratus," The Ibis, 1929, p. 156-7.

Bernhard Rensch, "The Abandonment of Lamarckian Explanations: the Case of Climatic Parallelism of
Animal Characteristics," in Marjorie Greene, ed., Dimensions ofDarwinism, (Cambridge and New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1983), pp. 31-42. In his account Rensch explains how he and many others
could not imagine how the small size differences responsible for recognized biogeographical phenomenon
such as Bergmann's rule, that races in cooler regions are larger, for example, could have a selective value.
The same was true of differences in shading that appeared to correlate with climatic differences, and
Lamarckian explanations seemed to be supported by experimental data. Mutation was an insufficient
explanation to account for the general, not incidental, parallelism ofthe phenotypic varieties with climatic
variation. Rensch continued to tentatively suggest Lamarckian explanations until 1933, after which he tried
to explain various cases of climatic parallelism of races (such as clutch size and wing length, for which he
formulated rules subsequently studied by Lack, etc.) using only natural selection. He does not explain
specifically what caused his conversion to strict selectionism, other than to cite "later developments in
genetics," some experience with drosophila experiments, and that he was able to use selection as an
adequate explanation for climatic parallelisms for which he had previously used the inheritance of acquired
characteristics, (Bernhard Rensch, "Historical Development of the Present Synthetic Neo-Darwinism in
Germany," in Mayr & Provine, The Evolutionary SyntheSiS, p. 296).
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smaller in colder regions).31 Rensch believed in his student days, for example, that protective
coloration of animals came about by natural selection. But his work on the histologic
structure of the metallic colors of feathers, a review of which was published in The Ibis,
convinced him that phenotypic alterations (in this case an increase in melanin) could become
genotypic characteristics through the cumulative effect of warmth and moisture over many
generations. 32
Percy Lowe occasionally made anti-Lamarckian comments in his paleontological
work, but his own explanations drew on orthogenetic theory, not selectionists. In a review of
Professor Duerden's argument that the heel pads of ostriches arose from the inheritance of
acquired characteristics, Lowe argued that "these are all genetic modifications which have
arisen in the course of evolution, and are not casual somatic structures which arise anew from
use or disuse.,,33 He proposed orthogenetic explanations common to paleontologists. For
example, of bicephalism he wrote:
It may possibly be a residual spark of a long-lost potentiality to evolute to a higher plane,
a factor inherited from a more generalized ancestor which contained within its germ-cells
the urge to progress from the reptilian to the higher avian type. 34

But again, the indifference, ultimately, to mechanism is clear from Lowe's comments
regardingjacana's patagial tendons compared to other rails:
Whether this specialization of the patagial tendons arose gradually as the result of habit,
or whether it arose suddenly as the result of some germinal mutation which made the
altered condition of life possible, is not a problem to discuss here; but in whichever way
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Bowler, The Eclipse ofDarwinism, p. 104.

Bernhard Rensch. "Recent Investigations on the Colours ofBirds' Feathers," The IbiS, 1925, pp. 856
898.
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Review, "Lowe on the Ostriche's Callosities," The Ibis, 1927, pp. 157-8.

Percy R Lowe, "More Notes on the Quadrate as a Factor in Avian Classification," The Ibis, 1936, pp.
152-188.
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lies the truth, the result attained is not, I think, necessarily to be taken as an indication of
affinity one way or the other. 35

Controversy over mutationist interpretations occurred not in a necessarily pro
selectionist vein, but rather as criticism over the methodological problems raised, within an
inductive method, of drawing such causal conclusions. C.B. Ticehurst, presumably the
author ofthe noncommittal reviews, took a more staunch methodological stance in a paper in
which he critiqued Stresemann's conclusion that certain forms were mutations. When faced
with three forms of Oenanthe, Stresemann had concluded that two were mutations of a parent
form. Noting that in many conundrums in ornithology, "positive and incontrovertible proof
is either impossible or well-nigh so," Ticehurst replied with a warning against such
authoritative conclusions, particularly when they carried theoretical assumptions, on what
was not, and probably never would be, enough information.
From the cabinet point of view there is nothing absolutely against the mutation theory,
except that I have seen no intermediates between the two; but theory it only is at
present.36

Ticehurst primarily criticized Stresemann for applying a perhaps adequate theory
prematurely; indeed, Ticehurst was unsure how, even ifthe theory was correct, it could ever
be put into practice in systematics.
If Stresemann merely means that picata started as a mutant from capistrata and has
become sufficiently fixed to be considered a species, I think it is quite probable, but we
shall never have proof of it; but if it is to be classed, as it is by Stresemann, with such
obvious dimorphisms and sports as Pavo nigripennis and Perdix montana, I for one shall
want more proof than that it fits in which Stresemann's mutation theory.37
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These references limit the various generalizations often made regarding naturalists,
such as that they saw "gradualism everywhere,,,38 or that "everything naturalist-evolutionists
found seemed to confrrm Darwin's insistence on gradualism.,,39 The contents of The Ibis also
belies generalizations made regarding naturalists' attitudes toward Mendelism, which, once
again, rely largely on the rhetoric of debates between prominent antagonists in the
biometrician-Mendelian debate. Although book reviews were indifferent, they were also not
rejections ofMendelism, implied by some of the original Synthesis histories. For example,
in 1921 a book review appeared of a paper in Genetics on species crosses in birds that
concluded when closely related species were crossed inheritance follows the Mendelian rules
but when not closely related great difficulties arise. The editor simply concluded the paper
would be of considerable interest to students ofheredity.40 This benign attitude toward
Mendelian genetics, and the previous notices of species by mutation, are hardly indicative of
the combative reactionism implied by common historical generalizations that geneticists'
claims brought naturalists "up in arms. 41

The Methodological Context ofMechanism
The references to evolutionary mechanisms described above were the exceptions to
the common run of papers, reviews, and letters that appeared in The Ibis from 1890 to 1936.
Most contributions made no references to natural selection, the inheritance of acquired
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characteristics, or other mutationism. Debates on mechanism appeared as rare comments in
book reviews or brief notes on theory within descriptive papers, not as research programs that
dominated the journal or even directed a few individuals' research. In contrast, a survey of
the Entomological Survey of London shows that debates over evolutionary mechanism and
the presentation of data supporting all sides, increasingly occupied meetings and, less often,
published papers. This advanced in no small part due to the work of Poulton, whose
relentless campaign for a selectionist interpretation of mimicry and the resulting critiques
created a research program that placed observations within the debate over mechanism.
More important, the individuals who supported certain mechanisms were the same ones who
defended a revision of proper entomological method; the two most certainly developed
jointly. Entomologists had debated the question of including speculation in the journal in the
1890s, and by doing so, had brought debates over mechanism within the appropriate purview
of study. Poulton and Meldola had established a rationale for speculative work that placed it
within the bounds of appropriate work for entomologists. Indeed, they argued, speculation
regarding mimicry had led to a collection of new facts that may otherwise have been
ignored.42
The mere possibility of being able to state the problem in its present form - apart from
any question of the adaptive value of the colouration - is a step forwards; is an incentive
to further experiment, and this is the legitimate end and aim ofall scientific speculation. 43
Poulton and Meldola wanted speculation precisely because they saw Darwinism
under attack, and mimicry theory had become central to the defense of natural selection.
Thus their methodological debates involved as much a defense of Darwinism as did their
41

For example Ernst Mayr, "The Role of Systematics in the Evolutionary Synthesis," in Mayr & Provine,

The EvolutiOnary SyntheSiS, p. 129.
William Kimler has extensively analyzed how the mimicry debates influenced the ecological research
and viewpoint of entomologists like Poulton. See Kimler, "Mimicry: Views ofNaturalists and Ecologists
Before the Modem Synthesis."
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III
interpretations of the facts they marshaled. To bring "Eclipse" issues before readers
selectionist entomologists had first to face a methodological debate over the proper sphere
not only of scientific journals, but of the majority of scientific workers. In doing so they
revised the nature of at least some part of the papers in the journal from primarily descriptive
studies to include experiments, phylogeny, biometrics, and speculation on the specific
evolution of forms. The questions raised by liberal hypothesis began to provide the
framework within which entomologists brought forth exhibitions at meetings. Although
speculative subjects like mimicry theory did not make up the majority of submitted papers,
they dominated at least half of the presidential addresses from 1890 to 1913, and contributed
to lengthy discussions. This resulted in readers of the Entomological Society of London's
publications being exposed to debates in evolutionary theory, and, combined with the
influence of medical and agricultural entomology in using experiment and ecology, this
meant the division between the pre~Synthesis journal and post-Synthesis journal appears
much less stark than it does in The Ibis. It certainly could not be described as a
"revolutionary" change.
By the 1930s some of the research inspired by debates over evolutionary mechanisms
at the Entomological Society of London had proceeded to the point of absurdity. Members
had to request Poulton's successor, George D.H. Carpenter, to stop bombarding meetings
with exhibitions of butterfly wings marked by bird beaks. Carpenter was pleased with the
complaints. They meant he had obviously proved his point that birds do in fact predate, and
thus may act as selective agents on butterflies.44 By contrast, the research on bird predation
did not make an appearance in The Ibis after Swynnerton's 1916 paper until 1933, when the
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editors described a discussion at the Entomological Society on "Protective Adaptations in
Animals - Especially Insects." The discussion pertained to Dr. McAtee's paper in which he
summarized his examination of some 80,000 stomach contents and concluded that protective
coloration provided no effective defense against predation. The review continued:
Such statements naturally open up many and varied points ofview, and the Discussion, in
which several prominent entomologists and others took part, elicited a good deal of
damning evidence both against Dr. McAtee's conclusions and the statistical methods at
which he arrived at them. We cannot here do more than call the attention of
ornithologists to this paper and the Discussion on it, the perusal of which will repay those
who are interested in the subject. A wide field is open to those who have the time to
study the exact food of various birds - their preferences, aversion or toleration, and the
relation of these to nauseating properties, warning colours, mimicry, defensive weapons,
. the prey. 45
etc., m
As for McAtee's experiments, and his conclusion that availability is the chief factor
involved in food choice, not selection, the reviewer believed they could be controverted by
everyday observations in the countryside. He even gave his own list of examples from
memory of caterpillars he had observed as abundantly available but which no birds seemed to
touch; "surely the earthworm must be among the most available of foods, yet the preference
shown for it by the Song-Thrush, amongst the Thrush tribe, is pronounced." Any attendee to
Entomological Society meetings at this time would have known this was not an adequate
response; "impressions" had long since been abandoned for more rigorous demonstrations
due to the ease with which the former excited criticism as speculative fancies that
conveniently supported pet theories. In any case, had ornithologists been interested in
joining the debate, they did not have to search far for a possible role. Critics of mimicry
theory had brought up the lack of evidence that insect-eating animals eat butterflies,
concluding that they therefore could not act as agents of selection, as early as the 1880s.46
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Compared to contemporruy developments at the Entomological Society ofLondon, a
survey of The Ibis gives a decidedly different impression of the appropriate realm of natural
history workers. To selectionist entomologists who had brought evolution theory ftrmly
within the bmmds of the periodical and natural history work, ornithologists used an archaic
deftnition of "philosophic" natural history that equated the discussion of mechanism with
philosophy, and reserved such questions for a distinct group oflife scientists, namely
"biologists." Ornithologists prefaced comments on mechanism with apologetic excuses that
provide clues into their view of the division within science between biological and
descriptive work. When Witherby questioned Lowe's statement that geographically vruying
birds acquired darker coloration in each generation rather than through inheritance, Lowe
defended his digression into "the philosophical side of Ornithology:"
I would crave the indulgence of readers of 'The Ibis' while I make an· additional defense
of my statement; for, tired as they may be of the Bermuda Goldfinch, the principle at
stake is one, the importance of which can hardly be exaggerated if we are to take any
interest in the philosophical side of Ornithology, and, more particularly, in the subject of
Variations and the part they play in Evolution. The problem, simply stated, resolves
itself into this - is this character (the darker coloration which distinguishes Bermudan
from European Goldfmches) hereditarily inborn or is it due to some somatic modification
either "ante-natal" or "post-natal"r7
The tenn philosophic ornithology was also used by the American Witmer Stone in his
1914 address to the Nuttall Ornithological Club to refer to speculation and demonstration in
such problems as the origin of species, inheritance, the influence of environment, the
meaning of colour and colour-patterns, the principles of distribution, of migration, and the
46 W.L. Distant argued in a letter in 1882 to Nature, for example, that insect~eating animals eat few
butterflies, and that they have an instinctive, not a learned, response to warning coloration (Blaisdell,
Darwinism andlts Data, p. 194). 1.1. Weir carried out experiments on bird predation in 1869 and 1870, as
did A. G. Butler in 1869, all published in the Transactions ofthe Entomological Society ofLondon.
Conclusions drawn from such experiments were criticized by Packard in the Proceedings ofthe American
Philosophical Society in 1904, who argued that the onus of proofwas on the Darwinians, to prove that the
wild behavior ofbirds supported their specUlations. Wheeler and Scudder argued that they had never seen
a butterfly in a bird's beak, and M.L. McAtee argued that birds do not find butterflies unpalatable in 1912
and 1932 (Blaisdell, Darwinism and Its Data, p. 211).
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problems of sex.48 By contrast, what constituted philosophical ornithology, or entomology
for that matter, had become "biology" to entomologists, involving those same subjects,
priorities, and methodological frameworks that the centenary contributors sought to make the
central endeavor of ornithology as well. Once again this emphasizes the methodological
foundation that first had to be laid in order to "revolutionize" The Ibis, and the theoretical
context and intent of such a revision.

A Controversy over Defining Facts

After 1920 the work of a few individuals brought the debates over evolutionary
mechanisms before The Ibis readers, but ornithologists did not respond by developing
specific programs of research. Rather, the brief controversy that resulted led to a reentrenchment of the careful focus on facts unfettered by theoretical commitments. The paper
that excited conflict was Richard Meinertzhagen's "A Preliminary Study of the Relation
Between Geographical Distribution and Migration with Special Reference to the Palaearctic
Region," published in 1919.49 It contained a brief, polemical defense ofthe use of subspecies
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Review, "Witmer Stone's 'The Ornithology of Today and Tomorrow: An Address Delivered Before the
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49 Richard Meinertzhagen (1878-1967) began his career an army officer with the King's African Rifles in
Kenya between 1902-06, during which time he spent much of his time hunting big-game as well as birds,
(Mearns & Mearns, The Collectors, p. 201). Biographical information on Meinertzhagen covers a wide
range of exploits, from M. Cocker's biography, Richard Meinertzhagen. Soldier, Scientist, and Spy,
London: Secker & Warburg, 1989, Meinertzhagen's autobiographical notes in his Kenya Diary, 1902-06,
Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1957, to more recent examinations of possible specimen fraud in AG. Knox,
"Richard Meinertzhagen - a Case ofFraud Examined," The Ibis, 135(1993): 320-325. He became
somewhat ofa legend for his military exploits, and much of his ornithological work was carried out while
in the service. When with British Intelligence in Palestine during World War I, Meinertzhagen carried out a
renowned intelligence trick by dropping his rifle and havesack with false information behind Turkish lines
which aided the British victory at Beersheba (Mearns & Mearns, The Bird Collectors, p. 192). His thirty
three papers in The Ibis, published between 1912 and 1950, ranged from theoretical musings to adventurous
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to study migration. Meinertzhagen believed that the constant extrapolation by ornithologists
from observations on a single species to the entire bird world, created problems for the study
of migration, since in fact the rules governing one species need not apply to the same species
in another region. He wrote that each species contains many communities, and even very
small local colonies, "whose summer and winter homes and routes of migration are governed
by laws which are almost individualistic." As a result, ornithologists required the detailed
knowledge of a species' geographical distribution, "and in grappling with this question," he
stated, "we are at once confronted with the question of Subspecies or Geographical
Representatives. "
The much-debated question of trinomials is outside the scope of this paper. The value,
however, of subspecies to the student of migration is immense, and the more a species
can be split into geographical forms the easier becomes its migration problem and the
determination of its correct geographical distribution. Throughout the southern part of
the Palaearctic Region we frequently find more than one form of a single species
wintering in the same area, and with the help ofsubspecific differences, however small or
distasteful to the conservative binomial ornithologist, we can at once recognize the
breeding area of the bird in question and its probable migration route, provided we have
reliable information regarding its geographical distribution. 50
Meinertzhagen urged the use of subspecies as valid facts for the study of migration,
which in turn could aid the study of specific differentiation. Otherwise, he argued, migration
studies led only to theory, and ornithologists desired "facts from which the whole narrative of
migration can be read." He then campaigned for this to be taken up as a central research
program. Meinertzhagen urged the collection of distributional information using subspecies,
as building up an "edifice grounded on solid facts," an endeavor quite acceptable to the
tradition of The Ibis. The problem was that some ornithologists contested his beliefin
subspecies as "facts," especially in view of his extension of their use into migration studies.
tales of travel and were based on a collection of over 25,000 specimens, primarily from North Africa, the
Middle East, and the Himalayas.
50 Richard Meinertzhagen, "A Preliminary Study of the Relation Between Geographical Distribution and
Migration with Special Reference to the Palaearctic Region," The Ibis, 1919, pp. 379-392, p. 382.
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His use of subspecies as both incipient species and undisputed facts drew a sharp reprimand
from the American Leverett Mills Loomis, who in a letter to the editor commented at length
on Meinertzhagen's emphasis on the subspecies and its use in studies of migration and
ornithology in general. 51 He argued that Meinertzhagen's "facts" were actually constructs
used in different ways by different workers, and carried with them very contested theoretical
assumptions. He pointed out how after nearly half a century of the theory and practice of
subspeciation, "the result is this confusion of tongues. The cause is not far to seek; for the
subspecies is the outcome ofincomplete investigation."
P. R. Lowe and C. Mackworth-Praed of the Natural History Museum in London
wrote a letter to the editor commending Loomis' view, but their answer extended the issue to
the argument over natural selection and the nature of variation. 52 Lowe and MackworthPraed pointed out that trinomials had been instituted because ofthe chaos that had resulted
from ornithologists naming geographic races with binomial names. They conceded that the
trinomialist had then done much good by "reducing such geographical forms to their true
position as races, or mere climatic variations, of one species." For this reason the system had
certainly been necessary and welcome. But, they warned, the point had arrived when the
system was becoming burdensome, and in this, the "last phase of the subspecies," when the
whole of the geographic races of many species are known, they posed the question, "of what
scientific value are these variations?"
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Their response to this question brought the issues that have led historians to term this
period the Eclipse of Darwinism firmly before The Ibis readers, and entailed an express
contradiction of Meinertzhagen' s use of subspecies as ''facts.''
To those who accept in toto the Darwinian theory - or what is commonly accepted as the
Darwinian theory - and all that it implies, all subspecies will appear of great value as
"incipient species." Now, for our part it has always been a matter of the greatest
difficulty to imagine how a geographical form, which, in fact, is already a species, can be
termed an "incipient" one: for surely if any given specific group has, we will say, x forms
or variations, those x forms have all equal specific entity, differing slightly or
superficially by the increment or decrement of some small characteristics. Indeed, if we
believe with ultra-Darwinians in the "little by little" theory of evolution, there is no
obvious reason why the "typical form" of any specific group should not be just as much
an incipient species as its most distant geographical race. 53
Lowe and Mackworth-Praed did not believe in the "little by little" theory of
evolution, and expressed deep skepticism whether natural selection, acting even on
discontinuous variations, could have any effect on the formation of species. Nor did they
believe in the formation of new species through the action of the environment. Rather, in
their opinion hybridization was the only thing that could lead to speciation. 54 Lowe and
Mackworth-Praed quite willingly agreed, they insisted, that subspecies were useful,

if

recognized solely with a view to the intensive study of variation, and their recognition threw
light on the "still more elusive question, 'What is a species and how is it formed.'" But they
reminded readers that these entities, which Meinertzhagen urged as legitimate facts, were the
result of various little-understood phenomena. Some ornithologists, they urged, based
subspecies on "essentially superficial variations, which would quickly disappear if the
organism was transferred from its normal environment to some other of a different nature."
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54 Lowe's paper interpreting the Galapagos finch species as due to hybridization (p.R Lowe, "The Finches
ofthe Galapagos in relation to Darwin's Conception of Species," The Ibis, pp. 310-322, also not noticed in
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Meinertzhagen had instead assumed subspecies were valid, uncontested facts in themselves,
to be collected by an organized army of workers. He had urged the collection of
distributional information, using subspecies to build up an "edifice grounded on solid facts,"
and, worse, believed that the most subtle variations should be recognized. He did not take
account of the fact that the use of subspecies as facts depended on one's views regarding
evolutionary mechanisms, and since there was no consensus on these matters, Loomis, Lowe
and Mackworth-Praed reprimanded his assumption that they provided an adequate factual
foundation for hypothesis, whether for migration or evolution.
Meinertzhagen replied to his antagonists in the first paper in The Ibis explicitly and
solely on evolution, "Some Thoughts on Subspecies and Evolution. ,,55 After discussing his
own views on mechanism, he used the old argument cited by Meldola for imaginative
entomologists:
To the highly-trained scientific mind, many of my contentions are no doubt ridiculous
and untenable. It is the truth we seek, and if from the fallacies in my arguments others
can point to more truthful causes of evolution, my time will not have been wasted.

Meinertzhagen relied on a rhetorical defense of speculation that had oft-been used,
for example, by Edward Sabine in the 1860s:
We also know that in the history of science it has happened more than once that
hypotheses or theories, which have afterwards been found true or untrue, being
entertained by men of powerful minds, have stimulated them to explore new paths of
research, from which, to whatever issue they may ultimately have conducted, the explorer
has meanwhile brought back rich and fresh spoils ofknowledge. 56

interpretation in terms of natural selection would become an important application of synthesis concepts in
the field.
55

Richard Meinertzhagen, "Subspecies and Evolution," The Ibis, 1921, pp. 528-537.

56 Edward Sabine, Proceedings ofthe Royal Society ofLondon, 13( 1863-64): 508. quoted in Burkhardt,
"England and Scotland," p. 36. Sabine was not, however, by any means advocating such work in the pages
of the Transactions, but rather was trying to be polite to Darwin after excluding his theoretical work from
the Copley Medal. Still, the justification for speculation remains before the scientific community.
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J. Lewis Bonhote subsequently wrote in support of Meinertzhagen' s views, offering

his own work on the inheritance of acquired characteristics, as well as work by Chapman in
America, as evidence. 57 Bonhote appreciated Loomis' letter for its common sense and
believed the recent exchange extremely useful if only it made ornithologists pause to
consider what subspecies really are, how they arise, and "whither their recognition is leading
us." As someone who worked on questions ofheredity, he seemed quite pleased with the
recent discussion in the journal. In any case, he agreed with Lowe and Mackworth-Praed on
the need to consider the foundation of nomenclature and "whether it were not time that we
made use of these subspecific bricks to add something to the existing structure of scientific
ornithology. "
Meanwhile, Meinertzhagen had brought upon himself, with his simplistic view of
Mendelian genetics, a critique from Maud D. Haviland, an occasional contributor to The Ibis
on untraditional subjects like variation in clutch size. 58 She questioned Meinzerthagen's use
of the term mutation. Did he mean in the sense of De Vries, or was it applied (as some
modern writers were doing) "to certain characters transmitted in accordance with Mendel's

57 Bonhote published a book entitled Vigour and Heredity in 1915 that examined evolutionary
mechanisms. He concentrated on breeding experiments and held extensive aviaries with which he studied
hybridization in ducks "with a view to testing the fertility of hybrids through several generations, and,
incidentally, Mendel's Law, on color-pattern inheritance." His memorial noted how, though recognizing
the "fine distinctions of geographical races, he was far more interested in the general and wider questions
of heredity, environment, vigour, and coloration," (Obituary. "J.L. Bonhote," The IbiS, 1923, p. 160). He
was active in discussions in the British Ornithologists' Club as well as the Linnean and Zoological Society
meetings, but died just a few years after this discussion. Moreau wrote later "There is no doubt that by
Bonhote's early death British ornithology lost a forward-looking mind that could ill be spared," (Moreau,
"The Centenarian 'Ibis'," p. 33).
58 Maud D. Haviland, "Effect of Daylight on size of Clutch," The Ibis, 1923, pp. 776-778. Haviland was a
research fellow in Zoology at Newnham College, Cambridge, and the first to write a paper for The Ibis that
had a graph. Her criticisms certainly support Provine's statement that naturalist-systematists had little use
or understanding ofpost-Morgan geneticists' mutations (W.P. Provine, "Introduction," in Mayr & Provine,
The Evolutionary Synthesis, p. 330).
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Law. ,,59 Meinertzhagen seemed to be using mutation to refer to monstrosities or deformities,
to which Haviland responded: "We suppose that 'mutationist' means here a student of
Mendel's principles of heredity, and such a one might be surprised at the views imputed to
him. ,.60 Haviland pointed out that the appearance of certain characters in the Mendelian ratio
was not a theory but a law demonstrated by experiment, that simply meant that such
characters appeared in defmite proportions in each generation. As for his view that breeding
experiments could not reflect what happens in nature, she pointed out that Meinertzhagen
himself used Kammerer's experiments on amphibia in support of the inheritance of acquired
characteristics. Modem biologists, she warned, while acknowledging the interest and
significance of Kammerer's results, "would perhaps hardly commit themselves yet to such a
final assertion on the Homeric Question in biology." But, again, Meinertzhagen's greatest
sin had been to place his opinions before The Ibis readers as though they constituted settled
facts:
I repeat that I have no desire to criticize Colonel Meinertzhagen's views on subspecies,
one way or the other. They may, or may not, be correct, but I take some exceptions to his
manner of stating them, and still more to his method of founding conclusions on
generalisations that are not always supported by factS. 61

Significantly, the fmal contribution to the controversy came from H. J. Elwes, the
very man who had argued against entomologists like Meldola and Poulton when they stepped
beyond what the average naturalists' appropriate task of gathering facts. Elwes used the
recent controversy over the mechanisms assumed in subspecies theory to support his belief
that the nomenclatural rule of priority was archaic and bore no relation to modem biological
inquiry. He did not comment in support of either Meinertzhagen or Lowe's views on natural
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Maud D. Haviland, "Subspecies and Evolution," Letter to the Editor, The Ibis, 1921, p. 752-754.
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Haviland, "Subspecies and Evolution," p. 752.
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selection or the nature of variation. Rather, Elwes lauded the obvious need for skepticism
regarding the use of rules to control zoological nomenclature, since they remained inevitably
based on premature generalizations and theories. The disagreements ofLowe, Mackworth
Praed, and Meinertzhagen rendered evidence that no matter what subspecies names or
species implied theoretically, priority to the tenth or twelfth edition of Linneaus certainly
should have nothing to do with nomenclature. The problem for Elwes then became how to
formulate rules of nomenclature when ornithologists held such contrary opinions. He
suggested an expert committee be established to determine some practical hard and fast rules
in light of the theoretical quagmires. This would allow ornithologists to proceed with the
collection of facts with some uniformity ofmethod, without reference to speculative
definitions of those facts.
Elwes began by noting that the problem of subspecies was one "which, in Botany
and Entomology, as well as Ornithology, is becoming one of the greatest difficulties which
any student has to cope with.'.62 But the study of subspecies in the pages of The Ibis provided
excellent proof of his belief that ornithology had been raised, largely by British ornithologists
in the pages of The IbiS, to "a higher standard of knowledge than any other kindred study."
Of this belief he could fmd no better example than the last numbers ofthe journal. Compared
to volumes when he first joined the B.O.u. in 1866, the recent volumes furnished evidence
that the most active and enthusiastic workers devoted themselves to studying minute
variations in birds.
Elwes' statements are quite contrary to how the contributors to the The Ibis centenary
saw their journal in 1922. But his involvement in the controversy over the use of speculation
at the Entomological Society of London shows how he defined a "high standard of
61

Haviland, "Subspecies and Evolution," p. 754.
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knowledge," how the research program of The Ibis contributors fit this, and how the
controversy over mechanism only reinforced his view of the high scientific quality of British
ornithology. The fact that Elwes vehemently opposed the increasing amount of speculation
in entomology of recent years, for example, shows that The IbiS, and the skepticism and
reprimands that had greeted Meinertzhagen, fitted quite well with his concept ofwhat
advances in science should be; the description and collation of facts, with an occasional
admonition against those who overstepped these bounds.

Conclusion
Meinertzhagen and Lowe both hoped the controversy would inspire ornithologists to
turn their attention to the questions raised by their exchanges. By the end of 1922, however,
the dispute had died away, and, apart from a few comments by Meinertzhagen on the issue in
some of his subsequent papers, the content of The Ibis, the focus of its contributors, and the
nature of its articles continued precisely as it had prior to the brief theoretical debate It was
not until a paper published six years later that Meinertzhagen again brought the issue of
evolutionary mechanisms into the journal. He insisted that the systematist, as the handmaid
of the evolutionist, must be aware of debates on evolution theory, but after briefly
soliloquizing on the futile bitterness of the fight between Mendelians and Darwinists,
concluded: "Happily these are not subjects to which we need again refer.,>63 Meinertzhagen
then proceeded to give in detail his own views on evolution, "so that there can be no
misconception of the meaning of certain subsequent passages in this paper." Even though he
insisted on the use of evolution theory, the body of his paper was still geographical. For
62
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those not inclined to involve themselves in a mire of theoretical debates, working out
distributions could proceed apace.
The fact that comments on evolution theory remained so rare frustrated the centenary
contributors, who obviously would have preferred to find a stronger tradition ofplacing
ornithological work within biological questions of the day. Yet Moreau, Tinbergen, Lack
and Thorpe all failed to mention the evolutionary musings of Lowe, Mackworth-Praed or
Meinertzhagen. Had Meinerzthagen read Moreau's account, he surely would have protested
against Moreau's statement that evolution and natural selection remained largely outside the
journal, and that The Ibis published few papers on 'Ideas.'
From the historiographical point of view it is interesting that Moreau knew quite
well why ornithologists did not discuss natural selection prior to the 19405. He even made an
explicit effort to define questions in ways that expunged assumptions regarding evolutionary
mechanisms from his own papers. His 1930 paper, "On the Age of Some Races of Birds,"
referred to the controversy outlined above, specifically Bonhote' s assertion that it was
impossible to get evidence on the ages it takes to develop subspecies or species. He believed
Bonhote to be correct, particularly since the best source of evidence, paleontology, could not
distinguish fossils to the level of species. But he also thought the statement of the problem
left much to be desired, since even ifa sequence of events and of progressive variation could
be established, no two persons could be found to agree at what points the process leading to
speciation had begun and ended.64

Richard Meinertzhagen, "Some Biological Problems Connected with the Himalaya," The Ibis, 1928,
pp.480-532,pp.481-482.
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Moreau proposed that ornithologists did in fact have access to data with which the
maximum possible age for certain races could be determined, and more important, said that
he could state the question in such a way as to avoid delving into questions of mechanism.
Although the biological status of ornithological races is uncertain, such a detennination is
perhaps better than nothing in view of the complete obscurity that surrounds the whole
problem ofthe age of existing species of birds. I believe, in other words, that a date can
be arrived at before which natural conditions would have been unfavourable to the
development, fixation, or survival of the special characteristics of the respective races.
And this method of approach has the advantage of avoiding any appearance of rejecting
the mutational theory of species development, as is certainly implicit in the original
statement of the problem.65
But like other 1959 contributors, who focused on the progressive stages of their
sciences leading to accepted theories, Moreau looked back for important contributions to
modem evolution theory. His effort to highlight contributions that opened new fields of
research on the path to modern knowledge, makes the neglect of the discussion outlined
above unsurprising. Even though he emphasized natural selection, Meinertzhagen discussed
issues that by 1959 had become outdated, and he defended theories that were non
selectionist. His controversy with Lowe concerned various issues no longer relevant to postSynthesis ornithology, and had not lead to an influential research program.
When noting a Darwinian tirade Walter Rothschild's launched against Mendel in the
Bulletin ofthe British Ornithologists' Club, David Snow reflected on the interest of such
debates to the modern:
For the first forty years or so of the Bulletin's life, however, understanding of the
processes of evolution had hardly progressed beyond the stage reached by Darwin; the
science of genetics was in its infancy. Hence the few theoretical contributions and
discussions of topics such as geographical variation and adaptation are no longer very
relevant, or, indeed, even historically ofmuch interest. 66

Moreau, "On the Age of Some Races ofBirds," p. 230. Moreau proposed ornithologists use available
geological data as evidence of how old certain soil colors, like the blackish color ofthe Nile delta, to
estimate the ages of subspecies differentiated by shades of color. He was careful to point out that he made
no claim as to the means by which soil color influences soil color.
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I would argue that these discussions are in fact ofinterest for many reasons. They
certainly provide a more nuanced view of the pre-Synthesis period, and qualify simplistic
historical narratives that place naturalists into one of various theoretical camps. They also
provide important insights into how the methodological commitments of research programs
influence the content and focus of scientific work. Again, the comparison with the
Entomological Society of London shows the very different rate of change and a diversity of
priorities within the more descriptive societies of the life sciences, generally subsumed under
the tenn natural history, as well as the dependence of research programs on methodological
commitments. Prior to 1920 the pages of the ornithological journal give no evidence
whatsoever of dissension or a crisis, and there is certainly no evidence that they were, as
naturalists, concerned with the anti-Darwinian atmosphere. This suggests that historians'
generally constant focus on the history of natural selection theory, or at least on evolutionary
mechanisms, culminating in the Evolutionary Synthesis, leads the history of biology as a
discipline to ignore a huge amount of natural history work that took place without reference
to developments that, in hindsight, became important to subsequent generations.
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Chapter 5
The Living Bird in Relation to its Environment

In his foreword to the centenary volume, B.O.U. president William Thorpe
emphasized the importance of reviewing the fortunes and progress of ornithology's past one
hundred years, particularly since "scientific advance results from the slow and steady
accumulation of knowledge over long periods of time." He and others repeatedly mentioned
the study of behaviour and ecology as two particularly progressive developments. Thorpe
noted, for example, that the expeditions to Ascension Island and the Comoro Islands
sponsored by the celebrations symbolized the forward looking aspect of the centenary. Both
expeditions had a primarily ecological focus, and would describe the habitat associations of
the birds observed, securing "new knowledge by new methods about two insular avifaunas
that were in fact first examined a long time ago."] The centenary provided the perfect
opportunity to laud such revolutionary developments, particularly within the main
ornithological journal, The Ibis, and to contrast them with the supposedly archaic focus of the
past.
However, if one examines the content of the The Ibis during the time in which the
new methods and priorities of both behavioural and ecological studies began to demand
space, between 1924 and 1940, the narrative of an inevitable, progressive development of
phases is qualified by the contested nature of these changes. This belies the centenary
contributors' portrayal of the changes as obviously advancing, since some ornithologists had
brought forth valid concerns in response to those who took the explanatory power, and
scientific appropriateness, of the new methods and priorities for granted. With these
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concerns in mind, the crucial role of a shift of authority within the ornithological community
itself as a factor within the "revolution" is brought into sharp relief. This shift in authority
involved not only a focus on new questions, including the study of the living bird in its
natural environment rather than a focus on systematics and specimens, but also depended on
a revision in the relative roles of theory and fact-gathering within ornithological research and
publication. To the centenary contributors, one of the most important developments that had
occurred in the pages of The Ibis was the entrance of issues of concern to the wider biological
community. The grand rubric of biology, and in particular the priorities of the Evolutionary
Synthesis, involved a focus on explanation, however, that necessitated a revision of the
proper sphere of the periodical and natural history workers.

Ecological Geography

Ecology entered The Ibis in two different ways, each associated with certain
individuals. Ornithologists easily incorporated the first into the fact-collecting tradition of
geographical ornithology, while the second involved the use of methods and assumptions that
inspired more criticism and skepticism. The first mention in The Ibis of the young discipline
of ecology was in a review by Percy R. Lowe of Maud D. Haviland's book, Forest, Steppe
and Tundra, in 1920.2 Summarizing the book's focus on the relations of animals and plants

to their environment, Lowe concluded:

1

Thorpe, "Foreword," p. 1-4.

Although literature that can be termed ecology in retrospect occurs prior to 1890, ecology was
consciously pursued as a specialization within botany during the 1890s, in large part a consequence of the
professionalization of the science of botany in America and the related activities ofa younger generation in
quest ofa disciplinary niche (Eugene Cittadino, "Ecology and the Professionalization of Botany in
America, 1890-1905," Studies in History a/Biology, 4(1980): 171-198, p. 172-4). Cittadino notes that the
study of plant ecology had more to do with efforts to aid the professional advancement of botanical science
in America rather than the development of practical studies that could aid agriculture. The fact it would
have been even less clear how studies of birds could be put to practical use suggests a similar circumstance
2
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It is plain, therefore, that we are dealing with a subject to which Haeckel applied that very

useful term 'Oecology,' which expresses in one word the idea which we desire to
crystallize when we visualize the relations existing between any organism and its
environment. 3
He urged workers to pay particular attention to the introduction, "for in it we get an
able exposition of the various aspects and bearing of oecological and bionomical problems,"
namely, the description of various habitats and the problems affecting bird life in each. The
term ecology occurred increasingly in book reviews after 1924. For example, the editors
reviewed Walter P. Taylor's "A Distributional and Ecological Study of Mount Rainer,
Washington" in Ecology because it included information on birds. The review contained the
first use of the word "habitat" in the journa1.4 In 1927, a review of Grinnell's work on the
birds of San Francisco noted that he described each bird's "ecologic niche."s
Many plant ecologists had focused on the description of associations of plants since
the beginning of the century.6 This identification, classification, and comparison of
"vegetation units" was a descriptive, geographic approach to ecology, and involved research
that fit well into the descriptive foundation of traditional geographic ornithology. RearAdmiral Hubert Lynes (1874-1942) brought this approach, ecological geography, into the
in British ornithology, (Cittadino, "Ecology and the Professionalization of Botany," p. 178). Indeed, the
Edward Grey Institute began as ostensibly an institute dedicated to economic ornithology due to the purely
pragmatic concern of attracting government funding. Nicholson recalls that their only hope for obtaining
funds was to take advantage of the widespread, "if scientifically dubious" belief that birds could help rid
farms of insect pests. So he launched a census of Rooks around Oxford, concluding that the uptake of pests
by the birds would be substantial. Subsequently the "Oxford University Research in Economic
Ornithology" was accepted by the University with funds from the Ministry of Agriculture and the Empire
Marketing Board. When the bequest left by Lord Grey of Fallodon permitted independence from such
funds, the front of economic research was quickly abandoned, (Nicholson, "Origins and Early Days," pp.
16-17).
3 P.R. Lowe, "de Haviland on Forest, Steppe and Tundra," The Ibis, 1920, p. 321. For a discussion of the
term bionomics, see Mark Largent, "Bionomics: Vernon Lyman Kellogg and the Defense of Darwinism,"
Journal ofthe History ofBiology, 32(1999): 465-488.
4 Review, "Waiter P. Taylor's 'A Distributional and Ecological Study of Mount Rainer, Washington' in
Ecology," The Ibis, 1924, p. 181.
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journal through his work on African birds. 7 Lynes' first contributions to The Ibis resulted
from the occasional observations he could make while in service in places like China and the
Mediterranean.8 When he retired from a distinguished naval career in 1919, he devoted his
full time to the study of birds and organized expeditions to Africa, "filling in blanks in the
ornithological map" as he traveled. 9
In 1924 and 1926, Lynes contributed a paper entitled "On the Birds of North and
Central Darfur with Notes on the West-Central Kordofan and North Nuba Provinces of
British Sudan." It included the usual extensive descriptions of geography, climate,
vegetation, and observations on the inhabitants of the region. However, he also included
descriptions of species' natural "habitat," convinced this was necessary for readers to
appreciate his comments on geographical distribution. \0 Witherby later wrote that while
Lynes had collected over 3000 birds, 2000 plants, and 800 mammals, these totals gave only a
small idea of his researches. Ornithologists must consult his paper, rather, to see "how he
David Cox, Charles Elton and the Emergence ofModern Ecology, (Ph.D. diss., Washington University,
1979), p. 77.

6

7 The study of ecological geography began as a new phase in the development both of ecology and of
animal geography with the publication in 1924 of Richard Hesse's Tiergeographic aufoekologischer
Grundlate, which made the "first serious attempt to apply ecological methods, principles, and facts to the
study of animal distribution on a world-wide scale," although work by Shelford in 1913 (Animal
Communities in Temperate America) is also cited as an early pioneer. See W.C. Allee and Karl P. Schmidt,
"Introduction to the American Edition," in Richard Hesse, Ecological Animal Geography, prepared by
W.C. Allee and Karl P. Schmidt, (NY: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1937), p. vii.

While Witherby was working out his specimens, Lynes' field-notes from his time in China were lost
when his ship the Penelope was torpedoed by a U-boat in 1916. "Well, to be philosophical over it is not
hard in these days," Lynes wrote, "The world will continue revolving and our Empire get on as well as
ever, and better news is that poor 'Penelope' herself will be available against the Huns - so courage!"
(H.F. Witherby, "Lynes: a Biographical Sketch," The Ibis, 1943, pp. 198-213, p. 203). In 1912 he and
some friends made an excursion to Spain and published their notes, a casual trip that was an increasingly
common source of papers. Witherby recalled that while in China between 1910 and 1912 he had kept
Lynes informed of a "somewhat tense argument" he was having with the editors of The Ibis regarding
trinomials and a paper he was writing for the journal (noted in Chapter 3). Lynes aligned himself with the
"revolutionaries" when he replied; "I side with the rebels both in wanting a better Government in China and
freedom of opinion in nomenclature for contributors to The Ibis."
8

9
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describes, besides the birds themselves, the physical features, climate, vegetation, and all
other conditions under which they lived. ,,11
Chapin's study published in the American Naturalist in 1923 on "Ecological Aspects
of Bird Distribution in Tropical Africa," provided Lynes with a model. He was particularly
guided by Chapin's belief that the key to an understanding of present day bird-distribution in
Africa "will be found in ecological conditions, especially the nature of the vegetation, which
is an index of the climate. ,,12 Lynes's defense of the use of a vegetational and avifaunal map
illustrates how his work involved the self-conscious development of a new way of viewing,
collecting and organizing facts. He pointed out that his map, in which he divided up the
continent of Africa into vegetational zones, was not simply a convenient way of
compartmentalizing different kinds of birds, "any more than is the plotting out of their
distribution on the same map of Africa which is absorbing so much oftoday's ornithological
energy." Each of these two kinds of map depended on the other, and had as its ultimate goal
the discovery of causations and origins of present distributions and statuS.13 Camerini notes
that maps served both Wallace and Darwin as conceptual frameworks, metaphors, and tools
for synthesizing and communicating results, but have been neglected as historical subjects in
comparison to text. 14 Lynes's defense ofhis new use of maps to portray the distribution of
birds upon an ecological background is an indication of the new direction he hoped
geographical ornithology would take.
10 Admiral Hubert Lynes, "On the Birds ofNorth and Central Darfur with Notes on the West-Central
Kordofan and North Nuba Provinces of British Sudan," The Ibis, 1924, pp. 399-446 and 648-719.
!1

Witherby, "Hubert Lynes," p. 207.

Admiral Hubert Lynes and W.L. Sclater, "Lynes-Vincent Tour in Central and West Africa in 1930-31,"
The Ibis, 1933, pp. 694-730, p. 709. Chapin's work was later described by Moreau as "a great stimulus; its
initial, general, chapters provided syntheses of certain aspects of African ornithology such as had never
been attempted," (Moreau, "RE. Moreau," p. 555).
12
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Lynes and Sclater, "LyneS-Vincent Tour," p. 709.
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Lynes's insistence that inventories ofplant and bird life must be done as planned
investigations with definite problems in mind separated his investigations from the general
run of papers in The Ibis. The information available, for example, on the plants of most
regions appeared in the form of inventories, and gave little aid to the student of ecology
searching for specific habitat associations. IS Similarly, Lynes noted that although his list of
species was not a very rich one, in either variety or novelty of species or subspecies, these
two "desiderata" had not been his main objective. Rather he wanted to find out what kind of
birds inhabited Darfur and what they were doing there, to describe the country and then ''try
and explain from what is already known about the distribution ofbirds in North Tropical
Africa - why Darfur has the forms we found there.,,16
The novelty ofLynes , approach to the study of geographical ornithology is illustrated
by a comment by Wilkes in his paper, "The Birds of the Region South of Lake Nyasa," in
1928.
In these days, when the study of systematic ornithology has been reduced to a fine art, it
is with feelings of considerable satisfaction that one reads of new ground being broken in
so exhaustive an ecological article as that of Admiral Lynes on the birds of Darfur and
Kordofan, and it seems that the ornithology of the Ethiopian region would benefit in no
small degree if, in publication, observers followed the arrangement of notes adopted by
him. In this way a uniformity invaluable to future work would be secured, and results
correlated with an ease and efficiency impossible in dealing with the old type of regional
paper, which, as often as not, was a mere mass ofheterogeneous data. 17

This Wilkes proceeded to do with birds of Lake Nyasa, describing under each species
the habitat in which he had found it, as well as its resident or migratory status. The editors
wrote positive reviews of papers reflecting this line of work, and some of the contributions to
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Lynes and Sclater, "Lynes-Vincent Tour," p. 713.
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Lynes, "On the bird ofNorth and Central Darfur," p. 446.

17 AH. Paget Willkes, "The Birds ofthe Region South ofLake Nyasa, Part 1. Non-passerine birds," The
Ibis, 1928, pp. 690-748, p.690.
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The Ibis rapidly began to reflect Lynes's method of description. Eventually, "habitat"

became a common part of the descriptions of species observed.
G.L. Bates also used Chapin's work on the ecological aspects of bird-distribution,
requesting that his readers study the account of his travels in conjunction with Chapin's
paper. He intended his study to be a step toward the elucidation of the workings of nature,
not just another collection of contextless facts. Here he mirrored Hesse's demand that such
work intend not to give faunal lists in which species were grouped with no other connection
than that they come from the same locality, but rather to give examples for the formulation of
generallaws. 18
The immense amount of time and trouble taken in these days to discover and fix with
trinomial names all local variations of birds seems but wasted energy unless it leads
somewhere; and, of course, it was the idea ofgetting closer to the workings ofnature and
seeing species in the making that first gave to the study of subspecies its great interest.
We should keep this object still in view, and not get lost in our attention to trivial details.
It has occurred to me that a study like that here undertaken will help us to look around
and get our bearings a little, and take our minds off from the innumerable details and
direct them toward their meaning, even if it does not take us very far in the solution of the
problems they present. 19

Bates chose a region he knew well, West Africa, to compare closely related
subspecies to bring out interesting generalizations by relating their range to the nature of the
country over which each bird form extended?O He emphasized repeatedly the importance of
dividing regions based on vegetation rather than political boundaries. Rather than give a list
of species observed with a brief account, Bates placed his observations within tables in order
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Hesse, Ecological Animal Geography, p. xiv.

19 G. L. Bates, "On Geographical Variation within the Limits of West Africa: Some Generalizations," The
Ibis, 1931, pp. 255-302, p. 255.
20

Bates, "On Geographical Variation," pp. 255-256.
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to "facilitate comparison from which some interesting generalizations may be brought
about." 21
a. species of the forest, with geographical races in the different parts of it.
b. species with one race within the forest and another without or beyond it.
c. savannah species with distinct races within that zone
d. species of the semi-arid belt with different races.
e. mountain races of species inhabiting the surrounding plains
f. species with different races on different mountains in West Africa
Bates briefly soliloquized on the possible causes behind some of the general
tendencies of color phases he observed in using the above categories, but once again,
remained reticent as to mechanism. For example, although he briefly suggested natural
selection as a tentative mechanism for variation in pigmentation between forms that dwelt in
different habitats, he concluded "as has already been said, no attempt is made here to go far
with the discussion of causes of these differences." 22 He then raised the question of whether
darker and lighter variation should be given subspecific names, but after noting that the
answer to this problem depended on "our view of the great unsettled question of whether
these variations in shade or depth of colour are really genetic at all, or not rather due to some
direct physiological effect of climate," provided no comments on his own views nor any
suggestion as to what should be done in the meantime. 23
In 1959 Moreau noted G.L. Bates and Hubert Lynes as those who "gave to the Ibis of

their excellent best." Moreau described Lynes's "great study" of Darfur, with "its strongly
ecological and biological outlook," as one of the few exceptions to the discouraging
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unifonnity of The Ibis papers, noting that it had set a new, inspiring standard for other
workers?4 At the time of Lynes' death he wrote:
In so far as I started with an ecological outlook on African birds it is due to Lynes's fine

Darfur paper, which was a revelation to me at the time. He was so original in his outlook
and so beautifully scrupulous. 25
Moreau also noted that when he decided to study "ecologically" the range of
Usamabara in Tanganyika, Lynes's paper furnished one of the only preparations "for an
intelligent contemplation of such a scene" was Lynes' paper on Darfur?6 Lynes'study
provided ornithologists' subspecies research program with a new impetus. It combined the
virtues of both traditional research and a focus on the living bird that endeared his work to
the centenary contributors?7 Additionally, although he himself did not go into the
speculative side of such work as much as those who followed him, it was easy for the
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Moreau, "R.E. Moreau," p. 554. He also noted E.M. Nicholson's book, How Birds Live, published in
1927.

26

27 The papers ofboth Bates and Lynes were two of the few papers from The Ibis cited in Julian Huxley's
book, Evolution: the Modern Synthesis. Bates' observation on the increase in wing-length of open-country
subspecies when contrasted with forest forms ofthe same species was cited as a "clear case of adaptive
difference," (Julian Huxley, Evolution: the Modern Synthesis, (London: Harper & Borthers Publishers,
1942), p. 193). Lynes' work was one ofthe very few pre-synthesis studies mentioned in both Huxley and
Mayr's "Synthesis" books. Huxley noted that while Hartert's work on palaearctic birds illustrated the use
ofthe systematic principle of geographical speciation for a wide range offorms, Lynes' "exhaustive and
elaborately illustrated study of the passerine genus Cistieola... provides an example of its application to a
single type," (Huxley, Evolution: the Modern SyntheSiS, p. 176). Mayr used Lynes' work to illustrate the
modern method of collecting; "The time is past in which the taxonomist depended completely on random
collections made by expeditions or by all-round collectors. The modem museum worker attempts to collect
at least part of his own material. Admiral H. Lynes, who is interested in the African genus Cistieola, with
some forty species, made a whole series of collecting trips to nearly every comer of Africa in order to get
the kind of material he needed for his painstaking monographic study ofthese birds. He combined his
collecting with a detailed study of the ecology and the habits ofthese birds, oftheir song, nest construction,
and so forth. The result is that the genus Cistieoia, formerly the despair ofthe taxonomist, is now well
understood," (Ernst Mayr, Systematics and the Origin ojSpeciesjrom the Viewpoint oja Zoologist, NY:
Columbia University Press, 1942, p. 12). Meinertzhagen's theoretical musings were mentioned in neither
work.
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centenary contributors to see his work as a direct foundation of their own that combined factgathering explicitly with theory.
The study of avian geography from an ecological point of view involved new
priorities and intents. The virtues of Lynes' study to ornithologists like Moreau arose in part
from the explanatory value of this new emphasis. This emphasis on explanation is clear from
Simpson's description of the role of ecological information in biogeography:
The mere compilation of facts poses questions rather than answering them. The aim of
any science is not only to describe but also to interpret and, as far as possible, to explain
its observations. When this attitude is applied to biogeography, it becomes evident that
there are different sorts of observations to be explained. First, the flora and fauna, the
biota, of any one place consist of particular species of plants and animals interacting with
each other and with their geographic environment... The differences are mainly
environmental and their study is ecological. 28
Simpson further noted that the comparative sterility of the descriptive geographic
approach, including the rearrangement of lesser geographic subdivisions, had led many
twentieth century students to turn to the study of ecological zoogeography. Hesse's book,

Ecological Animal Geography, had been particularly important, opening up a rich new
research program. Even in regions well studied under the old research programs, for
example, Hesse hoped that his ecological treatment would stimulate further expeditions into
the field searching for new data: "We have had an over-supply of travel which yielded animal
pelts and alcoholic material; we need rather observations on the relations between animals
and their environment. ,,29
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"Discriminative Collection" ofSpecimens and Data
The facts required for this new focus on ecological geography were endless. Lynes
soliloquized on the importance ofnoting resident, summer, winter or migrant status, so that
one could determine each bird's role in a certain place, rather than compiling postage-stamp
lists of the avifauna. In a discussion on migration he emphasized the need for notes on
specimens in breeding condition, "a field very barren of fact," to aid the study of migration.

In a footnote he added a plea that this be "put into the long-felt-want category, in the hope
that under the aegis of our authoritative publications it may become the vogue in the
future?,,3o These subtle changes in data requirements centered around new research
questions, and a change in emphasis on what was important in papers. Such changes were
usually very subtle and gradual, and often apparent to the modem reader only when explicitly
compared to previous work, generally in book reviews or criticisms of works that neglected
to keep up with trends.
In 1936 a review of recent papers by Sudilovskaia that described forms inhabiting
different types ofdesert, noted the study "exemplifies the necessity nowadays of very
carefully recording on labels of specimens the exact habitat as well as the locality.,,31 A
handbook of German birds reflected the same changes, due, the reviewer said, largely to the
incorporation of the results of the investigations during the last quarter ofa century "into the
details of the life history of the bird.... 'Biotop' is a new feature, and indicates the influence
of the ecologists.,,32
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The meaning of '"field-notes," and to what end they would be put, is hinted at in one
of the few letters to the editor on the subject of methodology, published in 1931, and notably,
written by Moreau.
May I add a small voice to those which urge that as much infonnation as possible
regarding the associations of each bird should be given by collectors, and by those who
describe collections. The deficiencies of published records in this respect have been
forcibly brought home to me in going over the past work on Usambara birds for
ecological infonnation. 33
Moreau lamented the fact that collectors often recorded localities in vague tenns that
spread over a range of ecological types. Specimen notes often gave no infonnation on habitat
or whether collectors took the birds in clearings or in forest, and provided "no indications of
association, or even of altitude." Collectors he queried regarding the Usambara did not know
exact localities, elevations, or plant-associations. As a result, "it comes to this, that all the
work done on Usambara birds is practically worthless to anyone but the pure systematist.,,34
The editor, Ticehurst, replied with the oft-used defense ofthe museum systematist, hinting at
new tensions developing as changing priorities came between the old partnership between the
field and the museum.
We sympathize with Mr. Moreau on this question, but the difficulty is an old one. The
systematist in the museum cannot be blamed for not publishing field-notes which were
never made; on the other hand, in a good many cases those "in the field" have neither the
knowledge nor the capabilities to make field-notes of value. Birds, too, are often
collected as a side-issue, and such infonnation as thus afforded is better than nothing, but
observations and collecting should, ofcourse, go together whenever possible. 35
Along with Lynes and Bates, W.L. Selater and Moreau applied the use of habitat
description and bird associations most diligently in a work of several parts on the birds of
Tanganyika. In the introduction to their first paper they explained a separate paper would
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describe at length the district dealt with and the several features of the birds' environment,
laying "stress on any of their habits that appear to be particularly connected with their choice
of association."36 Bannennan called such studies a decided advance on anything published
previously on the mountain, and "an example of the modem method of presenting a regional
study.,,3? This included a description of the vegetation zones, and the bird-inhabitants of
each zone listed under various subheadings, such as birds of the ground, mid-stratum,
canopy, and so on, proceeding to a discussion of the affinities of the avifauna to surroundings
regions.
Along with specifically ecological information, various other changing requirements
show the constantly developing ornithological "wish-list" according to a new interest in
living birds and their environment, some years prior to the so-called "revolution." The trend
this reflected is most obvious from book reviews, where reviewers criticized inadequate and
old-fashioned work. A review of Arrigoni's Birds a/Italy by Jourdain in 1929 noted how
recent developments were absent in some countries, throwing into relief what British
ornithologists held to be of utmost importance. Jourdain noted that the book included the
first full adoption of the trinomial system, but that its section on the status of each form had
the defect common to most Italian works of being "built up almost entirely on records of
birds shot or trapped, but very scantily supplemented by systematic field-work and
observations on breeding and migration.,,38 In 1931, a review ofR.S. Swarth's description of
8000 skins collected in the Galapagos Islands between 1905 and 1906 lamented the fact that

although the birds had been studied extensively and the series of specimens was huge, the use
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36 W.L. Sclater and R.E. Moreau, "Taxonomic and Field Notes on some Birds ofNorth-Eastern
Tanganyika Territory," The Ibis, 1932, pp. 487-523, p. 488.
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to the modem ornithologists of the collection was virtually nil. 39 A review criticized
Engelbach's book on the birds of Laos for its conspicuous lack offield-notes, "the list being
little more than a catalogue.'.40 While a review of Kinnear and Whistler's report on the
Vernay Scientific Survey of the Eastern Ghats allowed that "the lack of field-notes is in some
measure compensated for by very full and careful revisions of each species and their races.'.41
Bannerman reviewed papers by an Italian ornithologist that consisted of a list of specimens
preserved in formalin, on which, he said, "it hardly seems worth while to have published
anything.'>42 The reviewer of Greenway's paper on the birds from Yunnan commented more
explicitly on the modem requirements:
Like other papers on Dr. Rock's collections, this one is lacking in all field-notes, and is
merely a list of fonns collected with their localities, together with systematic remarks,
when called for ... There is not even an adequate description of the country the collection
was made in... From the perusal of several recent papers the fact is more and more
impressed upon us that the need to-day is for really scientific collecting, by which we
mean that in making a collection the greatest amount of information possible should be
abstracted from the living birds "in the field" and from the fresh specimens. The
employment of native skinners is one factor which does not further this, since the correct
ascertainment of sex, age, state of gonads, food-contents, etc., can never be relied on. 43

The comments in book reviews point to an increasing concern with field-notes, as
well as more detailed and specific information from specimens. The concern at home with
new aspects was indicated by the additional data being added to editions of A Practical
Handbook o/British Birds, including "field-characters, habitat, song, display and 'habits'
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generally, to which very little space is devoted in the original work.,,.f4 Within these new
requirements, good scientific work involved discriminative collecting, directed toward the
retrieval of specific information. Jack Vincent provided his own view on collecting in one of
his lengthy accounts of his work in Portuguese East Africa:
The conscientious explorer examines collections in the museums to which it is intended
to supply specimens, and is acquainted with those species it is necessary to secure before
leaving England. The result of such an investigation is that he does not become one of
the individuals who shoot right and left at everything like a mitrailleuse, and who bring
back large series of common birds which are quite useless from the ornithological and
scientific standpoint; more time and importance are attached to the question of fmding
out something concerning the birds themselves, their habits, their calls, nesting, and so
forth; a collection of more value and more pleasing to oneself is obtained, without the
appalling waste ofbird-life in general. In short, quality comes before quantity.45

Unlike at the Entomological Society, where a campaigning individual like Poulton
campaigned for the study of mimicry to support the theory of natural selection, and early
debates on method reinvented the role of hypothesis in journal contributions, the preSynthesis contents of The Ibis only changed through a reconstruction of the definition of
important facts within the research program of geographical ornithology. In ecological
geography some members found a new research program that fit comfortably within the
methodological tradition of the journal, and of field and museum ornithology in general.
Based on the description of associations of birds with habitats, practically it led to more
detailed labeling. Field naturalists collected information on vegetation, adding it to the
information obtained with specimens or in species accounts, easily including the collection of
new facts within their descriptive tradition.

W.F. Witherby, "The Handbook of British Birds (Letter to the Editor)," The Ibis, 1937, pp. 912-913, p.
912.
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Census Ecology
The book reviews and letters to the editor gave little indication that the editors took
issue with the new information gathered due to a developing interest in habitat and ecological
association. Geographical ornithology had long involved the description ofboth countryside
and inhabitants as an introduction to a list of the avifauna encountered, and more detailed
descriptions of vegetation hardly seemed a great difference. That this was not all the new
focus on ecology involved, however, became increasingly apparent as generally younger
contributors began to combine this interest in new data with attempts to explain findings and
find causal relationships within described phenomena. This was particularly the case with
the second general type of ecology that entered the journal. The province ofa small group
of contributors, census ecology used the ecological methods associated with Charles Elton, in
turn influenced by Shelford's

book, Animal Communities in Temperate America.46 Central

concerns within this research program included taking censuses, calculating relative
abundance, analyzing food and territory, and describing habitat associations. 47 Elton's 1927

45 Jack Vincent, "The Birds ofNorthern Portuguese East Africa. Comprising a List of, and Observations
on, Collections Made during the British Museum Expedition ofl 93 1-32," The Ibis, 1933, pp. 611-652, pp.
637-638.
46 Crocroft notes that British animal ecology began to grow in importance after the publication of Elton's
book, Animal Ecology, in 1927. The fact that Elton taught the subject at Oxford made it one of the few
places where the subject was taken seriously in the 1930s (peter Crocroft, Elton's Ecologists: A History oj
the Bureau ojAnimal Population, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991), p. xii}. On Elton also see;
A.C. Hardy, "Charles Elton's Influence in Ecology," J. Anim. Ecology. 37(1968}: 3-8, as Joel Hagen's
book, The Entangled Bank and Greg Mitman's The State ojNature.

Book reviews noticed census ecology as follows: In 1926 a review of a study by Linsdale in Condor on
"A Method of Showing Relative Frequency of Occurrence ofBirds" described the paper's use of
"diagrams in the form of upright blocks or of 'graphs' based on methods often used by the students of
Ecology," (Review, "Linsdale on Censuses," The IbiS, 1929, pp. 166-167). In 1929 editors printed a
notice ofLinsdale's paper on the bird ecology Kansas; "an interesting piece of ecological work on a subject
which is being more and more closely studied in the US," (Review, "Linsdale on the Birds ofKansas," The
Ibis, 1929, p. 367). Meanwhile, British Birds published papers with ecology in the title. For example, H.G.
Alexander's "A Practical Study ofBird Ecology" and S.E. Brock's "The Ecological Relations ofBird
Distribution" appeared in 1914, Thorpe's "Some Ecological Aspects of British Ornithology" in 1926, as
47
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book, Animal Ecology, provided the "paradigm" for this research by providing a clear set of
questions and a way to proceed.48 Frustrated with the piles of unrelated and probably
irrelevant fact he saw overwhelming British animal ecology in the 1920s, Elton campaigned
for the "digestion of these gigantic boluses ofunassimilated first·hand observations" and
insisted that most of all, natural history required "ideas to link up all these stray facts into an
effective whole.'>49 Crocroft called this focus on explanation a stark departure from previous
natural history work; a "marker" between the old natural history and the new. 50 It differed
from early attempts like Lynes's to structure communities through the construction of species
lists, in emphasizing the dynamic relations within the community rather than a static "species
list" of associations. 51 It also depended on the use of models and the imagination to study the
structure of animal communities and the central question ofhow populations are limited.
Even the format of these papers differed from the usual papers in The IbiS, indicating
a different research tradition backed them. Large lists of references at the end of papers
(usually absent from contributions to The Ibis) as well as the extensive use of referencing
within the text began to appear. These rarely referred to papers in The Ibis, but cited
numerous works from the Journal ofAnimal Ecology, British Birds, as well as Elton's works
did other papers that studied the "ecology" of individual species. These included J.P. Burkitt's
"Movements ofthe Robin Studied by Means of Marked Birds" published in 1924 in British Birds and J.M.
Dewar's "The Relation ofthe Oystercatcher to its Natural Environment" published in 1915 in the
Zoologist. The term "ecology" was not used in a title in The Ibis until Fuggles-Couchman's paper in 1943
"A Contribution to the Breeding Ecology of Two Species of Euplectes (Bishop-birds) in Tanganyika
Territory." The Journal ofAnimal Ecology was noticed when founded in 1932 with the explanation that
"the numbers ofpapers dealing with animals submitted to 'The Journal ofEcology' has become so large
that the British Ecological Society has decided to publish a new journal to centralise these papers and to act
in the British Isles as the organ of research purely on animal ecology," (Recent Ornithological Publications.
The Ibis, 1932, pp. 546-547).
48
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in the British Journal o/Experimental Biology and the Journal 0/Hygiene on population
fluctuations. T.G. Longstaffwrote the first paper in 1924, itself basic notes on the birds of
Spitsbergen from a Merton College Expedition. The food of the birds mentioned had already
been dealt with in a paper by Summerhayes and Elton in "Contributions to the Ecology of
Spitsbergen and Bear Island," published in the Journal 0/Ecology.52 The methodological
and priority revisions involved in this group's approach become clear in a paper that
Longstaff published in 1926, in which he described the role he envisioned for ornithology
within current life sciences research:
The pleasure of seeing a bird that is new to us, the mere watching of the recurring miracle
of migration, the sport of bird-nesting, are in themselves so fascinating that many of us
are satisfied with the simple pleasures of beholding; to others the passion of collecting,
the essential spade-work of form-description or of distributional research, makes a
sufficing appeal; unconsciously and naturally enough, "Ibises" of all subspecies tend to
retire into water-tight compartments. Thus, there is for us a special risk that we may fall
into a position of splendid isolation in the field of modern biological research, which is
actively employed in correlating all the various branches of science and in breaking down
these old partitions which have so long fettered our thoughts. 53
Longstaff's paper arose from a lecture he gave to the Oxford Ornithological Society
in which he attempted to use a series of detailed observations to study the problem of local
distribution. 54 He urged readers to take advantage of the ample opportunities available to
study the causes behind distribution by watching the rapid ecological changes occurring in
51
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woods felled during the War and due to human settlement. As an introduction to such work
he cited W.H. Thorpe's paper in British Birds on "Some Ecological Aspects of British
Ornithology" of 1925, which contained numerous hints of the shift in method ecological
work would require. Ecology, Thorpe explained, had become a recognized means of
approach in the study of botany, and the two fundamental ecological ideas of association and
succession had proved "most fertile." Thorpe lamented the fact so few ornithologists had
studied the "why" behind the distribution of many British forms, despite the great amount of
time and energy spent on the study of birds in the field. 55 One wanted to know, for example,
the relative frequency of the species on different types of land, yet for even the commonest
species this remained unknown. He then proceeded to outline a classification ofassociations
of bird distribution in the British Isles, although he warned, to know these in detail "would be
the work of a generation of field-naturalists" making observations on "definitely ecological
lines." He concluded, anticipating criticisms that subsequently appeared of such work in The

Ibis:
It is of course obvious that grouping somewhat on the following lines has in a vague way
been the basis of the field-naturalist's outlook for generations, and the rough
classification into Moorland, Woodland, Field, Aquatic, and Sea-Shore birds was
recognized even before the scientific study of Ornithology came into being.,,56
The list of papers he appended that had dealt with various aspects of ornithology on
more or less ecological lines were all from British Birds, Zoologist, or Ecology.
Using Thorpe's appeal as a guideline, Longstaff examined the effect of changes in
vegetation on a bird population, depending on the ecological insight that "no element of
organized life can undergo change of status without affecting in some degree all its
Entomological Society ofLondon, where he heard Professor William Bateson remark in a stage whisper: "1
don't think: these Oxford men know h(JW to collect beetles!" (Crocroft, Elton's &ologists, p. 3).
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associated forms."s7 He tabulated changes among sites in population density and vegetation
character, differentiating between the number of individuals and the number of species. His
fmding that the number of species breeding remained the same but the species were different,
"though admittedly due to a variety of causes, really helps to emphasize the vital point that

succession is the very essence of ecological change."s8 Longstaff clearly stated the
implications of these methods and conclusions for where ornithological research must now be
focused:
These phenomena must ultimately depend on food-supply, and when the evolution of
climate with all its inevitable effects on biotic environment is considered, it appears
probable that only through ecological research can we ever hope to attain a true
conception ofthe laws of distribution and of the correlated habit ofmigration. 59
Two years later Longstaff led an Oxford expedition to Greenland with E.M.
Nicholson and others to study arctic life and the "oecology of the flora and fauna." In 1930
Nicholson published the observations on birds in The Ibis, including the results of a census of
the number and percentage of each species within a population.6o Nicholson apologetically
mentioned the effect of the new priorities of ecological work on more traditional
ornithological work:
The object of the Expedition was ecological, and this involved, so far as the ornithology
was concerned, a prime concentration upon the bird census carried out over more than
eight square miles, and on the collection and elucidation of stomach-contents and feeding
observation. These results, which belong to the general paper on Ecology to be produced
by the Expedition, will it is hoped be published in the 'Journal of Ecology' during
1931. ... It will be well understood that with this emphasis on ecology it was never
possible to devote so much time to general field-work as from a purely ornithological
point of view would have been desirable. The following notes had to be made often
incidentally and always subject to the prior claims of the census and other special objects.
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Only during the latter part of July, when the main aims had more or less been fulfilled,
did it become possible to tum to bird-watching of other kinds. 61

This differentiation between ornithological and ecological work would eventually
fade completely from the journal, as workers at places like the Edward Grey Institute ofField
Ornithology began to redefine, by the nature of their contributions, ornithology to encompass
and even require ecological work.

The New Methods Contested

By 1937 C.B. Ticehurst had requested the help of those interested in ecology in
writing reviews. He thought that with the increased attention now given to what could
widely be tenned ecology, "someone solely interested in that aspect might come forward
with offers of help in reviews of papers relating to that branch.,>62 Ticehurst willingly, then,
passed the new trends over to those competent to evaluate them, but his own reviews of this
work make it clear he often felt uncomfortable with the modern research. 63 His predecessor,
W.L. Sclater, had also been skeptical early on regarding conclusions that arose from
"ecological" studies, particularly the rising interest in censuses. Of McWilliam's work on the
Birds of Bute, in which he attempted to estimate the number of some of the most conspicuous
species, Sclater warned that all such calculations must be very doubtful, "being based on very
uncertain factors which it is quite impossible to verify.,>64
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Moreau noted that reviews were anonymous until 1943, however, it seems safe to assume reviews not
acknowledged were the work ofthe editor, since Ticehurst would sometimes refer to comments made in
reviews based on the assumption readers knew he had made them. There is also a consistency in criticisms
that can be traced to Ticehurst's views expressed in acknowledged papers or notes.
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Some critiques of such work portrayed nature as far too complex for the pretensions
of these new methods. In a review of Lack's paper on bird populations of British Heaths and
Moorland in the Journal ofAnimal Ecology, in which numerous observers completed a
census "in order to try to ascertain the limiting factors in bird population," Ticehurst
commented on the variable results:
It seems obvious that none of these counts can be considered typical for heath and

moorland. We much doubt if a single count over a selected acreage will give an accurate
census. The count should be repeated again and again till accuracy is evident, for on this
basis all deductions are to be based. Moreover, it is self-evident, we should think, that no
two heaths and moorlands are exactly the same from a vegetation point of view, and so
are not comparable. If the results of the simplest form of habitat are so meagre and
disappointing, what hope can there be of elucidating the mysteries of distribution in more
complicated terrains?6

The use of organized amateurs for censuses to quantify the study ofwild populations
was a mainstay of the Oxford Bird Census and Charles Elton's Bureau of Animal Population,
characterized by Cox as the "Oxford approach." The organizers intended to turn unorganized
natural history into systematic and scientific natural history, in essence ecology, and the
proponents maintained a firm belief in the new methods for ecological field research. 66 The
centenary contributors lauded these efforts, and described both the Bureau ofAnimal
Population and the E.G.I. as institutions central to maintaining the scientific standards of such
work. None mentioned the concerns ofother workers with the new priorities and pretensions
of such work.
Lack had himself concluded from an extensive review of recent research on bird
population problems and censuses that there remained much too little data, in many cases no
data, and therefore all conclusions had to be tentative and liable to modification in the face of

new facts: "The study of bird ecology must be regarded as in its infancy, and this survey
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chiefly indicates the gaps in our knowledge." Lack hoped these gaps would direct further
research, the ultimate aim ofhis review articles. Ornithologists needed data on fecundity and
mortality; censuses with reference to habitat differences; information on fluctuations in
numbers, food, disease and other mortality factors; and the study ofbehaviour, particularly
territorial behaviour since it modified bird density, was essential. 67
Yet in contrast to Ticehurst's insistence that the factors controlling population size
would remain unknown, Lack judged works based on their placement within the context of
such questions, no matter how tentative he knew the results to be. When reviewing a ten year
study of a population of birds in Ohio by Lawrence E. Hicks and published in the American

Midland Naturalist, Lack wrote:
This is probably the most long-continued study of a total bird population in existence,
and the amount of field work entailed must have been enormous. It is, therefore, a pity
that the account was not written up in greater detail. Though a brief description ofthe
various habitats is given. no attempt is made to classifY the birds according to habitat.
Apart from some remarks on the drought of 1930 and a few general statements, there is
no discussion ofthe factors which may have been controlling the population. 68
Lack's critique makes it clear that the new work entailed a very different attitude
toward the appropriate relationships between fact-collecting and the ability to draw causal
explanations and conclusions from these facts. Crocroft describes an ecologist as defined
"not by what he does, but why he does it"; all ecologists would agree, no matter what their
emphasis, that "the basic drive of the ecologist is to ask why, rather than what." Though the
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modem cOWlterparts of the nineteenth·century naturalists, ecologists are said to mostly, he
wrote:
.,. have a wider perspective than (most) of the old·fashioned students of natural history.
Nowadays one does not ask what animals are present in a particular locality, and to which
other animals they are related. Now we want to know why a species is found where it
occurs and not in other places; why there are more (or less) individuals than last year. 69
Yet precisely such explanatory conclusions based on their new ecological
observations drew the sharpest criticism from The Ibis editors Sclater and Ticehurst. 70
Ticehurst, for example, reviewed Lack's paper on "Habitat Distribution in Certain Icelandic
Birds" in the Journal ofAnimal Ecology, an attempt to explain the distribution ofcertain
birds by describing possible factors limiting distribution such as food, nesting· site and
competition. The response from Ticehurst is telling:
The facts, as lucidly put by Mr. Lack, are well known or even commonplace, the
explanations of those facts are a mystery, as they always have been and probably always
will be. To say that adherence to a particular type of nesting-site is due to a
psychological factor is simply another way of saying that birds do do these things but we
do not know why they do it. It does not throw any new light on the problem. 71
Ticehurst specifically took issue with Lack's judgement that food was not an
important factor in distribution. Not surprisingly, such conclusions drew criticism because of
the tremendous amoWlt of facts necessary to determine conclusive cause-and-effect relations
within ecological associations. In a natural history journal based on a Baconian, descriptive
tradition, this extrapolation was too glaring a fault to pass over, no matter how enthusiastic its
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author regarding the new methods. To a worker like Ticehurst, who had exacting demands
for accuracy, and who as editor intended to maintain a high standard for his journal, such
generalizations were inappropriate and irresponsible. In the case ofLack's conclusions,
ornithologists knew too little about food and food preference to dismiss them both as
negligible factors:
Every species must be considered separately, and it seems to us that we have no right to
say that because insect-life or seeds are abundant therefore this species or that has
sufficient food-supply, unless we know that the species in question will readily feed on
such insects and seeds. Many birds have very marked preferences verging on
exclusiveness. 72
Ticehurst did not agree with the extension of Lack's findings to distribution in birds
as a whole. Even if interspecific competition for food and nest sites could be shown to be
insignificant for a community in Iceland surely, he warned, to say that such competition
cannot be an important factor in bird distribution in general, remained too sweeping an
assertion. 73 Ticehurst roundly reprimanded Lack's effort to draw generalized conclusions
based on his study.
Such criticisms of speculative studies that posed explanations for phenomena had the
same effect as criticisms of the adaptive narratives of the Darwinian entomologists working
on mimicry. They showed those workers intent on campaigning for new methods and
research where to direct their observations in order to answer critics. At the time of their
introduction, however, the presumption of such studies seemed consistently to irritate the
editors of The Ibis. Of Lack's paper on "Nesting Conditions as a Factor controlling Breeding
Time in Birds," published in the Proceedings ofthe Zoological Society ofLondon, Ticehurst
concluded, "We should have thought that it was perfectly self-evident that birds will not
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breed unless nest-site factors are suitable.,,74 In the same volume of The Ibis, Ticehurst gave
a particularly scathing review of Lack's Journal ofAnimal Ecology paper on "Further
Changes in the Breckland Avifauna caused by Afforestation." Lack had studied the changes
occurring in relative abundance of species by carrying out walking counts, to which Ticehurst
responded:
The changes in the avifauna resulting from the increasing height of the trees are given,
and, we are told, are extremely striking, but it would have been far more striking if these
changes, which one might foresee and expect, had not taken place. Surely it is not
remarkable that Stonechats and Whinchats, which are "scrub-land" species, no longer
remain when the woodland has attained too great a height, or that as soon as the trees are
tall enough Blackbirds, Song-Thrushes, and Chaffinches colonize them? Neither should
we expect to find Woodpeckers and Tree-Creepers breeding in fifteen-year-old pines, nor
fmd it remarkable that a few heathland forms persist in the broad rides, which, in fact,
have a heathland vegetation. Indeed, we find so little remarkable in this paper that we
wonder whether the time spent on making these observations was not wasted. Anyone
with any knowledge of species' habitat, habits, and requirements, whether these latter be
nesting sites, song-posts, or food availability, might have arrived at broadly similar
results without ever visiting the plantations. 75

Moreau responded to such criticisms by introducing a review of Lack and Venables'
work on 'The Habitat Distribution of British Woodland Birds," using B.T.O. sample counts
published in the Journal ofAnimal Ecology, with the preface that although everyone at all
familiar with the countryside has a general idea of what sorts of birds are found in what sort
of country, "the systematic and scientific description of bird communities in relation to
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vegetation has been slow.,,76 The results ofthis study corresponded with the impressions of
the writers, but had been carried out, in the words of the authors, "without the subjective
errors to which the latter, by themselves, would be liable."
The same concern regarding the contents ofthe so-called "revolution" can be seen in
response to both the new facts collected and generalizations made with the new focus on the
living bird, its behaviour and life history. By contrast, the enthusiasm for the new methods
and focus on the living bird using explanatory devices apparent in the 1959 reflections also
showed in reviews by the centenary contributors when such work first appeared. In 1929, for
example, E.M. Nicholson reviewed Howard's book, An Introduction to the Study ofBird
Behavior.

Over an impressive period of years he has groped his way towards an understanding of
the bird mind, patiently using the sole route by which such an understanding is attainable
- namely, an indefatigable concentration on his clearly-realised objective. Finding no
data he has accumulated them single-handed, courageously adjusting his theory as they
grew. The result of this scarcely paralleled effort in one of the most difficult branches of
our science is not, of course, fmality, but it is a defmite coherent pattern of bird behaviour
which is likely to be extended, perhaps qualified, but not materially shaken by subsequent
work. 77
Nicholson fIrmly believed that through such a standard bird-watching could become
an exact science, "despite the subtlety of its subject," and more importantly, "not only is it
assured of a far-reaching effect upon the development offIeld study; it forms a contribution
to general biology of which ornithology may well be proud." Central to this optimism was
its departure from previous works on life history which imparted anthropomorphic
explanations and descriptions of behaviour.
Not everyone took the advantages of the transition to a focus on life history for
granted. Some reviewers focused more on the drawbacks of Howard's work than Nicholson
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did, nervous about the license it could give to theorizing. Tavistock warned against
generalizing from Howard's behaviour work to other species. It frequently happened, he
wrote, that the results of painstaking research by a naturalist, together with the conclusions he
drew, "are seized upon by some scientific theorist of small practical experience to bolster up
a sweeping generalization which a full survey of facts by no means justifies. ,,78 Ticehurst
received Nicholson's own work generously but cautiously. In 1931 he described Nicholson's
1931 book, The Art ofBird-Watching: A Practical Guide to Field-Observation, as a call to
the intensive study of "minute details in bird life," through which Nicholson hoped to evolve
a new branch of zoological science.
This study, which seems to be popular, but yet in its infancy, is, as one might expect, in a
somewhat chaotic state owing to individualistic methods and lack of breadth of outlook,
exchange of ideas, and coordination. To remedy this state of affairs, and to act as a guide
as to what to do and how to do it, this book has been written for the benefit of the novice
in field-observations by one who is evidently an enthusiast. Hence we frod some of the
chapters, particularly that on equipment, rather elementary. 79

Ticehurst re-emphasized that did not believe very conclusive results could be
obtained from the large-scale censuses urged by Nicholson. Ecology was a promising field
study for the bird watcher, perhaps, but here the problem occurred that "the watcher must
also be a skilled entomologist, botanist, and geologist if he is going to arrive at any new
factors in distribution." As for Nicholson's statement that specimens should not be collected
merely because they may come in useful, Ticehurst responded that this "is surely not what
the author meant to say!" for the whole National Collection had been formed year by year,
mostly by private collectors, in the belief, "not entirely tmfotmded we think, that their
specimens may prove to be of use." The pretensions of the new methods in both criticizing
and superseding the work of the collectors grated no less: "Sometimes," the reviewer wrote,
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"it seems that elaborate plans and statistics are made to prove what is commonplace
knowledge to the mere collector, such as that hunting parties often travel more or less in
circles."
The efforts to bring about interesting generalizations being made in the new studies,
and subsequently praised by the centenary, obviously concerned those ornithologists trained
in a more cautious, inductive tradition. Whether from individuals to species, or species to
avifauna as a whole, extrapolation from an insufficient foundation offact disquieted those
who believed the maintenance of ornithology's status as a scientific discipline depended on a
strict adherence to a rigorous avoidance of unwarranted speculation. Ticehurst praised Oliver
Pike's book, The Nightingale, Its Story and Song, and Other Familiar Song-birds ojBritain,
for having "a lot to tell us about the habits observed from a 'hide' - songs, courting, territory,
incubation, etc., as well as concerning the nests and nesting sites," and for having avoided
making generalizations. The recent trend toward a detailed focus on single pairs as study
subjects could lead, he warned, to premature generalizing to the species as a whole,
particularly in the case of territory theory:
One of the dangers to be guarded against in intensive studies of birds is to translate into
the habits of the species the idiosyncrasies of individuals of that species, and here Mr.
Pike as a rule has been careful not to generalize. The question of "territory" has of late
received a great deal of attention, and here we think that the very name implies and is apt
to impress on the reader the idea of hard and fast boundaries. But everyday observations
in the country-side are sufficient to show that "territories" are so elastic in some cases as
to hardly exist. 80
Ticehurst and a few other reviewers persistently criticized work that brought forth
new "ideas," such as territory theory, for the fact that these studies made observations of a
few individuals and then used them to generalize to both species and birds in general. A
reviewer praised Howard's The Nature oja Bird's World for its detailed account of
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observations and test experiments, but noted a weakness of the essays that the reader often
did not know whether the descriptions applied to a single bird "or whether a sort of common
denominator from a number of pairs has been taken, and if so, how wide the selection has
been.'>8j Ticehurst reviewed Howard's book, A Waterhen's World, with the concluding
comment regarding the actions of a pair:
How these actions were evolved and the meaning of them in relation to the sexual act are
discussed and analysed with reference to possible chain-reflex, feeling, and origin of sex
enterprise, but after indulging in abstruse philosophical exercises the author comes to no
definite conclusion. 82
Again he warned that "since all the observations are confined to one breeding spot
one wonders whether the actions and reactions described are universal to all breeding
territories and all pairs." The methodological response to such criticisms from those trying to
legitimize such work was quick. Moreau noted that in Lack's study of the behaviour of the
Robin, for example, he adopted "the useful convention of describing items of behaviour in
general terms only when they have been observed in at least six individuals. ,>83
Meanwhile, in his review of Nicholson's book on bird-watching, Ticehurst expressed
skepticism regarding the value of minutiae such as how often a parent feeds its young,
"which must depend on many variable circumstances." In fact, he said, the bird-watcher
could take valuable lessons from the methods of the systematist to avoid the increasing
presumption of explaining and generalizing from too few observations:
In the same way as the systematist does not generalize on one or two specimens, so the
bird-watcher must guard against making generalizations concerning any phase of bird-life
which has not been founded on observations on a requisite number of individuals for the
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species in question. To publish details of observations made at one nest, for instance,
seems quite useless, and perhaps misleading. 84
Indeed, some reviews questioned whether in view ofthis the detailed observations
becoming all the rage were of any value at all but to serve for the enjoyment of the observer.
Of a study of sea tern pairs, for example, Ticehurst suggested that such minute study should
be abandoned completely, at least with any pretension to usefulness.

By the end of the chapter our visualisation of the scene has become fogged, and one
could wish that this part of a bird's breeding biology could be summarized. If no
summary is possible, because each pair differs in behaviour, one is left wondering
whether records of such minutiae have any permanent value. At all events it would have
been more helpful if the authors could have separated out the habits of the species from
those ofthe individual. 85
In his 1959 narrative of "Recent British Contributions to Scientific Ornithology,"
Tinbergen pointed out that although he emphasized the great importance of theoretical work:
In all these fields much theoretically non-committed work is going on as well~ there is a
very healthy return to renewed, broad, and detailed observations of anything worth
noticing - and it is amazing how much is considered worth noticing. This trend will, of
course, give rise to new views and ideas as well as check up on current theories.

Moreau contributed some of the first detailed studies of breeding biology of single
species, and his work was certainly unprecedented in its attention to every moment of the
nesting period. Lack recalled that Moreau had been the first to make "serious life-history
studies of tropical birds" and although these did not involve important new concepts, led to
the uncovering of many exciting new facts.86 Moreau's paper on "Numerical Data on
African Birds' Behaviour at the Nest: Hirundo s. smithii, Leech, the Wire-tailed Swallow,"
published by the Zoological Society ofLondon, was based on 500 hours of observation by
Africans under Moreau and his wife's supervision. Each visit to the nest was recorded, the
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time brooding or perching, food given and to how many young, and whether faeces were
removed. Moreau himself concluded that over the long-term the most significant outcome of
the mass of data accumulated by the African nest-watchers "enabled me to show for the first
time that the rate at which the individual nestling receives food tends to decrease with the
number of birds in the brood.',g7
His tendency to look into every detail, even the number of grass-stems comprising a
nest of Pseudonigrita cabanisi, was perhaps one of the trends to investigate the "minutiae"
occasionally referred to with ill-concealed disdain by the The Ibis editor. Ticehurst
concluded that while Moreau analysed the results using graphs and tables, "nothing very
unexpected was discovered," something he no doubt could have also said regarding Moreau's
"most significant" result of his studies on Wire-tailed SwalloWS. 88 In the same volume a
review of the Moreaus' paper on "Incubation and Fledgling Periods of African Birds,"
published in the American journal Auk stated that while the authors had made a good start on
a subject worth investigation, might the reviewer make the following suggestion:
There is among African birds a line of research which is simpler, less time-consuming,
and in which absolute accuracy is easily attained, and that is the descriptions of the
downy stages? It is incomprehensible why, with the present-day tendency to research
into the minutiae of life history, the most important perhaps of all lines of research has
been woefully neglected. 89
Ticehurst never claimed that systematics had the only claim to scientific ornithology.
For example, he lauded his friend Eagle Clarke for his excellence as a field naturalist and
"his remarkable quickness at spotting something unusual in bird-life."90 But subsequent
ornithologists' characterizations included rhetorical distinctions between the ornithology of
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the museums, systematics, and specimen-centered research and the study of the living bird
that obscured the complexity of interactions between such work by dichotomizing it. For
example, of Commander Keith W. Newall, Moreau wrote:
He was of that rare type who regarded birds not as potential dried skins, not as possible
layers of eggs, nor as subjects for photography or experiment, but as friends and objects
of beauty and companionship... And though he passed away scarce known among
ornithologists, his knowledge of birds was wide and intimate. 91
Such rhetoric obscured the methodological problems involved in such studies whose
expanding priorities and research agendas, outside of the straightforward information that
could be obtained from specimens, caused the older generation concern.
Ticehurst increasingly emphasized in his reviews the continuing importance of
systematics and museum-based work, as the new life history and ecological papers took up
more and more space. He insisted that the pretensions ofthese new studies remained
premature until more systematics had been completed, such as the fulfillment ofthe
subspecies research program. In 1935, Ticehurst responded to the rhetoric already becoming
apparent, and that culminated in the 1959 assessments, in a review of a popular book on birdwatching, which had given gave the impression that the only true of perfect ornithologist was
he who, "being well-read in literature, and in touch with the varied outlooks ofmodem
ornithology, will spend his time bird-watching for pleasure only." His own differentiation
between the two was based on a methodological attitude toward findings.
It is rather the fashion nowadays to decry the scientific ornithologist and to stress that the
"bird-watcher" is the only person who knows anything about birds, and so scientists must
be thankful to Mr. Richmond when he allows that the latter know half the truth about
birds, but the watcher knows the other half Such writers seem to forget that the majority
of scientific ornithologists are also bird-watchers; but if they do not always rush into print
on the subject it may be that they are better able to assess the meaning or value of what
they see, and so do not inflict what is really quite obvious and commonplace on a public
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to whom similar observations should be equally obvious or commonplace. 92
He repeatedly emphasized the importance ofboth museum specimens and intelligent
field work, accepting the new ecological priorities so long as they remained the province of
fact-gathering rather than explanation. He praised Ali's papers, for which Hugh Whistler
contributed notes, for their detailed ecological information.
About each species the author gives very full field-notes dealing with habitat, plant
association, bird association, food, and feeding habits, nesting, etc.; in these he shows
himself to be a keen and accurate observer, and cognisant of the kind of notes which are
ofvalue. ,,93
Indeed, Ticehurst urged that these notes be used as a model by field naturalists, for
Ali and Whistler realized what many field naturalists did not, that in order to produce a
satisfactory avifauna of a district ornithologists required specimens.

Explanation and Amateurs
The contents of The Ibis suggest that the new ecological methods and research lauded
by the centenary contributors as a progressive development, did not result from simply a
steady, progressive march of the science. By 1959, Lack was the director of the first
professional institute for ornithology in Britain, understandably concerned with carving out a
space for his institutes' personnel, students, methods, and research priorities. For example,
the changing nature of the scientific reputation of British ornithologists particularly
concerned him, and in his centenary contributions he tried to explain the decreasing number
of ornithologists elected as Fellows to the Royal Society. The relationship between amateur
and professional ornithologists has not been the focus of this thesis, but it is worth noting the
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probable implications of the shifts occurring in ornithology for the long tradition of amateur
natural history in Britain.
In emphasizing that the use of hypothesis should be the province of trained experts,
Lack and others created a methodological division between amateurs and professionals very
different from that of the previous century. David Allen notes that for two centuries the
lucky few who had been paid to do natural history work differed from amateurs "merely in
the fact that they were paid to apply their expertise on a full-time basis: their outlook and
their objectives were essentially the same as everyone else's.,,94 Faced with deciding what
would be the focus ofthe E.G.I. when he became director in 1945, Lack choose population
ecology, since ornithologists elsewhere adequately looked after work on the origin of species
from subspecies and the study of 'instinctive behaviour. ,,95 Lack believed that the most
important function of the Institute would be to open up new fields of enquiry, and ecology
provided the ideal, complex specialty. The common set of outlook and objectives between
amateurs and professionals eroded, symbolized by Lack's choice of a single species of bird
as the "guinea pig" for the long-term studies on which the Institute would embark.
Initially ecology seemed to be the answer to the problem ofrecovering the reputation
of natural history. Ecological geography, for example, continued the fact-gathering work of
the amateur, as in the work of Hubert Lynes, and mapping associations also maintained the
importance of the museum. The old relations and institutional networks could conceivably
be maintained within such a research program. In the end, however, "ecology was another
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light that failed," when ecologists pushed the discipline out ofthe domain ofthe amateurs, in
large part due to the emphasis put on explanatory work.96
Laudan notes that in sciences like geology, where the empirical method was allimportant, the '<sublime and difficult" parts of the science '<need not deter the layman or the
amateur," since many important aspects of research could be extended by mere observation. 97
An increasing emphasis on the importance of novel ideas, so pervasive by the time of the

centenary contributors, meant this would change.
To persist within a traditional furrow, even if aiming to transform that almost out of
recognition by widening and deepening it, is to risk being categorised as an unhopeful
pedestrian in academia's unending race. Even worse, it may leave one appearing to be
engaged on what any reasonably gifted amateur might equally be able to undertake. 98
An Oxford University-supported institute like the E.G.!. needed to differentiate itself

from both the methods and aims of traditional ornithology, firmly based on an empirical
tradition, since in academics, "prestige comes to the propounders ofrefreshingly novel ideas
or techniques." Thus, the values expounded by the centenary contributors, offitting
ornithology within a biological context in which the role of ideas, explanation, and
hypothesis became central, may be seen as part of more complex developments than a simple
'<revolution" against entrenched and "hide-bound" ornithologists.

Defending Speculation
The tenuous reception of the focus on the living bird in its natural environment shows
that it was hardly a self-evident way ofproceeding in ornithological work, in marked contrast
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to the narratives of the centenary contributors. Elton himself, in a review ofEugene Odum's
textbook on ecology as late as 1954, warned that animal ecology was in such an embryonic
state of thought "that it can hardly be said yet to have completed its neural fold."
The facts are rather chaotic; many of them are not facts at all; its theories are poised
uneasily between arm-chair pipe-dreams (valuable as models for thought) and ready-to
wear mathematical models that fit badly and are already bursting at the seams. And we
have still not solved satisfactorily our chief dilemma - how to study the full complexity
ofinterlocking animal communities without sacrificing depth to breadth ofresearch. 99
Since ecology had no clear methodology, nor a certain plan for how the work would
be useful or even conclusions based on it, the role of certain individuals in taking over both
institutions, authority, and publications, becomes more evident. It also brings to the fore the
fact that this new research program required a methodological revision. In essence, a defense
of speculation along the same lines as that launched by Meldola and Poulton at the
Entomological Society of London at the turn of the century aided the legitimization of the
new work. In order to address new questions, Lack, too, had to delve into a defense of
method. Until the work of Robert MacArthur, who reversed the order, ecologists began with
data and ended with speculation. lOO This did not mean the field was an open field for any
with an imaginative thought, for a sharp reprimand of "unwarranted speculation!" often
greeted hypothetical wanderings at meetings more than open-mindedness. 101 But the point is
that speculation was part and parcel of ecological papers, in contrast to the accepted scientific
method of the nineteenth century natural history periodicals. Twenty years after Lack had
become director of the E.G.I. and set it upon a path of research into population ecology, he
examined the state of the science. In his presidential address to the British Ecological
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Society in 1965 on evolutionary ecology, he still felt it necessary to defend the speculative
nature of such work. Although he admitted horrid examples of over-speculation had
occurred in the second half of the nineteenth century, when over-enthusiasm for the theory of
natural selection led to fantastic explanations of structures studied in museums, he insisted
speculation was a necessary part of science, through which evolutionary ecology was
presently advancing. Lack insisted that even arm-chair speculation should not be rejected,
despite the dulling effect this had had on selectionism in the previous century.
One does not wish to see evolutionary ecology degraded in the same way. Yet in the
prevailing ignorance, inspired guesses can be highly rewarding, the trouble being, of
course, that each worker assumes that his own views are inspired, whereas those of his
opponents are wild flights of fancy starting from incorrect premises. Experience suggests
that speculation is most likely to be sound if based on the insight of a worker with
detailed and intimate field experience ofparticular animals. 102
Naturalists would pay a price for this methodological shift, namely in the strict
boundaries necessary to define who had the expertise required to speculate, and who did not.
The theoretical foundations provided by the Evolutionary Synthesis contributed an
underlying, often unspoken speculative context within which ornithological work soon
became embedded. An understanding of this unspoken context, however, was central to
ecological and behavioural ornithology, in contrast to that which had underlined the
subspecies research program.

Conclusion
A final episode emphasizes the lesson the contents of The Ibis provides: that the
history of the Evolutionary Synthesis and the development of ecology involve more than
simply the acceptance or no of theoretical ideas, but that institutional frameworks and
101
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methodological commitments were also important in determining how these disciplines have
been transfonned in the twentieth century. Lack had made one ofhis oft-cited most important
contributions to the Evolutionary Synthesis by his study of Galapagos Finches, in which he
explained their differentiation into species using natural selection and the concept of
ecological niches. 103 His was one ofthe first adaptionist narratives that would soon dominate
British ornithology, as it did post-Synthesis biology as a whole in Britain and the United
States. Lack's work demonstrated to ecologists they could address evolutionary questions by
looking at life-history strategies, encapsulating all of those issues valued so highly by the
centenary contributors. 104 Lack himself became the dominant personality in the development
of life-history thinking, in which explanation centered on the theory of natural selection. 105
Eleven years before Lack published his book on the finches, Percy Roycroft Lowe
had concluded from his own studies on the Galapagos Finches that there seemed to be no
differential environmental factors that could be regarded as having survival value, and
therefore there was no scope for natural selection. 106 He agreed with William Bateson that
hybridization had created the varieties, but noted in his paper on the subject in The IbiS, that
he did not intend to try and explain broader evolutionary problems posed by the finches:
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I have simply brought before you a few facts solely in the hope that properly qualified
investigators, properly equipped, may be sent to the Galapagos with the sole object of
studying on the spot and for a sufficiently long period, by means of actual breeding
experiments, the genetics ofthis very interesting group ofbirds. 107

It was Lack who answered this call, visiting the Galapagos with L.S.V. Venables. In

1941, as Lack's initial paper had been sent to the printer of the Proceedings ofthe California
Academy ofSciences, Lowe wrote to the The Ibis complaining that although the work had

been supported by grants from the Royal and Zoological Societies of London, it would
probably come as a surprise to British ornithologists that the scientific results of the
expedition would be published by a foreign university. As for some brief selectionist
opinions put forth by Lack in Nature, Lowe warned that "the time for theorizing by academic
biologists seem to have gone by, and we are thirsty for the results ofpractical
investigations. ,,108 Lack replied that he had actually suggested publication in The Ibis but had
received so discouraging a reply from the late editor (Ticehurst) that he had accepted the
pressing invitation from the California Academy of Sciences. 109
Whereas Ticehurst's cynical view of Lack's studies had been clear, both the type of
work and research priorities epitomized by Lack's work and his own involvement in the
journal increased after Captain C.H.B. Grant took over the editorship in 1941. In 1942, Lack
was appointed Biological Assistant to the Editor, and in 1943, Ibis commenced a new feature,
"Notices of Recent Publications on Bird Biology," for which he was mainly responsible, to
accompany the usual "Notices of Recent Ornithological Publications" (ten years after the
entomological society had divided its entire journal along similar lines).110
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Grant noted in his preface to the 1943 volume that Lack had "interested his many
biological friends in the compilation of this section and in the activities of the B.O.U.
generally.,,111 Lack's "enlisted" friends, R.N. Southern and B.W. Tucker, joined him in
completing the Bird Biology section. They read through a wide range ofjournals, bringing a
much wider range of material to readers than the papers published or reviewed in Ibis. In
1944, Southern expanded the list ofjournals reviewed to include Ecology, Journal ofWildlife

Management, and Canadian Field-naturalist; Tucker began including papers from the
American Journal ofPhYSiology, Biometrika, and the Symposium on Quantitative Biology;
and Lack started summarizing Journal ofAnimal Ecology papers. The final volumes of 1945
included numerous papers from the Journal ofExperimental Zoology, Nature, the Journal of

Heredity, Endocrinology, and Physiological Zoology. Tucker, in particular, began reviewing
papers from physiology, genetics, endocrinology, and experimental zoology that could be on
any biological subject with no reference to specifically ornithological questions, but which
used birds as their organism. Almost all of these studies were on chickens, ring-doves, quail,
pigeons, sparrows, starlings, and pheasants, i.e. birds easy to keep in captivity and useful for
experimental purposes for the study of broad biological questions.
In the frrst year that The Ibis printed these reviews of biological works, Lack

reviewed as "indispensable to serious students of ornithology" both Mayr's book SystematiCS

and the Origin ofSpecies and Huxley's Evolution: the Modem Synthesis. I 12 The research
program on ecology that came to dominate the journal embedded Ibis ornithology explicitly
within evolutionary theory, specifically, within the theory of natural selection. It is here
where the Evolutionary Synthesis makes its most obvious appearance, for the most ardent
110
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advocate of biology and its explanatory sciences of ecology and evolutionary biology, was
David Lack. It is through his work and that of his group of fellow workers on ecology and
life history that the priorities and methods of the Evolutionary Synthesis entered the journal,
highlighting the importance of separating the body of knowledge being built into a field from
the sociology of that knowledge in a scientific community.113 Changes in Ibis reflected the
presence of a new research school led by a small group of generally younger individuals
(most of whom later contributed to the centenary), not only using new methods but also
operating in a new network of expertise no longer dependent on a few museum experts but
based at universities.

IJ2 David Lack, "Huxley on Evolution," Ibis, 1943, pp. 116-117 and "Mayr on Systematics and the Origin
of Species," Ibis, 1943, pp. 360-361.

This necessity has been emphasized by Richard C. Lewontin, a critic of the notion that the evolutionary
synthesis was a steadily advancing march toward integration of dichotomous traditions, (Richard C.
Lewontin, "Theoretical Population Genetics in the Evolutionary Synthesis," in Mayr & Provine, The
Evolutionary Synthesis, pp. 58-68, p. 60).
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Conclusion

In 1940 Ticehurst printed a letter alerting B.O.U. members to the British Museum

Trustees' decision to consider the removal of the BM(NH) Bird Room to the Tring estate,
thirty-three miles from London. Ticehurst explained that he had discussed the proposal with
many leading ornithologists, all of whom did not hesitate to "condemn any change of locus
for the National Collection. ,,1 He urged that to move the collection to a provincial town
would be extremely inconvenient for the majority of amateur workers who supplied the bulk
of contributions to ornithological literature and would be a "retrograde step which would so
hinder research that British ornithology, which has always held a premier place in the world,
would be enormously handicapped." Letters supporting Ticehurst's view arrived from Hugh
Whistler, George E. Lodge, and Willoughby P. Lowe. Lodge called the proposal nothing less
than a "national ornithological disaster," and asked whether the Trustees had any idea "of
what ornithological research is and what it entails in magnitude oflabour in work and time?,,2
Lowe felt it would be the "death-knell to ornithology," cutting adrift many amateurs who
frequently visited London to work in the Bird-Room. 3 David Bannerman, who had been on
the staff of the Bird-Room regularly since 1910, endorsed the editor's opinion that the move
would prove disastrous to Ornithology in Britain. In doing so he drew a direct connection
between the B.O.D. and the importance of the museum in London. 4
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This decision has been taken without having sought the opinion of a single ornithologist
of repute or without recourse to the views of the Committee of the British Ornithologist's
Union, the recognised official body of ornithologists in this country, in whose journal
much of the official work of the Museum has been published... advantages will be offset
by killing the goose that lays the golden eggs and by seriously handicapping for all time
the study ofornithology in this country.5
Written just a few years before the "revolution" described by Lack, Thorpe, Moreau,
and Tinbergen, this exchange certainly provides a different portrait of pre-l 940s ornithology
than that portrayed by the centenary volume compiled nineteen years later. The central
importance of the collection and the work that resulted from its presence in London was of
unquestioned importance, in the opinion of these ornithologists, to the health of British
ornithology as a whole and to the work of the Union. Its loss to the provinces would in
essence destroy British scientific ornithology. Certainly the contributors to the centenary
would have seen the situation quite differently, perhaps even with relief. Indeed, the
collection is hardly mentioned at all in their narratives of the history of ornithology.
In view ofthe empirical tradition that had guided The Ibis and other natural history
journals for decades, the central importance to older ornithologists of the collection is not
surprising. The fear of Ticehurst and his colleagues that the loss of the collection would kill
British ornithology is symbolic of the very different methodological foundation ofpre-1940s
ornithology from that lauded by the centenary contributors. Laudan has described how in
Baconian institutions like the Geological Society, naturalists intended that activities and
research exemplify the chosen view of the aims and methods of science in action. She notes
that reformations of such institutions often promoted a particular image of science:
In those instances where institutions have been created or transformed to forward a

specific view of science, a clear connection can often be traced between the
institutionalization of the science and the research carried out by members of that
particular institution.,,6
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For the Geological Society, a focus on facts required a central depository in London.
which would ensure "the progress of Geology would be materially accelerated.,,7 This
attitude can be used to illustrate why the move of the collection was so important to Union
members, and why it symbolizes in retrospect a shift not only in authority and research
emphasis, but in methodological focus as well, from empirical fact-gathering to the
theoretical emphasis of subsequent ornithology.
Amidst all their portrayals of the journal has "hide-bound," the centenary
contributors' main complaint with the old volumes of The Ibis was that the journal contained
few papers which could be called papers of ideas. Most papers had "no conclusions drawn
from them," but were lists of specimens or species observed in geographic regions, a
reflection of the collection-based ornithology ofthe day. Lack, Moreau, Tinbergen and
others praised the journal's more recent numbers for the increasing attention to planned
investigation combined with the utilization and synthesis of the "scattered data" already
available. ,18
By 1959, Lack could say that more new ideas and stimulating syntheses were being
put forward in The Ibis than in any other ornithological publication in Britain. 9 More
important, all of this research aimed at the explanation of specific problems, whether
ecological or ethological. In his classic history of ornithology, Erwin Stresemann used the
same criteria to value ornithological works and narrate the trends, successes, and failures of
the discipline. His section on "The Development of Biology" traced those who had, as ''field
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biologists," wished not only to describe but to understand. As for collections, which had
earlier been regarded as the goal of science, with biology they now became "only the means
for penetrating its true essence."l0 For Stresemann as for the centenary contributors,
explanation provided the fundamental difference between the ornithology of the 1950s and
previous work, drawing it within biology, not to mention its institutions, standards, methods
and priorities.
A modem volume of The Ibis is a definitive example of a professionalized scientific
discipline. Studies must have a theoretical context, articles often become a maze of cross
references, and complicated statistics are central details of papers. In returning to an
examination of a journal like The Ibis's contents over time, and comparing it to the
evaluations of the architects of the trends toward modern ornithology, it becomes evident that
the modern priorities, methods, and criteria of good scientific work are not the results of an
inevitable progression of scientific knowledge. Rather, they are intricately bound within the
internal dynamics of the community, disciplinary construction and legitimization, which in
turn are direct responses to the priorities and judgements of the broader scientific community.
This thesis provides a portrait of how a group of naturalists guided and subsequently
maintained both institutionally and rhetorically the biological focus and context of their
discipline. By juxtaposing the commemorative narratives of the architects of modern
ornithology with the contents of a journal they described as archaic, it is possible to both
examine underlying disciplinary motives of their historical narratives, and provide a more
contextual portrait of early twentieth century ornithology. For example, in contrast to the
necessarily brief references to a huge amount of work on geographical ornithology in the
centenary volume of The IbiS, the contents of the journal shows that the research program
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pursued by ornithologists working on geographical ornithology was both dynamic and
dependent upon transitions of authority within the community. By placing this work within
its methodological context, an explanation of both geographical ornithology's persistence and
intent can be provided, on its own terms rather than that of a subsequent, theory-valuing
community of workers. This also aids in understanding why the ideas of evolution and
particularly natural selection remained for the most part outside the purview of the journal,
and qualifies dichotomous narratives of pre-Synthesis natural history that generalizes
naturalists into a single tradition with static, uniform methodologies and theoretical
commitments. Throughout, this thesis has emphasized the importance oftransitions of
authority within the discipline, particularly in examining the history ofecology in The Ibis.
That such changes were in turn accompanied by methodological shifts provides additional
evidence that the commemorative descriptions of The Ibis as "hide-bound" ignore the
contested nature of modem methods and priorities, and the complex nature of disciplinary
change.
The Evolutionary Synthesis does not appear explicitly until the end of this particular
story, but it rapidly and deeply influenced the journal. An indication that Lack's work, for
example, interested the architects of the synthesis, and that he responded to the concerns and
priorities of the period's work on evolution, is that they invited him to attend the Princeton
Conference held in 1947, recognized since as where the Synthesis was both recognized
formally and where remaining problems were outlined. Here, one of the arguments raised
concerning certain aspects within the synthetic theory was the relative importance of
ecological components of speciation. 11 This was Lack's ground, for when faced with the
decision of what would be the research focus ofthe Edward Grey Institute when he became
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director in 1945, he chose issues that became central to the "hardening" of the synthesis,
namely detailed and long-term studies in population ecology.
The period of the Evolutionary Synthesis was a time in which the research and
professional infrastructures ofevolutionary studies were being changed, refined, and
consolidated. At the B.O.U.'s journal The Ibis, and the Edward Grey Institute ofField
Ornithology, which began to supply an increasing number of papers, this was clearly evident
in a focus on specific research questions raised by both Lack and others. That the
Evolutionary Synthesis meant that evolution theory "began to permeate almost all of biology
with new meaning" was very true for ornithology, but it also led to an amnesia regarding
what had been the meaning of previous work. This study has attempted to recover aspects of
twentieth century ornithology that have been lost within the narratives of ornithologists either
directly involved in Synthesis issues, or in the more general trend of which it formed a part,
that of bringing ornithology within the purview of biological priorities and method.
James Fisher concluded his criticism of Lack's historical interpretations, noted in
Chapter 1, by wondering whether Lack was not making a mistake in deciding his, and the
Institute's, attitude to so many things so early:
There is plenty of time, and plenty of problems to solve, and I should have thought it best
to have a humble go at some interesting ones without a ponderous analysis of the relative
values of the problems. History has a habit of upsetting values. ,,12

Omissions in narratives like Lack's and those of the other contributors to The Ibis
centenary, such as the contested nature of new methods or rival priorities and theoretical
paradigms, are no doubt due in part to the short space allowed to such commemoratives,
combined with their unsurprising emphasis on achievements and the path to current research
agendas. But it is also important to remember that, as Bensaude-Vincent has emphasized,
II
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scientific commemorations are "ceremonies that help scientific communities enhance their
social prestige." 13 A summary of the types of research most valued helps create the unity
and identity of the discipline, while "reference to a founding event," like the "revolution" that
occurred in The Ibis in the 1940s, allows the mapping of "a specific space and a specific time
for the discipline." Commemorative narratives like this provide a prehistory and year zero
from which the modem discipline can take reference and compare its own priorities and
methods favorably with a past that serves to emphasize the advantages and virtues of the
modem discipline. This function of commemorative volumes, combined with an analysis of
the actual contents of that "prehistory," shows that, contrary to the centenary contributors'
portrayal of the progress of ornithology as a series of progressive and inevitable phases, the
changes in ornithology resulted from the contested interests ofa small group. That these
changes involved disputed methods, and assumptions regarding the utility of the new
information to which older ornithologists responded; "a child could have told you that,"
indicates that the twentieth-century priorities of British ornithology have a more complex and
interesting history than the natural progression of a field that had a clear way to proceed.
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